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Abstract. The article analyzes the processes of information, transforming the environment of training of pupil
with visual impairment. There is a necessity to change the content of the information education in connection
with the use of specialized software, and hardware and digital educational resources. Special rehabilitation
centers that teach computer science and contemporary information technology (IT) and allow student with
visual impairment to adapt to the development and independent use of specialized IT, help in solving a number of important problems. The tiflotechnik class implements contemporary technological capabilities for
training visually impaired information and music computer technologies. Analysis of the peculiarities of the
use of music computer technologies (MCT) by rehabilitators with visual impairments shows that currently
blind musicians have the opportunity to master a number of MCT-programs (sequencers, audio editors, etc.),
which contributes to the most profound disclosure of their creative potential.
The development of IT and MCT offer unique opportunities for visually impaired students to provide and
receive information almost in full. The authors of article describe the experience of working with students
with deep visual impairment in the process of teaching them contemporary IT.
Keywords: Information Technology, Inclusive Education, Informatics, Music Computer Technologies
Tiflotechnik Class, Visually Impaired
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Introduction
It is believed that vision provides more than 80% of information about the outside world. The blind or visually
impaired person is partially limited in the choice of the source of information. Most of these people do not have
the opportunity to read books, newspapers, magazines and other flat-printed publications, navigate in space and
move through streets without of an accompanying person’s help. The development of information technologies
(IT) opens up unique prospects for pupil with visual impairment (we are talking about more severe cases, although they include [4], [5]) to provide and receive information almost in full. With the use of specially developed
technologies, blind pupil are able to use such actions as creating, processing and editing electronic texts, reading
flat-screen literature, printing materials from electronic formats in special Braille; maintaining various kinds of
databases, communicating in social networks, as well as searching and placement of information on the Internet.
All this gives the blind person the opportunity to get a profession corresponding to his/her interests [13], [15].
Special rehabilitation centers that teach music computer technologies (MCT) and contemporary IT and allow
pupil with visual impairment to adapt to the development and independent use of specialized IT, help in solving
a number of important problems.

2

Tiflotechnic Class: Teaching IT and MCT for Students with Visual Impairment

The workplace for the rehabilitant, who is trained according to the methodology developed by us, consists of
the following components:
a. soft computer chair, which has the ability to pick up the height so that it is conven-ient for those who have
a small balance of vision to look at the monitor screen;
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b. two-tier computer desk where the student can place his/her hands for the convenience of free movement of
the computer mouse, and, if necessary, the use of a Braille display for more accurate display and development of the information received;
c. the monitor screen diagonal of nineteen inches, set to the highest resolution and font magnification for
people with residual vision;
d. on both sides of the monitor there are active speakers for playing audio files, as well as speech output using
the system of voice assistants and the screen access programs; for sound playback, you can use headphones
provided at each workplace;
e. high-quality vocal microphone, which allows rehabilitants to record and process their own voice;
f. on the left of the table there is a special double-sided high-speed Braille printer for printing on doubleformat sheets (newspaper format). This device allows you to print out electronic texts in Braille, so that the
rehabilitant could not only hear the information reproduced by the speech synthesizer, but also read it;
g. scanning and reading machine, which provides the opportunity to make available to blind and visually
impaired people a wide range of printed materials using the latest technology of optical character recognition of a scanned text which is read aloud in the chosen language and a user-defined voice, adjustable
speed, volume, tone, listening material; it is also possible to conserve the information on digital media;
h. television, which is designed to read digital talking books, recorded on flash cards in a specially designed
format. The player contains electronic memory and electronic bookmarks, which makes it easy to find the
desired fragment, continue playback from the desired episode and move through the text, adjusting the
speed of speech playback;
i. portable Braille display allows blind users to freely navigate the Windows operating system. All buttons
can be individually customized to the needs of a particular user. The wheels allow you to scroll lines,
sentences, paragraphs and entire documents. There is an additional way to navigate using the joystick or
the rocker button. Using a combination of scroll buttons, rocker buttons, and curs or buttons, you can easily
navigate through the body of a document of any format;
j. stationary video magnifier, which allows visually impaired people to read books, magazines, recipes, it
allows you to consider the small details of any object;
k. GPS-device for blind and visually impaired users which is a compact device equipped with a navigator
with voice control and designed to orient the blind and visually impaired student on the ground. Multitransport navigation is carried out on foot or by car and you can find the road with the help of voice navigation; digital maps for exploring the area; getting real-time voice description of what surrounds you while
walking; obtaining information about your location, etc.
In the class of tiflotechnic we provide a MIDI-keyboard for those who can realize their musical abilities; we have
developed and implemented it in the educational process of the special program of teaching computer arrangements for people with impaired vision. The manuals have developed modules and classes aimed at providing
opportunities for teaching computer musical creativity blind musicians using the "method of projects" [18] on
the basis of music computer technologies (MCT) [10]. This has become possible thanks to the developments of
scientists involved in solving the problems of computer modeling of the creative process, in particular, the modeling of the process of musical creativity and the use of its results in the system of contemporary music education
[2], [7-9].
In addition to special equipment, there are also some speech programs (JAWS, NVDA, etc.) designed for
voice access to the information displayed on the PC screen. This access is carried out by means of computer
synthesis of a speech signal with its output on the sound-transmitting device. This allows the blind user to work
with a wide range of programs for various purposes, using a text display mode, including text editors, table
processors, programming systems, some educational games. (Read more about the possibilities of teplotehnich
class analysis for teaching IT and MCT to students with visual impairment written in [11], [14].)

3

The Main Modules of IT Training for Visually Impaired Students

The main modules of IT training for visually impaired student consist of the following thematic blocks:
1. Familiarity with the special equipment installed in the class of tiflotechnic, the main features and possibilities
of its practical application (more detailed information see: [14]).
2. The computer device and operating system. Computer capabilities for a person with visual impairment. It
sets up the operating system for the correct operation of the voice assistant (JAWS, NVDA, etc.).
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3. Work with a computer keyboard, the location of the keys and the main keyboard functions. Here we talk
about the specific purpose of each key, what function it performs when working in the operating system,
study the location of the keys on the number and letter rows. For those who want to learn how to type quickly,
there are special keyboard simulators with voice prompts and special tasks for spell checking and error detection in fast printing.
4. Basic principles of work with programs of screen access (“voice assistants”), voicing the information displayed on the screen, which helps the blind or visually impaired person to freely navigate in the settings and
commands of the operating system, to work with electronic, audio and video materials, to sound work on the
Internet; system requirements and features that must be observed when using them (more detailed information see: [13]).
5. Principles of operation of operating systems of the ‘Windows’ line (desktop, start menu and context menu,
basic system keyboard commands required by the user when working on the computer, etc. (more detailed
information see: [14]).
6. What are “hot keys” and how they can help to make the work easier for the blind and visually impaired, not
using a computer “mouse” in the work.
7. Working with files and folders using keyboard shortcuts, editing, filling and moving. Basic concepts about
extensions and file types (audio, video, photos, etc.).
8. Work with data (information), transfer data to various removable media (flash drives, removable hard drives
and CDs). Working with data without using a mouse, there are system commands for such operations. Archiving the information, to configure the archiver. Basic combinations for saving and deleting information
from the hard drive or removable media. Types of media for high-quality and reliable storage of information.
9. Working with dialogs and pop-up system messages, what to do when the system messages appear, when you
need to minimize or expand the system window, what key combinations you can use to switch between
Windows, and what is convenient for working with multiple tasks at the same time.
10. Work in popular text editors (word processors, keyboard combinations used for text formatting, creation and
formation of tables, spell checking, correction of spelling and syntax errors, the main differences between
editors of different years of release, archiving of documents and text files to save space on the hard drive and
removable media) (more detailed information see: [13]).
11. Scanning of books, documents and photos, translation of texts from paper to electronic versions, recognition
of scanned flat-printed texts with the help of special programs to be able to reproduce them by speech synthesizers. Setting the speed of reading playback, choosing the voice tone, the best for the perception of electronic voice (more detailed information see: [12]).
12. Work with a “talking” electronic library, creation of electronic bookmarks for the convenience of listening,
finding and keeping the fragments of the work, the translation of electronic texts in audio format for readability, “pocket” computers, mobile phones, tablets and iPods (more detailed information see: [11]).
13. Work with sound and music, listening to audio files, watching videos with the help of various programs of
players. Practical work in popular audio editors, easy to use for the blind and visually impaired, digitization
of rare unique recordings from magnetic tapes and other analog media, cleaning of noise and other extraneous
sounds without loss of quality, conversion of audio and video materials, transfer from one format to another
to save space on the hard disk and removable media (more detailed information see: [8]).
14. Work with e-mail, check the e-mail address, sending and receiving e-mail using a special e-mail clients come
with features e-mail. Main shortcuts that are used when sending and receiving e-mail attachments (more
detailed information see: [14]). 15) The principle of operation of the blind and visually impaired in the global
Internet, with the help of voice assistants voice information is displayed on the screen, the main features of
the search and download information from the Internet resources, “hot keys” to speed up the network and
get quick access to the desired information, as well as the ability to quickly find the desired link (more
detailed information see: [14]).
15. Work in popular search engines, search for the desired information using speech synthesizers (voice assistants), the presence of key combinations to speed up the work and sort out the data. Search and exchange of
information in the global network and data exchange systems, the process and features of data acquisition,
setting up special and additional programs, voicing information about the received data, speed, ratings, percentage of reception and transmission of information (more detailed information see: [7]).
16. Getting to know and work with social networks, posting personal information, searching for people by groups
and interests, inviting them to participate and viewing the news feed. Work in networks that support not only
e-mail, but also voice communication, such as ICQ, Skype, etc., features and principles of blind and visually
impaired people in voice chat. Setting up a special program that alerts the actions taking place on the monitor
10

screen to carry out simultaneous communication in voice and electronic chats, which greatly increases the
productivity of information (more detailed information see: [13]).
17. Methods of self-posting information to the global network, viewing information and, if necessary, save it to
your computer, the main keyboard commands that help to navigate the work with the data (more detailed
information see: [9]).
18. Familiarity with the thematic discussion of the Internet mailing for blind and visually impaired users, subscription, registration and direct participation in special electronic forums on interests (more detailed information see: [8]).
19. Possibility to work with modern touch displays, control icons with the help of specially provided gestures
for the blind and visually impaired. Access to information through the voice assistant, which is provided on
touch tablets (more detailed information see: [17]).
The method of teaching IT to visually impaired pupil involves doing homework after each lesson, so that students
can analyze, consolidate and test the material in a reallife situation, and, in case of ambiguities, ask the appropriate questions.

4

Сonclusion

The problem of teaching a blind student and a student with deep visual impairment contemporary IT lies also in
the fact that the contingent is heterogeneous according to the type of existing visual pathologies, by type of visual
impairment (total blindness or porcelina), at the time of the occurrence of the defect: blindness is congenital or
acquired and so on. The number of hours of the rehabilitant's presence is determined depending on the need and
level of his/her initial information training, as well as his/her health.
At the same time, each group of the blind, united on the basis of the severity of visual pathology, is characterized by the presence of certain psychological features that the teacher of information and communication
technologies must bear in mind [10], [13]. Knowledge of these features will help to competently and accurately
represent the training material necessary for the study of a group of rehabilitators.
Analysis of the peculiarities of the use of MCT by people with visual impairments shows that currently blind
musicians have the opportunity to master a number of MCT programs (sequencers, audio editors, etc.), which
contributes to the most profound disclosure of their creative potential. The MCT are an indispensable tool of
educational process in propagating music masterpieces among the different social groups, as well as a unique
technology for implementation of inclusive pedagogical process in training the people with disabilities [16].
Special rehabilitation centers that teach computer and contemporary IT and allow pupil with visual impairment to adapt to the development and independent use of specialized IT (see, for example, in the works [1], [3],
[6], [18-21], [23-25]), help in solving a number of important problems.
High-tech information educational environment requires the search for new approaches and fundamentally
new systems of education in the School of the Digital Age. “The ICT revolution brings along an increased potential for inclusion and participation, but also risks for exclusion and thus the responsibility for implementing
eAccessibility. It provokes a growing number of challenging research questions. Old boundaries of concepts
dissolve, new approaches and fresh thinking are formed: not only in technical terms, but also in social, economic,
pedagogic and other terms” – G. Kouroupetroglou, General Chair of the16th International Conference on Computers Helping People with Special Needs ICCHP-2018 (July 11-13, 2018, Linz, Austria) said [22].
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe our research in the field of teaching programming to lower secondary
blind students. We were observing the misconceptions that these students had when acquiring basic programming concepts, such as commands, sequence of commands, and loops with a fixed number of iterations. We
used two different programming languages to program simple melodies, stories or rhymes. Our intention was
to compare the audio text-based programming language and the physical programming language in terms of
their suitability for teaching blind learners of this age. We have found that both languages are suitable and
extremely engaging for these students.
Keywords: Blind students, programming, audio programming language, physical programming language.

1

Introduction

Research in the field of teaching computing to lower secondary blind students has been taking place at our department since 2011 [1]. This research has produced pilot versions of programming environments designed for
blind students and educational scenarios for teaching programming in these environments [2, 3].
We consider developing algorithmic thinking to be very important for blind students. People with vision loss
have much less of a chance in finding a suitable job because of their impairment. However, if they have computer
skills, they have a better chance of being employed. It is a great advantage if besides using applications, they
have programming skills. A significant number of blind programmers are working successfully in software companies. We are convinced that the sooner the interest of blind learners in this profession is appropriately captured,
the easier it will be for them to obtain the necessary qualifications.
The development of algorithmic thinking is also important for blind students who choose to pursue a career
outside the IT field. The ability to follow the instructions, or to break down the problem into sub-problems and
to describe the procedure for solving them, are important skills necessary for learning, working and living in
society.
Key competencies related to programming are also set in the curriculum of computer science for students with
visual impairment. In short, students should
 understand concepts command, sequence of commands, loop command,
 be able to use a formal notation for writing sequence of commands and for interpreting sequence of commands.
However, teaching programming requires an appropriate programming tool. A brief analysis of some programming environments in terms of their suitability for blind students is presented in the next chapter. We will describe the text-based audio programming language Alan (see Fig. 1) [4] and the physical programming language
Torino [5]. We verified these two environments with blind students (of ages 12 to 14). We describe this verification in Chapter 3 and we summarize the results in Chapter 4. In the last chapter we compare our findings with
the findings of other authors and present the conclusions.
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Fig. 1. A blind student is programming in text-based Alan environment

2

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR BLIND STUDENTS

2.1

Related work

Teaching algorithms and problem solving in a standard class with sighted students is usually done via software
that heavily leans on visual representations – Logo [6], Scratch [7] and others. These environments allow the
manipulation of virtual objects with a wide variety of commands. But these educational software products are
not usable if we teach blind students – who work with computers using a screen reader and the only information
they can work with is text and sound.
Block-based languages, like Scratch, are very popular, because these environments remove the syntax complexities and they can be a good choice for an introduction to programming. Milne [8] documented the accessibility challenges of block-based languages and developed Blocks4All prototype environment as a more inclusive
alternative for Apple iPad environment. Unfortunately, the iPad is not widely used in Slovak schools yet.
We considered the use of audio programming language (APL) for the blind developed in Chile [9]. The pilot
testing (conducted by the Sánchez and his colleagues [10]) showed that programming in this language was too
abstract even for older learners (aged 17 to 20) and therefore unsuitable for the younger learners in our group.
Nevertheless, it inspired us to create a simpler audio programming language Alan (see Chapter 2.3) for younger
students.
Stefik with his team [11] developed an auditory programming environment called Sod-beans with a programming language called Hop. They also developed and verified multi-sensory (sound and touch) curriculum to
make text-based programming easier and more accessible for people with visual impairments. But it was designed for older students as well and it is not usable for young children who may still be developing literacy and
typing skills.
Horn and his colleagues [12] describe two tangible programming languages, Tern and Quetzal. The Tern
language allows children to create a program to control a virtual robot Karel on a computer screen and the
language Quetzal to control a LEGO MindstormsTM robot. The authors created these tangible languages for
sighted children to facilitate their collaborative development of the programs in the group. For blind children it
is problematic to program the robot Karel because they cannot follow his movement on the screen. The Quetzal
language we found to be suitable for our blind and partially sighted students. They could create a program by
hand and check the robot executing the program by touch. Unfortunately, both languages are not commercially
available yet, because their use has been restricted almost entirely to laboratory and research settings. A more
suitable solution for blind children is the physical programming language Torino, which we will describe later
(see Chapter 2.4).
2.2

Development of own programming environments for blind students

We decided to develop our own programming tool. Our university students developed two programming environments Ladybug [13] and World of Sounds [14]. The Ladybug environment allows a user to control a virtual
object moving on a virtual grid (on the computer screen). While the object was moving according to the instructions, coordinates of the passed fields were pronounced verbally by a screen reader to the blind users so that they
received feedback. The application World of Sounds used a simple audio programming language to program a
sequence of sounds – either selected audio files or read the entered text. However, these environments were not
of such high quality to be used in the learning process. But during their verification, we defined what features a
programming environment for blind novice programming students must have [15].
 The environment should work with a screen reader. Each response must have an appropriate sound form. It
must be fully controllable using a keyboard.
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 The environment should be controlled with the mouse and should also be of interest to partially sighted and
able-bodied students - classmates of blind students.
 Basic commands should either be used to play different sounds, or to pronounce text. In addition, language
should include more complicated commands that lead students to understand the concepts of loop, conditional
statement, variable, and procedure.
 Block-based features – the user does not have to edit the language commands but selects them from the list.
 The result of the program should be a sequence of sounds (audio file or spoken text) that are played in the
specified order.
2.3

Programming environment ALAN

We proposed a language that meets the criteria mentioned above. According to this proposal, a student of applied
informatics has created the programming environment ALAN (see Table 1) as part of his bachelor thesis [4].
Table 1. Program in Alan environment

Say(What animal makes this sound?)
Repeat 3 times
Play(donkey)
End of Repeat
Question(Is that a donkey?) Answer: Yes
Say(Excellent!)
Else
Say(No, it is a donkey) End of Question

The Alan environment allows a user to program audio stories or simple melodies. The environment uses a simple
programming language with two basic commands: Play and Say. The Play command plays a sound that a student
can choose from among several categories - Music, Tones, Story, Animals. However, the teacher can add any
additional sounds and categories to the menu. The Say command says the specified text. In addition, the program
offers the possibility to use a loop command with a fixed number of iterations. Furthermore, variables, branching
commands, and subroutines can be used in the program as well. The environment was created primarily for blind
students, so it can be fully controlled using the keyboard. From an educational point of view, the environment
enables blind students to learn all the knowledge and skills required by the curriculum in a fun way.
2.4

Physical programming language Torino

While we were developing the Torino environment, the staff in the Microsoft Research Lab - Cambridge were
developing the Torino (see Fig. 2) physical programming language [5]. This language enables to teach programming concepts and computational thinking to children aged 7-11 regardless of level of vision. To create code,
the children connect command pods and adjust their settings to create music, stories, or poetry.
Individual commands are represented by tangible parts – modules. The sequence of modules creates a thread.
Each thread can be connected to one of the four inputs of the main module (hub), whereas at each input we can
choose a different set of sounds.
Torino is based on Sonic Pi language 1 developed by professor Aaron [16]. Currently, Torino has four types
of modules (instruction pods) that students can use to create programs [17]:
 Play pod instructs the program to play a sound that can be altered using a dial that rotates through the number
of available sounds.
 The pause pod adds a temporal suspension to the program.
 The loop pod enables a sequence of commands to be repeated.
 The selection pod enables different paths to be taken through a program depending on the values set on the
two dials. The merge pod is used to merge the two paths back together so the program can continue after the
commands in the chosen path have been carried out.

1

http://sonic-pi.net/
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Fig. 2. Physical programming language Torino (source of image [5])

The main module (hub) communicates via Bluetooth with the service software (see Fig. 3) running on a computer
or tablet. This program allows the teacher to set up individual categories of sounds that students use when creating programs.

Fig. 3. A software running on the computer with a text (block-based) version of program

Except of command pods there are plugs that can be inserted into the dials on the pods to allow further expansion
of concepts to include constants and variables.

3

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

3.1

Aims and methods

In our research, we explored the acquisition of the following concepts by lower secondary blind students (without
previous programming experience) - a command, a sequence of commands, and a loop command. We focused
on the following two goals.
 To observe the misconceptions of blind students in solving tasks requiring the use of a sequence of commands
and a loop with a fixed number of iterations.
 To explore the advantages and disadvantages of programming in Alan and Torino environments (in solving
tasks aimed at using a sequence of commands and a loop with a fixed number of iterations).
There are not many blind students aged 14-16 in Slovakia, so our research sample was small. Therefore, we
decided to use a case study qualitative research strategy. We had chosen the following research methods to collect
and analyse data [18, 19].





Observation of students (at computer science lessons).
Semi-structured interview (with students and teachers).
Analysis of educational outcomes of students.
Analysis of video and audio recordings (done during computer lessons).
teachers).

3.2

Questionnaires (for students and

Participants

Our research involved five visually impaired lower secondary students. The observed students used a screen
reader to work with the computer. Some students with severe vision impairment also used magnification software.
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We tried to find out the most relevant information about the students studied. We conducted interviews with
classroom teachers, special teachers and informatics teachers.
Table 2 shows the most important characteristics of these students.
Table 2. Characteristics of students
Student
A
B
C
D
E

3.3

Grade
6
6
7
7
7

Gender
Girl
Girl
Boy
Boy
Girl

Impairment
Severe low vision
Blind, Muscular dystrophy
Blind
Blind
Severe low vision

Computer skills
Above average
Slightly below average
Slightly above average
Slightly above average
Slightly above average

Educational activities with Alan

We developed an educational scenario for teaching programming in the Alan environment over the course of
five lessons [20]. The aim of the first lesson was to introduce the Alan programming environment and two basic
language commands - Say and Play. During the second lesson, students practiced using the basic commands to
create longer sequences. The task was to create audio stories by combining spoken words with the set of sounds.
During the third lesson, the students learned about the loop concept. The aim of the fourth lesson was to teach
students how to debug the program. The fifth lesson was focused on analysing codes of programs with a loop
command in terms of accuracy and efficiency. We also included a task to determine whether the result of two
different programs is the same.
We implemented this educational scenario with two groups of students, in one group there were students from
sixth grade (A and B), in the second group there were students from seventh grade (C, D, E). Each student had
a computer (with headphones, screen reader and Alan environment). We discussed the tasks with students either
in the group or individually. The aim of the discussions was not to disclose the solution to the students, but to
bring them to the solution by asking questions.
3.4

Educational activities with Torino

While creating the educational scenario for the Torino environment, we were inspired by the teacher's manual
created by the Torino developers. However, we decided to adjust most of the tasks so that students could create
stories and songs in their native language and not in English. The scenario was planned for five lessons. During
the first lesson, we focused on gaining basic skills in working with the physical programming language Torino.
Students became familiar with the main module, as well as with the procedure for connecting play pods to the
sequence and running the program.
During the second lesson, the students experimented with setting the sound parameters on the play pods.
During the first two lessons students programmed simple stories or short sections of known melodies and
rhymes. The theme of the third lesson was debugging. The tasks were to find and correct the following types of
errors: incorrect command in sequence, incorrect order of commands in sequence, missing or redundant command in sequence. The fourth lesson was focused on the use of the loop command, with no commands placed
before or after the loop. Tasks that required to place command sequences before or after the loop command were
planned for the fifth lesson. We also attempted to assign tasks to use nested loops and sequence of loops (see
Fig. 4).
This educational scenario was implemented with the same two groups of students from the educational
scenario for Alan. So, students had already programmed in the Alan environment a few months before. We had
two programming kits, so some students could use one for themselves and others worked in pairs. Students
solved the tasks and when they did not know how to proceed, we helped them by asking questions.
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Fig. 4. Students create a program with two loops (physical and text version of program)

4

Results

In our research, we have focused on misconceptions related to concepts − command, sequence of commands,
loop command with a fixed number of iterations. We also wanted to verify the suitability of Alan and Torino
environments to implement these concepts. The observed students worked with enthusiasm in both environments. In the Alan environment, students actively used various keyboard shortcuts. Editing the program did not
cause them any major problems.
We have noticed that the physical programming language is more appropriate if the students work in pairs.
They could cooperate better. However, a larger group is not appropriate because each student wants to feel by
touch the sequence of pods. Ideally, each student should feel by touch which command is being executed.
Thieme and the team of authors [17] also verified the Torino language with five pairs of students with different
degrees of visual impairment, and they also found it to be a suitable programming tool supporting collaborative
learning in pairs.
Regarding misconceptions, the students had no problems in solving tasks where it was necessary to create
sequences of commands without loops. Problems were observed only when solving tasks that required the use
of the loop command. We will now mention the observed problems for each programming environment.
In the ALAN environment, we noticed the following misconceptions.
 Incorrectly placed command at the end of loop body instead of placing it outside of the loop. Table 3
contains a comparison of the student's solution (the second column) and the correct solution (the third column). The task was to correct the program in the first column so that the gong sound was played four times
instead of three times. The added command is formatted in bold and italics.
Table 3. Addition of missing command Play(Gong)
Original program

Student’s solution

Repeat 3 times Repeat 3 times
Play(Gong)
Play(Gong)
Play(Gong)
End of Repeat
End of Repeat

Correct solution

Repeat 3 times
Play(Gong)
End of Repeat
Play(Gong)

 Misunderstanding the execution of commands placed in the body of the loop command. We often encountered that students understand the repetition of a sequence of commands by first repeating the first command, then the next command, and so on, and the loop ends when the last loop command is executed several
times. A similar experience has also been described by Grover and Basu [21], who focused on misconceptions
in understanding loop in block-based programming language. On a sample of 100 high school students, they
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found that some of them understood the repetition of the sequence of commands in the loop as we had seen
in our students.
 A similar misconception occurred in solving the task in which students should decide whether the result of
two different programs is the same. The following two programs listed in Table 4 appeared to be the same
for several students.
Table 4. The task was to compare the following two programs
Program 1

Repeat 5 times
Play(pig)
End of Repeat
Repeat 5 times
Play(hen)
End of Repeat

Program 2

Repeat 5 times
Play(pig)
Play(hen)
End of Repeat

In the Torino environment, we have observed the following phenomena.
 Some students were struggling to realize when to put a sequence of commands before the loop and when
inside the loop.
 The limited number of command modules in the language had a motivating effect on the use of loops.
Students considered when to use the loop command and when not. For example, they realized that if two or
less commands were repeated, it would not be worthwhile to use a loop module.
 Using nested loops was challenging. Students preferred solutions without them.
Regarding motivation, we noticed that for the students who were not interested in music, programming of the
music was rather difficult and less popular. These students preferred programming poems and short stories.
On the other hand, students with a musical talent preferred the Torino language, which, unlike Alan, allowed
them to set the duration of the tones.
Student A preferred to work with the Torino physical programming language. As she is talented in music,
programming the melodies was a good motivation for developing her programming skills. However, this student
did not have any problems when working with ALAN environment as well.
For student B, we considered it appropriate to alternate several forms of learning programming, as we could
not burden her with monotonous activity. Working with the Torino environment was quite difficult for her. She
had problems connecting the command modules because of her physical impairment and the teacher had to help
her.
Student C preferred to program in ALAN environment. He considered it difficult to connect physical programming modules. However, he liked to work in a group, so using a physical programming language was also
useful for him.
Student D was as versatile as student A, so he had no problems with any of languages mentioned above.
Student E enjoyed working with a physical programming language the most. She is used to working in a
group and she is also very communicative. Since she is interested in music, programming with a physical programming language has provided her with several opportunities to program music sequences.

5

Conclusion

During our long-term research on the development of algorithmic thinking of lower secondary blind students,
we verified various programming environments.
We perceive the programming environments Alan and Torino presented in this paper as follows.
 We consider the Torino physical programming language to be an appropriate tool to teach students programming at an early age. Understanding the meaning of language modules is relatively intuitive and using a loop
command is relatively simple. The limiting number of modules can motivate students to actively use the loop
command in programs. Clarissa Correa de Oliveira [22] has mapped several different programming environments and considers Torino physical programming language to be the most promising learning tool for teaching blind learners. too.
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 We also consider Alan to be suitable for students who have not yet encountered programming. However, they
need to be able to use the computer keyboard and to work with files and folders.
We consider the Alan and Torino programming environments to be particularly suitable for lower secondary
blind students because these languages are related to blockbased programming languages. Students are thus
protected from unnecessary syntactic errors and they can concentrate on algorithms. Mladenović and the team
of authors [23] compared the programming languages Scratch (block-based language), Logo and Python (textbased languages) in terms of misconceptions concerning the loop concept. They found that the least mistakes
were made by students in a block-based programming language (Scratch).
Finally, the programming environments Alan and Torino allow students to learn programming in a constructivist way in the sense of Papert [24]. According to him, "students learn more effectively if they can solve their
own tasks, building their knowledge themselves and expressing ideas through a medium that allows direct experience".
In the future we would like to find out how the observed students will use their knowledge to learn other
programming concepts and skills. Students did not need to use variables in the loop command yet. A newer
version of Alan was created in the last academic year [25]. In this version, students can define a variable and
use it in a loop command. Also, the Torino physical programming language supports this concept. The branch
command is implemented in Torino and in the new version of Alan. Thus, we see great scope for further exploration of misconceptions held by blind students when they combine different structured commands in programs.
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Abstract. The growing importance of artificial intelligence systems in daily life leads to increasing demands
for artificial intelligence (AI) as a topic in schools and the necessity to consider what all students in the 21st
century should know about the topic. However, the successful integration of topics related to AI into teaching
in K-12 requires proper preparation of teachers for this task. Therefore, we have conducted a questionnaire
survey to get a first estimation of computer science teachers’ knowledge about the subject area. The teachers,
who are already interested in AI, are furthermore asked which competences and types of knowledge they
would consider as most important for their students in the field of AI. The questionnaire also investigates the
challenges of teaching artificial intelligence. The survey shows that the teachers’ knowledge about artificial
intelligence is broadly influenced by current “hype” topics and media coverage of AI. Teachers place a
slightly higher value on sociocultural and technical knowledge about AI than on pure application oriented
competences. Moreover, teachers perceive a lack of adequate teaching materials as well as best-practice examples and tools in the field of artificial intelligence. Despite these challenges, the integration of the topic
into computer science education curricula is welcomed.
Keywords: Teachers’ Perspectives · CS Education · Artificial Intelligence.

1

Introduction

With recent advances in technology that become visible in, e.g., the impressive skills of DeepMind’s game AI
AlphaZero [17], the translator DeepL [4], the development of self-driving cars [3], or smart assistants like Siri
and Alexa, the importance of artificial intelligence systems in the modern digital world is rising and starts to
affect our daily lives significantly. On account of this development, demands for the integration of artificial
intelligence into computer science curricula in K-12 and the fostering of competences in the field of AI have
been made by various institutions. For instance, the German government has approved a strategy paper on AI
that promotes the extension of artificial intelligence education in Germany [2] and the G7 have committed to a
vision on the future of artificial intelligence that also includes the area of education [8]. In response, material and
curricula for teaching AI in K-12 have been developed worldwide (e.g. [22], [23], [15]).
However, besides providing useful teaching material, a central factor for successfully integrating the topic
artificial intelligence into teaching is, apart from an appropriate didactic reduction of the subject area’s contents,
the adequate preparation and qualification of teachers. Diethelm et al. [5] highlight that material for computer
science education developed by CS educators is often not used in an actual class. This circumstance is attributed
to the disregard of teachers’ perspectives in the development of teaching concepts and the assumption that teachers will be able to garner the required knowledge for any topic on their own. Thus, the inclusion of teachers’
perspectives, i.e. the teachers’ knowledge of the subject area, their explanatory models and their aims and expectations for class, is considered an important aspect for the development of effective teaching concepts and
material that corresponds to the teachers’ needs. Therefore, it plays an important role in their Model of Educational Reconstruction for Computer Science Education [5]. To get first insights into the teachers’ knowledge
about AI and to derive measures to support computer science teachers, we have conducted an online questionnaire survey that examines the current situation. In this context, the following research questions are addressed:
─ What general knowledge of artificial intelligence do computer science teachers who are interested in the subject area dispose of?
─ Which educational goals are pursued by these teachers in the field of AI and which challenges are they confronted with?
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2

Related Work

2.1

Artificial Intelligence

A simple and concise definition of the term artificial intelligence can hardly be found. This is due to the fact that
artificial intelligence can have various forms and that the phrase serves as a comprehensive term for different
technologies and procedures. Furthermore, the AI community does not even agree upon a concise definition of
intelligence as such (c.f. [7]). Therefore, Russell and Norvig [16] assign various definitions of AI to four general
approaches of describing artificial intelligence: systems that act humanly, systems that think humanly, systems
that act rationally or systems that think rationally. Thus, the central aim of AI is to understand, model and reproduce humanoid or ideal intelligent behavior in artificial systems whereby different techniques are used.
Görz et al. [9] identify a series of disciplines of AI but highlight that there are different opinions on how to
systematically order them. They establish search, (human) cognition, knowledge representation and processing
as well as inference and logic as central concepts of AI. These aspects are of high relevance in the field of AI
and serve as the basis for more specialized theories and methods. In this context, neural networks, machine
learning and data mining, dealing with constraints, planning, dealing with uncertain knowledge (by using e.g.
statistical methods, fuzzy logic and theory of probability), non-monotonic logic2, case based reasoning3, language processing, and multi-agent systems are identified as subfields or rather theories and methods of AI (cf.
[9]). These approaches are employed in different applications, e.g. typical ones for machine learning are classification tasks and pattern recognition. Hence, artificial intelligence cannot be equated with machine learning as
it is currently often done in public discourse. Machine learning is rather one of the sub-domains or paradigms of
AI and despite it being highly relevant in AI research and applications at present, considerations of the topic
artificial intelligence in educational contexts should not be confined to machine learning but also take the other
subfields and, in particular, the central concepts and big ideas of AI into account. This is especially important as
the discipline of artificial intelligence is still in constant evolution and significant paradigm shifts cannot be ruled
out.
In general, there are two different paradigms of representation in AI. Symbolic and sub-symbolic AI differ in
the way in which knowledge is represented in the AI system. Symbolic methods explicitly represent knowledge
by describing it symbolically, e.g. by using logic to represent facts and rules in expert systems. The sub-symbolic
representation refrains from this explicit representation. Instead of manipulating symbolic representations of
knowledge to solve problems, knowledge is stored implicitly. For example, in a neural network it is represented
as a pattern of different weights, i.e. indirectly and not as composed of individual parts (cf. [9]). This implicates
that often it is not explicitly comprehensible, how a sub-symbolic system determines a solution.
2.2

Perspectives of Teachers

Looking at current literature, research on teachers’ perspectives on the topic of artificial intelligence is quite rare.
Although there is already plenty of material and curricula dealing with the topic of AI in K-124, to our knowledge,
there are no studies explicitly regarding teachers’ perspectives on AI in secondary education and only some for
higher education.
Wollowski et al. [20] carry out a survey with both AI instructors and AI practitioners to evaluate the concordance of current practice and teaching of AI in tertiary education. However, this survey does not focus on the
instructors’ individual knowledge but rather examines their course concepts. They found that instructed topics
and the needs of AI practitioners match largely, both instructors and practitioners emphasize the importance of
topics like search, knowledge representation and reasoning as well as machine learning. Differences are found
in the practitioners’ strong focus on systems engineering while educators tend to rather use more playful approaches to introduce basic AI topics. Furthermore, educators take a broader perspective including ethical, philosophical and historical aspects of AI instead of only dealing with AI tools and techniques.
Sulmont et al. [18] explore the pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) necessary for teaching machine learning
to university students without a background in CS. In interviews with instructors, they determine preconceptions
and barriers the students come across in the field of machine learning and identify the tactics instructors use to
face them. The students’ preconceptions rather center upon the reputation of machine learning than upon how it
2

Method of deducing new facts from a base of facts and rules in which new facts can contradict old ones. Contradictions
lead to the elimination of one of the facts.
3 The process of solving problems based on solutions of similar past problems.
4 e.g.
[23], [15], https://experiments.withgoogle.com/teachable-machine,
https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk/
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works. Consequently, students tend to misconceive AI’s abilities or do not consider themselves able to implement
machine learning. To overcome these challenges, instructors work through and simulate machine learning algorithms in class. Furthermore, the instructors use specific data sets, real world, open-ended and domain-specific
problems as well as extensive visualization. They also find that math and programming are challenges for nonCS students and that, therefore, some instructors tend to omit these aspects when teaching machine learning.
They summarize that instructors face a series of challenges when teaching non-CS university students in the field
of machine learning, but are able to overcome them by using certain tactics and adequate PCK. Despite that, the
results of Wollowski et al. [20] and Sulmont et al. [18] are not transferable to secondary education as the underlying educational goals are not comparable.
Concerning the methodology of gathering teachers’ perspectives on CS topics and teaching, a series of different approaches can be found in the literature. Yadav et al. [21] or Gretter et al. [10] are using semi-structured
interview protocols to elicit teachers’ perspectives. The study of Griffin et al. [11] combines teacher interviews
with classroom observations in the form of field notes to analyze teachers’ practices and their perspectives on
the CS Principles Framework. Another central approach to elicit teachers’ perspectives, which is also used in our
survey, is conducting questionnaire surveys with closed questions. This method is pursued e.g. by Thompson et
al. [19] to assess the adoption of new CS standards by teachers in New Zealand and by Grillenberger and Romeike
[12], who have designed a questionnaire to elicit teachers’ perspectives on data management – a new field of CS
evolving from databases – and find that most teachers possess only a little knowledge about this, like AI, rather
new topic of CSE.

3

Methodology

In order to evaluate the teachers’ perspectives on artificial intelligence, a questionnaire survey was developed
that aims to get a first impression of the teachers’ content knowledge about AI as well as their experiences,
expected challenges and objectives when teaching the topic. With this structure, the questionnaire focuses on
content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, technological content knowledge, and technological pedagogical content knowledge of teachers according to the TPACK Model [14], which is a conceptual framework
to structure professional knowledge of teachers. These components of the teachers’ professional knowledge influence the teachers’ views on certain CS topics and their teaching and are, hence, important for the successful
development of material and for teacher training. General pedagogical and technological knowledge, which are
also part of TPACK, are not subject or topic specific and are, therefore, not explicitly considered in the questionnaire.
The survey was conducted with 37 German secondary school computer science teachers from Bavaria, Berlin,
and Brandenburg before they participated in a workshop about unplugged activities on artificial intelligence 5.
Thus, all participants are holding some kind of CS degree, are already interested in AI and are looking for possibilities to deal with the topic in class. However, this does not mean that all teachers have already taught AI or
possess content knowledge about AI, the group of participants is rather heterogeneous. Consequently, the teachers have probably dealt with the contents of the subject area in varying degrees of intensity and have different
levels of knowledge. This circumstance can help to assess how training material for teachers as well as teaching
materials about AI should be arranged to build upon the teachers’ previous knowledge.
As this survey (cf. Table 1) has the clear objective to gain a first general overview of the teachers’ perspectives
on AI, the questionnaire was kept short and consists of only five questions. To assess the teachers’ content
knowledge on AI, teachers were asked to evaluate certain keywords on their relevance for the subject area artificial intelligence. The keywords were selected based on the contents of widely-accepted reference books for the
field of AI ([16], [6], [13], [7], [9]) and their examination of the subject area. The topics identified in the literature
by structuring and matching the books’ contents were summarized and partly reworded for the benefit of unambiguous comprehensibility. The keywords focus on methods and applications of AI, specific technologies like
neural networks are therefore subsumed under these categories (neural networks are considered as one aspect of
machine learning). This approach led to the following list of keywords that can also be assigned to the principles
of AI identified in the Related Work section ([9], [20]): Knowledge Representation, Search, Statistical Methods
and Theory of Probability, Ethics, Classification, Machine Learning, Reasoning, Robotics, Algorithms, Natural
Language Processing, Pattern Recognition, Approximation, Data Analysis. Furthermore, distractors were
added to identify random answers: Sorting Algorithms, Simulation, Cloud Computing, Turing Machines. These
5

See https://ddi.cs.fau.de/schule/ai-unplugged/ for details about these activities.
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aspects are not associated with AI in any of the reference books that were taken into account. However, this
approach can only give a first indication of the teachers’ knowledge of AI and does not provide insights into
details or explanatory models, further evaluation of this aspect is, therefore, necessary.
Furthermore, the questionnaire examines if the teachers have already taught artificial intelligence and evaluates
educational goals and challenges of AI in class. Adapted to the three perspectives established in the Dagstuhl
triangle [1], the educational goals included in the questionnaire can be attributed to either a structural, application-oriented or socio-cultural perspective on the topic of artificial intelligence. These perspectives contribute to
a holistic view of the topic. In terms of challenges and difficulties of teaching AI, a series of central factors were
integrated into the questionnaire. They include the teachers themselves, teaching materials available and the topic
itself. The survey questions are designed as Likert items and have to be answered on six-level Likert scales (cf.
Table 1).

Table 1. The specific questions of the survey. All questions except question 2 are designed as Likert items.

1. How strongly do you associate the following aspects with artificial intelligence?
Knowledge Representation, Search, Statistical Methods and Theory of
Probability, Ethics, Classification, Machine Learning, Sorting Algorithms,
Simulation, Reasoning, Robotics, Algorithms, Cloud Computing, Natural
Language Processing, Pattern Recognition, Turing Machines, Approximation, Data Analysis
Scale: 1-Very strongly — 2 — 3 — 4 — 5 — 6-Not at all — I cannot assess this.
2. Have you already given lessons on artificial intelligence?
No.
Yes, in regular class.
Yes, in a special seminar.
Yes, as part of extracurricular activities. Other.
3. I would like to see an explicit curricular integration of the topic AI.
Scale: 1-Very strongly agree— 2 — 3 — 4 — 5 — 6-Very strongly disagree
4. When it comes to artificial intelligence (AI), I consider it important that all students...
...are able to assess ethical implications of AI systems, especially chances and risks for society.
...are able to identify the technical limitations of AI systems.
...develop a reflected personal attitude towards the use of AI systems.
...can use AI libraries (e.g. Tensorflow, Scikit-Learn) in their own programs.
...effectively utilize AI systems.
...are able to explain the functioning of machine learning processes.
...are able to assess the intelligence of AI systems.
...compare different methods that are used in AI systems.
...are able to identify use cases for AI systems.
Scale: 1-Very strongly agree— 2 — 3 — 4 — 5 — 6-Very strongly disagree
5. What challenges and difficulties do you perceive when it comes to teaching artificial intelligence?
I do not have the required expertise in this field.
There is a lack of suitable teaching materials.
There are no good best practice examples.
There is a lack of appropriate tools.
The subject is too complex.
There is little or no time to deal with extra-curricular content in class.
Scale: 1-Very true of me— 2 — 3 — 4 — 5 — 6-Very untrue of me — I cannot assess this.
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4

Results

The questionnaire does not indicate how much content knowledge the teachers possess in the individual subdomains of artificial intelligence, but only gathers if the teachers generally have an idea of the field. Consequently, it cannot be determined if teachers who have already taught AI possess a more detailed knowledge about
the field. For this reason, the results for teachers with (7 teachers) and without teaching experience (29 teachers)
in the field of AI are not considered separately. The following aspects were found:
1. The teachers’ content knowledge of AI is largely influenced by social discoursesabout AI. In terms of content
knowledge on artificial intelligence, the survey indicates that AI-buzzwords frequently used in the media
influence the teachers’ idea of the field. Both median and mode values for the keywords Classification, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Pattern Recognition, and Data Analysis show that these keywords are associated with the subject area very strongly (cf. Table 2). The other keywords obtain lower rates
with median values between 2 and 3.
Table 2. Association of keywords with the subject area artificial intelligence, 1 - Very strongly, 6 - Not at all. When the
No. of Answers is less then 37, participants have either not answered at all or indicated that they cannot assess the item.
Keyword
Knowledge Representation
Search
Statistical Methods and Theory of Probability
Ethics
Classification
Machine Learning
Sorting Algorithms
Simulation
Reasoning
Robotics
Algorithms
Cloud Computing
Natural Language Processing
Pattern Recognition
Turing Machines
Approximation
Data Analysis

No.ofAnswersMedianMode
34
36
37
36
37
37
33
36
35
37
37
36
37
37
31
35
37

3
2
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
4
2
1

d0.5
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

0.94
0.72
0.76
1.22
0.78
0.46
1.52
1.06
1.06
1.00
0.97
1.25
0.65
0.22
1.19
0.97
0.38

2. The teachers’ ideas of artificial intelligence diverge significantly. The absolute deviation from the median
d0.5 shows clearly that the association of the keywords with artificial intelligence differs widely among the
participants. Seven out of seventeen keywords have a deviation of d0.5 ≥ 1. Still, all buzzword-keywords have
a deviation of d0.5 < 0.8. Such deviation values also indicate that the teachers’ ideas of what artificial intelligence comprises diverge significantly. These results cannot be brought in to draw detailed conclusions on the
teachers’ knowledge about the subject area, but the prominent assessment of the buzzwords indicates that
teachers have only a rough idea of the subject area and its sub-topics, which is shaped by current hype topics.
This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the distractors, i.e. Simulation, Cloud Computing, Sorting
Algorithms and Turing Machines, are not clearly perceived as rather not belonging to the field of AI. Except for
Turing Machines, the median and mode values for the distractors do not stand out from the other keywords (cf.
Table 2) and they are just as much associated with AI as the other keywords used in the survey.
3. Most teachers do not have experiences with teaching AI yet. The diverging ideas of artificial intelligence are
directly related to the fact that 80.56% of the teachers questioned have not taught artificial intelligence until
now and thus had no need to take a closer look at the topic. Furthermore, AI is not a compulsory part of
teacher training programs in Brandenburg, Berlin, and Bavaria where this survey was conducted. Nevertheless, the majority of the teachers is in favor of a curricular integration of the topic, only 8.33% of the participants have a rather negative opinion on the curricular integration of AI as Table 3 indicates.
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However, due to this result, the outcome of the subsequent items must be reviewed critically: with little content
knowledge about the topic and no teaching experience, it is rather difficult to assess educational goals and challenges of teaching it. Therefore, for comparison, the results of the teachers who have already taught AI and should
thus be more confident in assessing the goals and challenges were reviewed again separately. These results show
the same tendencies concerning the importance of certain educational goals (e.g. 85.71% and 89.66% of the
teachers with and without experience agree that students should be able to assess the intelligence of AI systems;
socio-cultural aspects are considered most important in both groups). Nevertheless, those with teaching experience in AI generally consider the challenges of teaching AI less high although they still perceive the same kind
of difficulties (e.g. only 85.71% perceive a lack of suitable teaching materials, compared to 94.29% in the entire
group).
4. Teaching concepts for AI should address a variety of educational goals. The educational goals of teachers
in the field of AI are not confined to one of the Dagstuhl-perspectives [1] but comprise each of the three
aspects mentioned in the methodology section. However, socio-cultural aspects like the development of a
critical personal attitude towards AI systems (100% agreement6) or the evaluation of social chances and risks
of AI technologies reach the highest approval rates (94.44% agreement). The ability to actually utilize AI
systems (77.78% agreement) and libraries (63.89% agreement) is considered least relevant by the teachers,
being able to identify technical limitations of artificial intelligence (88.89% agreement) or to explain the functioning of machine learning processes (86.11% agreement) is regarded as more important.
Table 3. I would like to see an explicit curricular integration of the topic AI.
Response Option
1 - Very strongly agree

%
36.11%

2
30.55%
3
25.00%
4
8.33%
5 & 6-Very strongly disagree
-

The challenges of teaching artificial intelligence perceived by the teachers are diverse. 91.67% of the teachers
agree that they lack profound knowledge about artificial intelligence, 94.29% consider it as a problem to find
suitable teaching materials or best-practice examples (87.88%). The high complexity of the topic is considered a
problem by 64.52% of the teachers and can therefore also be seen as a central challenge for integrating the topic
in K-12 education. Furthermore, 71.43% of those questioned indicate that they do not have enough time to deal
with extracurricular contents like AI in class.

5

Discussion

Even though the sample size is too small to permit general conclusions and reasonable statements about statistical
significance, the results of the questionnaire survey show that even most teachers interested in the topic only
have a rough idea about the subject area of AI. Their knowledge seems to be shaped by the latest (media) topics
and developments in the field of artificial intelligence, topics of AI which are currently less popular, e. g. search,
are less strongly associated with AI. In the teachers’ perception, the subject of artificial intelligence seems, above
all, to be linked with aspects of machine learning and typical application areas of AI such as language processing
and data analysis. This might indicate that teachers are often not aware of the full scope of the topic and the
aspects forming the basic principles of AI. Yet, it is these basic principles that are highlighted by AI instructors
and practitioners on the university level, as the findings of Wollowski et al. [20] show, and which, therefore,
should also be familiar to teachers and play a role in class. Nevertheless, this thesis should be verified with a
more detailed investigation of the teachers content knowledge on AI. This could be done by using open questions
which were not part of this questionnaire.
The strong focus on AI buzzwords also indicates that, for class, AI is not only relevant as a mere subject
content but also serves to educate and inform about current public discourses and, therefore, is of high value for
general education. Consequently, teaching AI should not only consider either a technological or a socio-cultural
or an application-oriented perspective, as it is done by many of the concepts that already exist 7, but follow a
6
7

In this section, agreement refers to the response options 1-Very strongly agree, 2 and 3 on the Likert-scale.
e.g. http://moralmachine.mit.edu/, https://machinelearningforkids.co.uk
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holistic approach that integrates computer science contents, media-ethical perspectives and aspects of practical
and socio-cultural relevance. As the educational goals of the teachers questioned are not confined to one of the
Dagstuhl-perspectives [1], such a wide perspective is clearly aimed for by them. With this in mind, teacher training should cover this new topic in various facets to allow for a holistic teaching.
Thus, the aspects mentioned need to be taken into account in the development of workshops, teaching materials and concepts for teacher training. To meet the teachers’ needs, it is important to adapt the material to the
teachers’ prior knowledge about AI [5]. As, according to the survey, the teachers have only basic content
knowledge about AI, the buzzwords already familiar from social discourses can form adequate starting points to
introduce and discuss topics of AI. This approach also makes it possible to explore the existing explanatory
models of teachers for certain AI phenomena 8 and, if necessary, to modify them. By clarifying and deepening
terms like machine learning, referring to AI applications familiar from everyday life, as well as by establishing
connections to AI sub-topics or principles which are already part of CS curricula, e.g. search or expert systems,
familiarizing with the topic is facilitated. For example, as problem-solving by search is a fundamental concept
of AI, teachers can be made aware that search strategies can also be mediated in the context of AI. This is equally
possible with data structures like graphs and (decision) trees.
Moreover, to respond to the challenges perceived by the teachers questioned, it is necessary to develop innovative and creative material that offers low initial hurdles but also appeals to teachers who are already experienced in the field of AI. This can be achieved by providing detailed material which serves both to extend the
teachers’ content knowledge and to show suitable and innovative teaching approaches for different and complex
topics from the subject area, as the findings of Sulmont et al. [18] show that instructors face a series of topic
specific challenges when teaching about AI. The curricular integration of the topic would have to be accompanied
by such actions to reduce the hurdles of teaching artificial intelligence and to guarantee an effective, competenceoriented alignment of AI education.
Nonetheless, to achieve this, the teachers’ perspectives need to be examined in more detail (e.g. by conducting
qualitative interviews) and teaching materials for AI should be developed in close cooperation with teachers to
effectively meet their needs. This survey, which gives first insights into the teachers’ perspectives on AI and
whose general findings correspond to those of Grillenberger and Romeike [12] for the field of data management –
an equally new topic for CS class –, can serve as a basis for further research on these aspects.

6

Conclusion

In sum, we found that even computer science teachers who are already interested in AI predominantly draw upon
content knowledge about the topic that is largely influenced by the current social discussion about AI. Nevertheless, most teachers are in favor of introducing artificial intelligence into computer science curricula and have
diverse educational goals that focus on technical as well as socio-cultural and application-oriented aspects. Furthermore, the teachers questioned perceive a number of challenges ranging from content knowledge deficits in
the subject area to high thematic complexity and a lack of adequate teaching materials and time in class. All of
these aspects need to be taken into account when developing AI training materials for teachers and teaching
concepts. Thus, the following recommendations can be made: to connect to the teachers’ prior knowledge, which
is influenced by the media and social discourse, materials about AI should start with familiar buzzwords and then
go deeper. Furthermore, the central principles of AI should be highlighted with varied examples and be linked to
existing curricular topics in training materials. Finally, to ensure sustainable teaching about AI, teachers should
be encouraged to take a holistic perspective on the topic and be supported in mastering the complex technical
aspects of AI and its subfields with extensive training and teaching materials. Such starting points can simultaneously provide teachers with ideas on how to introduce the topic to students without being overwhelmed by the
complexity of the field.
However, the results of the questionnaire also lead to subsequent research questions that need further investigation: Can the present results be transferred to a larger sample size? Moreover, it needs to be determined how
the teachers acquired their knowledge about AI and to which extent the media really is important in this process
of knowledge acquisition.

8

A further general investigation of these explanatory models in the field of AI is necessary as they were omitted in this
rather general survey.
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Abstract. The interest in the Bebras movement and the number of participants increases every year. Participants of this international contest have to solve Informatics related tasks, requiring no specific education in
that field. Each of the tasks covers one or more categories of Computational Thinking (CT) and can be assigned to special domains of Computer Science (CS). Although the practical definition of CT is still a moving
target, this challenge can be seen as a measurement tool for CT competencies.
In this paper, we present an analysis of different aspects of the Austrian Bebras competition over the last
three years. Accumulated statistical datasets are compared and analyzed as well as detailed task solutions.
Moreover, the data provide information about CT skills and CS domains mastered by the pupils and, conversely, about difficulties in certain task categories. Accordingly, the evaluated data provided by the automatic testing system can be used to draw conclusions about the development of tasks.
Keywords: Bebras Challenge, Austria, Findings, Computational Thinking.

1

Introduction

The Bebras Challenge is an international initiative, aiming at promoting Informatics among teachers and
pupils of all ages. Established in 2004 in Lithuania [6], the Bebras movement developed very well since then.
The increase from 29 participating countries and 0.7 million pupils in 2013 up to 54 countries and 2.7 million
of pupils in 2018 impressively demonstrates this phenomenon.
In the wake of this encouraging development a considerable scientific accompanying research and documentation work is growing, including this contribution as a further mosaic stone among Bebras-related publications.
This paper must be seen as a compromise between exemplary cumulated statistical data, collected and
provided by the Bebras testing system and exemplary task specific considerations and results with regard to
a well-accepted classification scheme.
The paper starts with hard facts about Austrian participation numbers in various contexts, taking into account some idiosyncrasies due to the diverse Austrian school system. The underlying raw data have been
collected by the international Bebras website [6] and by the (Dutch) Bebras testing system. These findings
are complemented by empirical results of a survey among the local Bebras organizers in 2016.
The next chapter begins with some considerations on the limits of Beaver tasks in view of a wider perspective on Computational Thinking in general, and represents a widely accepted two-dimensional approach
to classify Beaver tasks with regard to Computational Thinking aspects and Computer Science domains.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the Austrian selection of tasks and its alignment to an existing classification
scheme, followed by a discussion about exemplary results of pupils’ proficiency in various domains.
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2

Facts, Figures and Remarks about the Austrian Participation

2.1

The Last Three Years

In the year 2018, the Bebras Challenge in Austria took place for the 12 th time in succession, with celebrating
the 10th anniversary in 2016 and the first participation in 2007, together with Latvia and Slovakia as the 8 th
country, after Estonia, Germany, The Netherlands, and Poland joined the forerunner Lithuania in 2006 [6].
Within 14 years, the Bebras challenge developed rapidly, currently encompassing 54 member countries
from all continents. The last Bebras challenge attracted about 2.7 millions of pupils all over the world. Table
1 shows the top ten list of these countries and its specific development of participation within the last three
years, considering its population in total and the estimated number of pupils. In this list Austria ranks in 10 th
place. It is striking that there was a big increase from 2016 to 2017 whereas the growth from 2017 to 2018 is
moderate. About 3 out of 100 Austrian pupils have participated in the past year 2018, which indicates that
there is still much room for expansion. Even the leader Slovenia attracts not more than about 11% of all the
potential pupils.
Table 1. Top Ten List with the Rank of Austria Among the Participating Countries

Table 2 shows clearly the very inhomogeneous distribution among different types of schools, age-groups and
grades. The Austrian High Schools (Academic Secondary Schools), hosting about 200.000 out of about
1.200.000 Austrian pupils, cover disproportionally many 2/3 of all participants. Almost 50% of them have
taken part in the Bebras challenge within the last years, with the actual number of 132 out of about 330
schools of that type.
Table 2. Distribution of participation regarding school types.

About 2/3 of all participants are covered by pupils aged between 13 and 16 years. In Austria the categories
are named Meteor and Junior. As table 3 shows, primary schools are still playing a marginal role (not even 1
of 300 pupils took part in 2018), and so do senior students in grade 11 to 13. The data showed that some
primary schools offered the Bebras challenge even at grade 2 with 8-years old pupils.
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Table 3. Distribution of participation regarding Bebras levels.

Regarding the development of the overall performance over the last three years, there are comparatively
little deviations without significant statistical outliers. The numbers in Table 4 indicate (but do not prove) a
good annual task selection with a stable level of difficulties. The column labelled with “n.a.“ represents the
not answered questions which has significantly decreased in the year 2018 except the category Senior.

Table 4. Distribution of participation regarding wrong and correct answers.

2.2

Exemplary Results of a Survey among School Coordinators and Pupils

In January 2017, the Austrian Bebras school coordinators of the challenge 2016, the key persons and drivers of
Bebras at school level, were asked to take part in an online survey regarding organizational aspects, the competition platform and the tasks. 97 of 231 Bebras coordinators responded. A rough quantitative analysis shows that













over 70% (of the coordinators) have organized the Bebras Challenge three times or more,
more than 2/3 prefer the temporal extension of the competition to two weeks,
during the challenge the pupils were strictly supervised in more than 80% of cases,
the offer to work in teams of two was not recommended in 85% of the cases and less than half of the coordinators would be interested in this option in the future,
in about 1/3 of all participating schools the Bebras challenge was also offered in classes without formal computer science lessons,
the used (Dutch) competition platform was over 90% technically well-functioning and there were only little
technical problems (less than 10%) at the schools,
more than 90% of the Bebras tasks (2016) were found to be good,
about 30% found the tasks on average too difficult and about half would want more easier tasks and less text,
about 90% of the coordinators are in favor of interactive tasks,
almost everyone stated that the competition was taken seriously by students,
only 6% of the coordinators stated that they had ideas for Bebras tasks and less than 10% are willing to
contribute to the Bebras task collection,
finally, about 40% stated that the number of 21,000 Bebras participants (2016) in Austria is seen to be comparatively satisfactory.

3

The Bebras Challenge and Computational Thinking

3.1

Are Bebras Tasks Solvers Real Computational Thinkers?

Since the last year, Computational Thinking (CT) is an explicit, but not dominating part of the new Austrian
curriculum for Basic Digital Education for lower secondary education (grades 5-8) within other domains,
ranging from Computer Literacy to Media education. Within this CT related part of the curriculum pupils
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should be able to name and describe everyday processes, to use and build codes, to reproduce distinct instructions (algorithms) and carry them out, to formulate distinct instructions verbally and in written form and
to program in one computer language [11]. This is one (Austrian) definition of CT which has become a
buzzword with a multitude of definitions.
In a broader definition, CT shall be seen as „a cultural technique consisting of a set of skills needed to
complete a task in a responsible, sustainable manner including problem solving, evolutionary and reflection
steps. These steps encompass logical reasoning, algorithmic thinking, abstraction, generalization, decomposition, design/solution patterns, evaluation techniques, and as computers might be involved in the solution
process, different representation forms. It also includes knowing about related disciplines like computer science and software engineering. As such, it should be thought to its fullest extent, but in an age-appropriate
manner, at secondary level in Austria.“ [2]
The most comprehensive definition of CT is given by Denning/Tedre where „CT is the mental skills and
practices a) for designing computations that get computers to do jobs for us and b) explaining and interpreting
the world as a complex of information processes.“. Moreover, the authors distinguish clearly between „CT
for beginners“ (K12 education) and „CT for professionals“ with a very rich skillset with six dimensions:
machines, methods, computing education, software engineering, design, and computational science.
„If you try to understand what Computational Thinking is from media accounts (and many publications)
you will hear a story of problem solving with algorithms, along with the ability to think at the many levels of
abstraction needed to solve problems. But the K-12 education insights and debates barely scratch the surface
of CT” [5].
In view of these multifaceted perspectives on CT, and the fact that our brains do not naturally think computationally and must be developed and trained, it is up to discussion if Bebras tasks should be so strongly
and almost exclusively associated with CT as it is outlined in many publications. If we agree on CT as a set
of trained and broad skills and look at the assertion that Bebras tasks can be solved at every level without
prior Informatics education, we should see the Bebras challenge less as a role model for CT, but more as a
valuable initiative for transmitting many Informatics concepts.
Since the Bebras’ start in Lithuania 2004, about - roughly estimated - one thousand Bebras tasks and their
solutions, developed in a cooperative effort by enthusiastic Informatics educators worldwide, are publicly
available. These tasks constitute their own reality with an unique character and increasing influence on Informatics teaching, and on the perception of what the core of „computing“ is about. The key idea behind these
tasks is not to assess already learned factual and procedural computing knowledge, but to expose pupils to
problems with a strong background of Informatics and CT concepts.
3.2

Categorizing Bebras Tasks

In different countries the Bebras tasks are published in form of booklets including the correct answers and descriptions of the computer science topics they deal with (e.g. United Kingdom [14], Australia [1] or Switzerland
[13]). Some additionally categorize the tasks into given categories for computer science or Computational Thinking (e.g. United Kingdom, Australia). The booklet from United Kingdom [14] provides a categorization system
based on the work of Dagienė et al. [8]. Dagienė et al. present a twodimensional system to categorize the Bebras
tasks. As a first dimension they use five computer science concepts as domains and connect them with a set of
keywords to clarify their meaning (in this paper we include only a snippet of the keywords).
1. Algorithms and programming: Algorithm; Binary search; Boolean algebra; Breadth-first search; Bruteforce search; Bubble sort; Coding; …
2. Data, data structures and representations: Array; Attributes; Graph; Binary representations; Binary tree;
Character encoding; Databases; …
3. Computer processes and hardware: Deadlock; Image processing; Memory; Peripherals; Priorities; Scheduling; Turing machine; …
4. Communication and networking: Client/server; Computer networks; Cryptography; Encryption; Parity bit;
Protocols; Security; Topologies; …
5.
I
nteractions, systems and society: Classification; Computer use; Ethics; Graphical user interface; Legal issues; Robotics; Social issues; … [8]
Computational Thinking skills build the second dimension. Based upon the work of Selby and Woollard
[12] Dagienė et al. define five categories, adding notes how the use of the particular CT-skills can be assigned.
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1. Abstraction: Removing unnecessary details; Spotting key elements in problem; Choosing a representation of
a system
2. Algorithmic thinking: Thinking in terms of sequences and rules; Executing an algorithm; Creating an algorithm
3. Decomposition: Breaking down tasks; Thinking about problems in terms of component parts; Making decisions about dividing into sub-tasks with integration in mind, e.g. deduction
4. Evaluation: Finding best solution; Making decisions about good use of resources; Fitness for purpose
5. Generalization: Identifying patterns as well as similarities and connections; Solving new problems based on
already-solved problems; Utilizing the general solution, e.g. induction [8]
This two-dimensional approach represents a possible categorization system for Bebras tasks describe them in
more detail. In the Australian booklets comparable categories are used. With the help of the computer science
concepts a mapping to the Australian Digital Technologies Curriculum is shown [1].

4

Results Regarding Computational Thinking and Computer Science
Domains

4.1

Methodology

To categorize the Bebras tasks of the Austrian challenges the two-dimensional approach by Dagienė et al. [8]
was used due to the fact that data of categorized tasks was available. So, in a first step the tasks of Austria and
the United Kingdom were compared and mapped, considering language discrepancy. If a mapping could be
found, the categorization was adopted. In the year 2016 18 out of 41, in 2017 22 out of 39, and in 2018 24 out
of 39 tasks from the Austrian challenge could be mapped to tasks from UK. The tasks without a mapping were
discussed and categorized by the authors following the instruction from the UK booklet:
 Each task is assigned to one or more Computational Thinking skills
 Each task is assigned to one Computer Science domain [14]
First, in the following section the results concerning category frequency are presented. Subsequently, the results
of the Austrian challenge are discussed with regard to the distribution of correct answers within the categories.
4.2

Category Task Frequency

The results for the Computational Thinking categories show that the Bebras tasks contain a lot of ‘algorithmic
thinking’ topics rising from 76% from 2016 up to 87% from 2018. In the year 2017 the number of tasks from
the category ‘abstraction’ appeared more often compared to the other two years. The category ‘decomposition’
occurs most rarely in 2017 and 2018. Only in 2016 tasks including an aspect of ‘evaluation’ occurred more
rarely. These results can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Relative distribution of Computational Thinking tasks

Regarding the Computer Science domains, the two categories ‘algorithms and programming’ and ‘data, data
structures and representations’ occur very frequently over all three years, as Figure 2 shows. The other three
domains are not represented as often. This trend increased from 2016 to 2018: Domains which are represented
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frequently in 2016 and 2017, are represented in 2018 even more frequently, domains which occur rarely in
2016 and 2017, occur even more rarely in 2018. For instance, in the year 2018 there was no task in the
Austrian Bebras challenge that belonged to the category ‘communication and networking’.
A comparison of all levels of the Bebras challenge shows the same picture. At all levels ‘algorithmic
thinking’ for Computational Thinking and ‘algorithms and programming’ and ‘data, data structures and representations’ for Computer Science occur very frequently. However, the level two for grade 5 to 6 shows one
exception. Figure 3 indicates that in this level the relative frequency of tasks from the category ‘decomposition’ is the highest. This is true for all three years, leading to the assumption that this was intended by the task
selection.

Fig.2. Relative distribution of computer science domain tasks

The results presented in this section shows that among the Computational Thinking categories tasks which
demand algorithmic thinking skills are significantly prevalent. Among the Computer Science domains most
tasks can be assigned to ‘algorithms and programming’ and ‘data, data structures and representations’. These
distributions of tasks may have different reasons, as the tasks can be selected from an international pool of
tasks but also can be invented by the (national) organizations. It may also be the case, that the particular task
selection is intended. This would imply that the categorization system should be revised (at least) for the
Austrian Bebras challenge.

Fig. 3. Relative distribution of Computational Thinking tasks for grades 5 to 6
4.3

Answers within Categories

In this section the (correct) answers of the Austrian Bebras challenges over the years 2016, 2017 and 2018
are investigated. Obviously, the tasks are different from year to year which makes it difficult to compare the
annual performance of Austrian pupils. Many other variables have to be considered, like the difficulty of
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selected tasks, the number of tasks within the categories or the fluctuation of participants. So, the comparison
of the results over three years offers limited interpretation possibilities.
Figure 4 shows the relative student results regarding the years 2016-2018 for the Computational Thinking
domain. Despite the aforementioned limitations, trends are visible over the three years. For example, in the
category ‘abstraction’ the percentage of correct and wrong answers differs by 5% over all three years. In the
category ‘decomposition’ the number of correct answers is at least 49% (2016), where the maximum of wrong
answers is 42% (2016). 2017 nearly 57% of the answers within this category were correct, only 33% were
wrong and 10% were not answered. Over all three years the number of correct answers is for at least 7%
higher, compared to the number of wrong answers. For the category ‘evaluation’ also a trend over all three
years is visible, as the ratios of the relative numbers of correct and wrong answers are very similar. In the two
categories ‘algorithmic thinking’ and ‘generalization’ no trend can be recognized. However, the distribution
follows the same pattern: in 2016 there were more wrong than correct answers, in 2017 there were far more
correct than wrong answers, and in 2018 there were a bit more correct than wrong answers. This indicates
that the national Bebras organizers aim at a task selection which yields a balance between correct and wrong
answers.

Fig. 4. Relative distribution of the answers for Computational Thinking tasks

Additionally, the results for the Computer Science domains show also interesting findings as it can be seen
in Figure 5. Like in the Computational Thinking domain, again trends are visible in several categories. In the
very frequently appearing category
‘algorithms and programming’ over all three years the ratio of correct and wrong answers is similar. All three
years show a slightly higher percentage of correct answers.
The tasks from category ‘communication and networking’, which only occurred in 2016 and 2017, were
answered correctly far more often (at least 20% more in 2017) than incorrectly. It has to be considered that
each year only three tasks belonged to this category.

Fig. 5. Relative distribution of the answers for computer science domain tasks

The category ‘computer processes and hardware’ represents an unusual result, as there are over all three years
significantly more wrong (at least 31% more in 2016) than correct answers. Here a very low number of tasks
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may bias the results as in the years 2016 and 2017 only four tasks and in 2018 only one task belonged to this
category. In the category ‘data, data structures and representations’ which is the second most frequent category in the Computer Science domain, the number of correct answers was only in 2016 less, compared to the
number of wrong answers. The years 2017 and 2018 were similar in the ratio of correct and wrong answers.

Fig. 6. Relative distribution of the answers for CT tasks for grades 5 to 6

Taking a look at grades 5-6, the Computational Thinking category is of interest. Figure 6 shows that over all
three years a trend is visible in nearly all categories: The ratios between correct and wrong answers are more
or less balanced.
Despite the limitations of measuring the development of the pupils’ performance and the difficulties of
tasks over the period of three years, due to the lack of taking into account other influential preconditions and
variables, it can be stated that the process of task selection works accurate and satisfactorily.

5

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

The Bebras challenge has a comparatively long tradition in Austrian schools and the numbers of participating
pupils are still increasing from year to year. However, it seems that the growth from 2017 to 2018 has flattened
out. So it will be interesting to observe the development of the Austrian Bebras challenge in the next years.
It will take additional information and conviction effort from the Austrian Computer Society and the Ministry
of Education among all schools and teachers to improve Austria’s 10 th rank in the country table. The evaluation of test data with regard to different types of schools and the participating age-groups reveals clearly
where to target the promotion for the next Bebras challenge in 2019.
Due to the page limit some other valuable statistical analyses have been omitted in this contribution (at
the expense of a classification-related task study), such as the fluctuation of participating schools, the (average) percentage of participating pupils of schools including gender-specific evaluations, the correlation with
formal Informatics education, and last but not least the pupils’ performances. It is planned to publish these
facts and figures, together with new empirical data provided by a follow-up survey among the Bebras organizers at schools.
Regarding the categories provided by Dagienė et al. [8], the Austrian Bebras challenge includes a comparatively balanced number of tasks considering each of the categories from the Computational Thinking domain. However, some more tasks in the categories ‘decomposition’ and ‘generalization’ could even improve
this balance. In contrast, the situation differs significantly in terms of the computer science domains. Only
the two categories ‘algorithms and programming’ and ‘data, data structures and representations’ are very
frequently represented in tasks. Tasks assigned to the categories ‘communication and networking’, ‘computer
processes and hardware’ as well as ‘interactions, systems and society’ are exceptions for all examined three
years. One conclusion might be that it is hard to find tasks fitting in the Austrian Bebras challenge for these
three domains. Does the categorization system need a revision to be applied for the Austrian task selections?
The combination of the categories and the answers of the participants gives additional insights into the
Austrian Bebras challenge. Although there are several limitations of the study due to different Bebras tasks
over the years, the results indicate that in some categories the (performance) results are similar and relatively
stable. Considering all variable conditions leading to these results, this is a remarkable finding about continuity and in task generation and selection by the Bebras community involved.
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We propose further accompanying evaluation of Bebras data and even more scientific research in order to
refine and expand the Bebras challenge in Austria and in other countries involved in the Bebras movement.
And finally, we think of mutually agreed, comparable and desirable cross-national evaluations as well as of
a revised classification scheme, or conversely, of an improved alignment of the Beaver tasks to the existing
categorical framework referred to in this paper.
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Abstract. We investigate an important aspect of a ’CS for all’ curriculum in secondary education: how essential concepts for structuring data and actions are understood when using object oriented concepts for modeling and programming. Our primary research question is whether or not one should expose the students with
large projects right from the beginning. To verify this claim, a group of 44 students was divided into 2 courses,
where one course started programming with a (relatively) large project with several classes according to the
ideas of K¨olling and Rosenberg from the year 2001. The other course started with a very small project with
only one class corresponding to the concept of Sentence and Wait dating 2017.
Our evaluation shows that none of the approaches can be regarded as truly superior. Although it can be
argued that the ’small project’ approach is slightly advantageous, our real findings are that the underlying
curriculum seems to be unsuited for a world where CS as a school subject has grown beyond a specialist’s
subject.

1

Introduction and Educational Setting

In Germany, computer science (CS) has been a common school subject in many federal states for over 30 years.
Since this subject could not, for the most part, be credited as similar subjects as the natural sciences, it was has
and remained a ’niche subject’ for many schools.
The school where one of the authors teaches has the following characteristics, which make it interesting as a
research location for evaluating aspects of a ’CS for all’ curriculum:
─ Almost half of the students at this school now participate regularly in computer science lessons at upper secondary level.
─ The number of female students is almost the same as the number of male students.
─ The proportion of students with an immigrant background is increasing and is now around 60%.
─ Many students choose CS primarily as an alternative to natural sciences and not because they have a special
connection to CS.
─ students who deal more intensively with CS in their spare time, e.g. by programming, are becoming less and
less frequent.
─ Due to the school structure as a full-time school with afternoon lessons and sometimes more stressful requirements in the compulsory subjects, homework morale is very poor.
In short: CS has now become a completely normal school subject. However, the curriculum still assumes that
due to a special interest in CS, the participants in these courses are also engaged in advancing their competences
in implementation outside the classroom. As a result, the depth that is necessary to learn the basic terms (e.g.
from OO) is not achieved to the degree as it used to be. Often, the syntactic elements of a language like Java
alone pose great difficulties to the students. Therefore, in this study we compare two popular approaches for
learning basic concepts [13,7] from abstraction and automation, which can be regarded as the most important
aspects of computational thinking.

2

Basics of CS Education in Schools

In 2016 the CSTA formulated in their revised CS K–12 - Standards: ’It is intended to introduce the principles
and methodologies of CS to all students, whether they are college bound or career bound after high school’ [3,
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p.7]. Correspondingly, the contribution of CS to general education is undisputed among didactics experts. This
is further supported by focusing on concepts from computational thinking [15].
The CSTA standards describe the competencies and contents of CS as a school subject being part of a general
education: The main focus is on basic structures and concepts, and not on the use of specific tools such as specific
word processing or database software:
’The goals of [...] the curriculum are to engage students in using computational thinking as a problem-solving
tool, teach them to use programming concepts and methods while creating digital artifacts [...]. [...] As students begin to master fundamental computer science concepts and practices, it is vitally important that they
learn that these concepts and practices empower them to create innovations, tools, and applications’ [12,
p.15,16].

This focus on the teaching of concepts and principles also implies that when teaching programming, one should
not focus on specific constructs and techniques of the chosen language that are necessary to express general
ideas.
2.1

Concepts of Computer Science

What are the basic concepts of CS? First and foremost, Wing [15] names abstraction and automation as candidates, and somewhat later specifies: ’Computing is the automation of our abstractions’. The core idea of Wing’s
statements can be described as follows: By abstraction, a model will be created as an image of the real world.
This image consists of a set of abstract data structures and data objects However, these are only a static
description of the world. It is further necessary to abstract the actions such that one can (hopefully) solve a
problem.
This connection of the abstraction of data and operations generates a dynamic model from the static one. This
thinking in such basic structures is emphasized by Denert:
’I mean something else: Computational thinking. What’s that? First, thinking in algorithms, that’s fundamental. For information technology, I think we can agree on that. However, it is not sufficient. Thinking in structures are their necessary counterparts today more than ever, because the systems we build and administer
are of an overwhelming complexity that can only be achieved through good structures 9’ [4].

The dynamic model is subsequently implemented on a (machine) concrete and then executed. Unfortunately,
this machine does not ’understand’ natural language. The artificial languages of the machines are an adaptation
to technical conditions and represent a separate intellectual structure. These programming languages have to be
learned and practised. It is an intellectually difficult activity, in particular for students, to ’code’ a model in a
concrete programming language and to test and correct this program.
Computational Thinking summarized as abstraction and automation is shaping society in a variety of ways
today. CS in schools must, therefore, represent all aspects of it (with appropriate didactic reduction). Let us
consider the specific aspects somewhat more precisely.

3

Abstraction

CS has become so important in practice because it helps to solve problems. To allow processing with a machine –
the computer – the problem has to be analysed in a structured manner. This is done by abstraction of data and
processes.
3.1

Abstraction of the Data

Modeling is a transformation of the problem into a reduced abstract world through the development of appropriate
modules. The concept was originally described as follows:
’The preferred way to build a general-purpose system is not to build one computer program that will do all
things for all people. Instead, what one should do is build a large number of small, single-purpose modules

9

Original in German, translated by the authors
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that are flexible and that have extremely clean interfaces. The generality comes from the almost infinite number of combinations of such modules – combinations that very few designers ever would have been able to
predict’ [2, p. 374].

This definition makes clear how central the idea of modularisation is in CS. If such a module describes data,
we speak of an abstract data structure or an abstract data type [10, p.95ff, p.172ff].
In education, object-oriented (OO) languages are often used today. The learners do not always know that
modular modeling and programming does not require OO. As a side remark, we have observed that even our
current students at university only know the OO representation and therefore believe that modular programming
can only be accomplished with OO.
3.2

Abstraction of Actions

A systematic abstraction of actions leads to structured programming, which is summarised by Constantine and
Yourdon:
’[...] we have seen that we can generally minimize the cost of implementation, maintenance, and modification — three of the major technical objectives for current computer systems — by designing systems whose
pieces are small, easily related to the application, and relatively independent of one another’ [2, p.29].

Depending on the programming paradigm, control structures in imperative languages or recursive functions
and procedures in functional languages are used. In general, procedures are used as a first mechanism for aggregating a sequence of statements into increasingly abstract statements, which then can be grouped further into
libraries or modules.
3.3

Abstraction in School

Both forms of abstraction have to be taught in CS. Problem-solving is only possible when both are experienced
and practised equally. An exclusive abstraction of the data leads to a description of the static world without
function, and an exclusive abstraction of the actions leads to a variant of Mathematics. Lewis therefore makes
this clear in his exemplary analysis of the OO approach:
Myth:

Object-Orientation and Procedural Concepts
Mutually Exclusive
’An OO approach does not abandon the concepts that we admire in a procedural approach; it augments and
strengthens them.
We’ve known for years that solving a problem requires dissecting it and its solution into multiple, manageable pieces. We know that modularity and encapsulation are valuable design concepts. ...That idea underlies
the definition of an abstract data type (ADT) .... These concepts are not only represented in an object-oriented
approach, they are its cornerstone’ [8].

Likewise, B¨osz¨orm´enyi correctly emphasizes that ’the concept of modularisation is much more fundamental
than that of object-orientation’ [1, p.142]. If we follow Wirth, it is not even a new, independent concept, but only
a new technique. In an interview, he explains:
’Procedural programming is still the most common paradigm, and it will remain so, because the semantic gap
between procedural languages and computers is smaller than for any other paradigm. Instruction sequences
are represented by statements, and the state space by variables. I consider objectoriented languages also as
procedural. ’ 10.

4

Automation

From the abstract description of data and sequences, a program has to be created, which is by no means simple
or trivial. From the model, which consists of the abstraction of data and sequences, a program has to be developed
in a concrete programming language. In accordance with the paradigm and the syntax of this language, the pro-

10

www.simple-talk.com/opinion/geek-of-the-week/niklaus-wirth-geek-of-the-week/, last viewed: 2017/06/30
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gramming language provides certain basic data types and control structures as building blocks. In order to proceed from the abstract model to the concrete program, a gap between the abstract ideas and the concrete structures
of the programming language must be overcome.
4.1

The Modeling Gap

This gap is illustrated by the example of a recent curriculum for higher secondary education in a German state
(see Fig. 1).

–
–

The students ...
...find objects when analysing simple problems, their properties, their operations
and their relationships;
...model classes with their attributes, their methods andtheir associations;

GAP
– ...associate attributes, parameters, and return values with simple data types, classes or linear data collections.
Fig.1. The Modeling Gap (highlighting of the ’gap’ by the authors).

For example, it is not at all evident for students to model the sorting of a stack of cards by an array or a list. The
presentations in most schoolbooks suggest that this is self-evident, and many teachers teach it this way, mostly
without further didactic reflection. However, if the teacher does not influence the students, they are more likely
to model individual cards because they cannot or will not be aware of the fact that an array with indexing (or
alternatively a list) is a suitable structure for this problem.
Likewise, there is a similar gap between the algorithmic abstraction and the specific programming language.
Every teacher knows how long it takes for the students to recognize and apply the principle of iteration over a
field as a suitable construct for solving certain problems. Only with this knowledge students can select the array
as the appropriate data type with its functionalities in their chosen programming language.
A gap can only be overcome by jumping from one side to the other. But this has to be learned. A jump across
a gap from one side is as complicated as it is from the other side. This means that if I succeed as a student to
model reality, I have to learn how these models are mapped in my programming language. If I can move adequately in my programming language for small problems, I still have to learn ’to break down’ the reality into
these smaller structures.

5

Teaching Approaches

Knowledge of data representation and control statements is therefore necessary. Both aspects must be learned
and practised. The best way of sequencing and/or interweaving the two is not obvious.
5.1

OO-Guidelines: Start with Big Projects

The fundamental problem of OO systems and, in addition, the special syntactic structures of the Java language,
which are difficult to understand for beginners, lead K¨olling and Rosenberg to make suggestions for a more
successful initial introduction to Java [7]. In addition to other suggestions such as starting with reading code
(instead of writing), one of their main claims is that the overhead of OO is relatively smaller the larger the system
is. They conclude from this that teaching should start with a relatively big project.
5.2

PRIMM: Start with Small Projects

Sentance and Waite describe a related approach with their PRIMM-method [13].
Predict summarise what given code will do on execution
Run execute code to test prediction
Investigate explain, trace, annotate, debug
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Modify edit program to change its functionality Make design a new program

But unlike K¨olling and Rosenberg, they say: ’Novice learners should be focused on very small tasks with single
elements, with emphasis on reading and tracing code before they are expected to write code snippets.’ [13] Based
on these considerations, it makes sense to use only small projects in class for beginners.

6

Description of the Investigation

6.1

Reason for our Investigation

Initially, we found the OO-Guidelines of Sect. 5.1 appealing and taught previous courses accordingly, but eventually found that the students found it particularly difficult to work with large projects right from the beginning.
In the academic year of 2017/2018, we therefore conducted a comparative study with new groups (each taught 3
hrs/week for a full semester):
─ One course was taught on the basis of a larger project according to the ideas of K¨olling and Rosenberg (Sect.
5.1).
─ The other course was taught with one project to be developed on ideas of an approach of PRIMM (Sect. 5.2).
Despite this difference, the intended learning outcomes of the two groups were the same.
The first group started with a complete project with about 200 LOC that simulated a card game. Two players
as instances of the players class play a simple card game. Each has a stack of stack class cards, which consists
of a certain number of cards from the playingcards class.
In the second group, the program (65 LOC) consisted at first only of a stack class. The individual cards had
only a single number as their value. In the actual program, two stacks were instantiated and cards were alternately
drawn from the stacks and compared.
The basic steps are similar in the OO-guidelines and in PRIMM: the programs are first read and analyzed.
Subsequently, small changes are made and later additions are conducted. Both groups were taught such that they
were at about the same step at any given point.
6.2

Composition of the Groups

The groups were assembled by the administration for structural reasons. Unfortunately, they were not the same
size. One group had 27 students at the beginning, the other group only 17 students. The smaller group was taught
according to the OO-Guidelines. Both groups were taught in a computerlab with 30 student computers, so that
each student could work on their own computer. It was a challenge for the teacher to meet the demands of all
students, especially in the large group, during the computer work phases. It goes without saying that the students
in the smaller group had an advantage here.
6.3

Description of Empirical Investigation

We asked four times for a description of the terms field, class, attribute, object, abstract class, abstract data
type and OO programming before the series of lessons and after about 2 months, at the end and after another 3
months. Additionally, it was asked how, for example, a car class for a car trade could look like. Reproductive
requirements were therefore essentially needed.
The answers of the students were converted into a value of a Likert scale from 0 to 5 for the rating No answer,
wrong, mostly wrong or incomplete, partly wrong/partially right, mostly right, right.
For a meaningful evaluation of the results, we calculated the effect size d according to Hattie [5] for the individual questions. This enables us to not only to not only compare the results of the two groups against each other,
but also whether a positive learning effect can be observed at all. According to Hattie, the goal is to achieve an
effect size of d ≥ 0.4 in a one-year class of about four hours per week.
6.4

Selected Descriptive Statistical Results

The bar diagram in Fig. 2 shows that from the point of view of a teacher the results are rather disillusioning. The
students’ statements on all questions were largely negative. This partially contradicted the feeling of the teacher
during class conversation and while observing the active behaviour at the computer. This emphasizes the fact
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that it is extremely difficult, even for an experienced teacher, to decide whether more than superficial learning is
actually taking place in the presence of active, interested pupils.

Fig.2. Post answers about the items class

Fig.3. Math- and CS- answers operation, object, example carclass

However, this is not a peculiarity of CS lessons. As a sanity check, in the last lesson of the school year we asked
the students about similar ’simple’ concepts of mathematics (like integral, derivation, etc.), which they have been
exposed to much more intensively. The result is qualitatively not much different; see Fig. 3. The outcome in
mathematics is all the more surprising since, in contrast to computer science, there is a lot of experience with
mathematics teaching.
Still, Fig. 4 shows that an increase in learning can be observed in both groups regarding the understanding of
new concepts such as class, object, attribute. It also becomes clear in Fig. 5 that such an increase does not come
’automatically’ by just using the appropriate concepts: although both groups worked with arrays (which had
already been introduced before), no increase can be observed. This shows that a simple use of a structure without
further reflection does not lead to further knowledge.
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6.5

Evaluation of Selected Statistical Results

Initially, we were interested in the question whether teaching approaches with larger and smaller projects show
significant differences. This, however, cannot be deduced from our data, since in both groups a significant number of students had great difficulties with these concepts.

Fig. 4. Pre- and post answers about the new CS items

Fig. 5. Pre- and post answers about the data structure array

An assessment of the effectiveness of an educational measure can be made with the effect size according to
Hattie [5, p.8]. In table 1 we can see the effect of our teaching on the concept of arrays:
Table 1. Effect size d pre-post * data structure array
Effect size

Array

Group OO-Guidelines

- 0.10

Group PRIMM

- 0.03

We can see that the students in both groups do not show an increase in the understanding of this data structure.
This structure was used but not taught in this lesson.
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By contrast tables 2 and 3, describing the learning progress in the new concepts from OO programming show
that some of the students have made considerable progress. This is even unexpectedly large, since according to
Hattie an effect strength of d ≥ 0.4 is already satisfactory. With the individual terms this is almost always
achieved, only with the explanation of the OO programming as ’meta term’ this is clearly missed.

Table 2. Effect size d pre-post OO – items
Effect size

class operation object carclass oo

Group OO-Guidelines

0.98

1.39

0.55

0.15

0.18

Group PRIMM

1.21

0.36

0.56

0.07

0.18

.
Table 3. Effect size d OO-Guidelines - PRIMM OO – items
Effect size class operation object carclass oo
pre
post

0.19
0,16

0,70

0.17

0.31

-0.11

0.19

0.08

0.16
0.09

A comparison of the two approaches reveals an inconsistent picture. While in the group with the smaller projects
a better description of the term class succeeds, the single terms like object, operation etc. are better described in
the other group. Obviously, both approaches have made comparatively equal progress possible for the students.
6.6

Interpretation of the Results

Our intention was to examine which learning outcomes can be observed when learning the basic concepts of OO
with the two approaches described in Sect. 5. Our groups did not consist of extremely motivated and/or interested
students. The time invested by these students in addition to teaching is very small. Therefore, their programming
skills are not very high.
The teaching approach in both groups was similar. In both groups there was a complete program for a game
that was read, analyzed, slightly modified and then completed. In one group the project consisted of several
classes and mostly several instances of this class as it is required by K¨olling and Rosenberg [7]. The other group
started with a smaller project consisting of only one class according to the ideas of PRIMM [13].
The study showed that there is a significant learning process regarding the basic concepts of OO programming.
However, these observations have to be made against the background that many students have a very weak overall
understanding of these terms even at the end of the teaching unit, so that practically no competences are yet
available with regard to the modeling of a new problem (definition of a car class).
Both groups have a similar increase in learning. However, it must be borne in mind that the group with the
larger projects had a considerable advantage. It was significantly smaller (17 compared to 27 students) and in
this group half of the students undertook written exams compared to only 3 students in the other group. Although
this usually implies an increased motivation and interest in obtaining good grades, the small group did not achieve
better results in our survey.
Even if the basic skills of students in CS do not differ qualitatively from those in Mathematics, the question
arises whether a considerable number of students are overwhelmed with the entire subject of OO modeling and
programming and whether a simpler approach should be chosen to meet the new challenges. Obviously, the OO
modeling that many CS educators claim to be close to reality cannot be reconstructed easily by the students.
Thus the Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) [9] is to be considered, which was confirmed in a number of studies.
It suggests to include only a few new elements in the learning process at a given time. The empirical investigations of Hattie [5] confirm this in an impressive manner. The connection of neuroscientific and pedagogical
empirical knowledge is described in detail by Hattie and Yates [6].
Portnoff [11] demands a different approach to the teaching of novices on the basis of the Siegmund study
[14], which has found that learning a programming language primarily addresses the linguistic rather than the
logical area in the brain. These additional findings make it clear that novices must meet considerable requirements
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in addition to the aspects of process and data structuring when learning a programming language. This is still far
from being didactically accepted and developed.

7

Summary and Outlook

In the last few years, the teaching of CS has changed at least in some schools. CS has become a ’normal’ subject.
This requires more than in the past a review of the intended competencies, in particular for basic modeling activites for data abstraction and automation.
In a comparative study we examined how working with projects that are first read, analyzed, slightly modified
and then completed influences the learning process. In one course we worked with larger projects, in the other
course with smaller projects.
By means of effect size d [5] we investigated and compared the two groups. In both groups an increase in
learning can be observed; however, it is present in only half of the students. Hardly any growth can be detected
in the other half. Even though this is similar in other subjects such as Mathematics, this situation is unsatisfying.
In further research we want to analyze the above-mentioned considerations and interpretations through further
investigations. The next step is to investigate whether a teaching approach without a project of any kind is a better
approach. In the forthcoming academic year, two teaching groups will be formed again. A group should be taught
again according to the ideas of PRIMM. In the other group, very small examples optimized for the respective
content will be presented. To reduce the influence from syntactic overload, these groups will be taught with the
Groovy language, which uses Java-syntax, but enables the programmer to omit certain syntactic elements of a
full Java program that can be distracting for beginners.
It should also be examined whether a completely different path to learning abstraction and automation can be
more successfull than any OO-apprach. For this, the question of the used programming language will also have
to be reconsidered.
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Abstract. In this paper, we are interested in criteria to help us choose a programming language for a freshman
programming course. The audience is future engineers who won’t be computer scientists or IT professionals.
We are therefore more interested in conveying elements of computational thinking and logic rather than full
mastery of a given language. Following a rather exceptional situation where we had to give substantially the
same course, in parallel, once in Java and once in Python, we relate here some syntactic and semantic aspects
of the two languages which, in our experience, ease the teaching or learning of basic programming concepts.
We argue that in quite a few cases, Python makes basic concepts easier to introduce because of less syntactic
noise and less conceptual noise. We also propose a short list of syntax- and semantics-related desiderata for
a beginner language—which neither Java nor Python completely answer.
Keywords: Choice of programming language · Computer science education · Syntax and semantics

1

Introduction

How to choose the first programming language keeps being one of the most debated questions in computer
science education [11]. Lower-level languages are closer to the machine and may be able to convey a better
conceptual model of how a computer works; higher-level languages let us express more concisely more complex
computations, data manipulations, more general problem-solving strategies. Both can be desirable depending on
the course objectives and the relevance of a language can never be assessed independently of its audience.
We teach introductory programming to college freshmen. They are future engineers, but they probably aren’t
future computer scientists, software engineers, or developers. Our course doesn’t aim at making students proficient in the chosen programming language. It is jointly taught with another course presenting an introduction to
the foundations of computing. For most students, these two courses will be the only ones fully dedicated to
computing and programming. Our course duo is thus positioned as presenting the theoretical foundations of
computing, discussing the bases of algorithmic approaches, reviewing open questions, and getting acquainted
with the basics of programming. The focus is set on structured approaches to problem solving emphasizing
higher-level, potentially transferrable skills like modeling, abstraction, decomposition, etc.—referred to by some
as computational thinking [15].
Many articles have been written about what a first programming language should look like, some of which
we mention in Section 2. Here, owing to our experience and to the context mentioned in Section 3, we decided
to explicitly put focus on the comparison between Java and Python from a syntactic and semantic point of view.
Language-design decisions, be them major or minor, have a large influence on how easy certain concepts can be
taught with them, and how syntactically or semantically intermingled these concepts can be. Throughout Section
4, we show and discuss short code excerpts in Java and Python taken from the course and discuss the two approaches, introducing the concepts of syntactic noise and of conceptual noise. As we go through the discussion,
we propose several desiderata for a programming language used in such a beginners’ course. That list can be
used to determine the extent to which, from the mentioned points of view, a language can be seen as appropriate
for introductory teaching of programming. We finally conclude in Section 5.
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2

Related Work

A quite comprehensive survey of literature on teaching introductory programming [11] covers 4 main topics,
one of which is language choice. The authors mention many references and classify them into those which (a)
discuss a given language, (b) compare two or more languages, and (c) present general pedagogical criteria for
an easier language choice. Among those criteria, a distinction is made between internal criteria (related to the
language itself) and external criteria (industry demands, trends, availability of teaching material, etc.). Our paper
can be classified as presenting internal criteria for language choice while justifying them with a comparison
between two languages.
An early paper written in a similar spirit [7] lists seven “deadly sins” of introductory programming language
design. The authors present internal criteria and illustrate some of them with various popular languages at the
time (which, however, do not include Java or Python). This is built upon by another paper that adds the consideration of external criteria [7].
Other authors point out that generally valid criteria are hard to define as different courses have different learning objectives [6] (hence our contextualization in the last section) and that language choice remains an evercontentious issue.
Closer to our setting, we can read about a comparison of errors made in 60 beginner programs, 30 in Java and
30 in Python [5], and find that Python programs contained on average fewer syntax errors, logic errors, and better
errorhandling code. The same authors further examine Python [4], concluding it is simple enough for introductory teaching in high school already.
So while the general topic of this paper has been discussed many times, the detailed syntactic and semantic
elements we investigate below, to the best of our knowledge, have never been treated precisely in such a learning context.

3

Context & Initial Thoughts

In the next section, we’ll present our observations and findings from the parallel
Java and Python courses we gave in the setting explained in the introduction. The courses consisted in 14 weeks
of a lecture of 45 minutes followed by a 90-minute practical exercise sessions. The main teaching objectives are
formulated as follows: at the end of the courses, students shall be able to...
─
─
─
─

build a conceptual model of how a computer executes code;
use the basic control structures of a chosen programming language (conditions, loops, functions);
choose and use appropriate data structures (sets, sequences, associative maps) to solve a given problem;
build simple data models and process data with them.

The code excerpts in the following section which support our discussion were directly taken from the lecture
slides or exercise solutions. We want to point out that the excerpts were not specially crafted to demonstrate the
superior adequacy of either language. They were historically written for the Java course, and were recently migrated over to Python for a new variant of the course given to another faculty in the same institution.
Before diving into the code excerpts, we want to address a short list of preliminary objections one could make
to the analysis below and which we have heard during discussions with colleagues.
— “You can’t compare Java and Python. Java is typed, safe, compiled, efficient; Python is for fast prototyping and lacks all of the above. They have totally different use cases.”
Of course, we can compare them! We must compare them, since at some point a decision has to be made.
This doesn’t in any way negate their different relevance. They come with different tradeoffs—which just have
to be discussed from a teaching and learning perspective, independently of their merits in the industry or in
other fields.
— “I don’t want to choose a single language. I could very well teach Python and Java. Learning to transfer
skills from one language to another is important.”
In the beginning, sticking to one language is important. We know that transference cannot be expected from
novices and only comes with mastery [3,1]. Plus, the question of language choice would hardly be solved—one
would need to agree on two languages instead of just one.
— “You say needing to care about feature X of the language is a hindrance for beginners. But I want them
to have to care about X: it teaches them how to be precise, how to care about formal details, and they’ll end
up knowing more about the lower-level foundations and how the machine works.”
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Our semester is 14 weeks and there’s only so much we can do in that time. We could of course have decided
that such learnings matter and are relevant. But skipping them also gives us more time to address higher-level
concepts that may more easily be applicable to other languages (and, more broadly, to general computational
thinking), contrary to lower-level, language-specific constructs.
— “One should start programming with a block-based visual language, which avoids the mentioned syntactic pitfalls.”
Yes, one could. Actually, we would strongly recommend such an approach for K–12 education, for instance.
But we should stay aware that not all of the syntactic pitfalls are avoided simply by using a block-based language. The issue of conceptual noise remains, and visual languages have limitations of their own.
— “I don’t want to teach in any language that is not statically typed.”
This seems to be a common gripe. Many traditionally dynamically typed languages can now include type
annotations in language extensions (or derived languages) 11. Gradual typing thus becomes possible and allows
to fine-tune the tradeoff between (roughly out) the extra typing necessary and the additional diagnostics a static
type checker can provide. It sounds hardly possible, though, for a statically typed language to relax its need for
types—although modern languages have type-inference capabilities that alleviate the feeling of being too “constrained” by the need of declaring types everywhere. Whether to type or not type is a huge theme on its own that
we, for lack of space but with regret, don’t discuss further in this paper.

4

Analysis & Desiderata

We now present a few code excerpts12 and comment on the differences in ease of teaching and learning that we
have observed. Note that, in such a short paper, we make no claim of exhaustivity or coverage whatsoever. Also
note that the arguments and desiderata presented below are to be read with the target audience in mind—nonCS, beginner students, first semester of college—and we don’t claim that they automatically suit a more general
context.
Table 1. A slightly more complicated “hello world”.

This could come right after a “hello world” example. Its intent is to show the concepts of (a) storing a value in a
variable; (b) using an arithmetic operator; and (c) printing something to the console, and illustrate the way to
determine the “entry point”/main function of the program. To newcomers, it is already pretty dense code, as there
are indeed these three new concepts to figure out conceptually and to recognize syntactically13. The semantics
here of Java and Python is really close, but the syntactic effort is quite different. Symbols like braces and brackets
are worth pointing out because they need more explaining to understand since for beginners, they are not immediately linked to a concept they know—an exception may be the parentheses in the definition and application of
a mathematical function14. But the opening and closing braces and brackets, the dot and the semicolon are all
here “parasitic” in Java, because they are needed even for this very small example to run. Moreover, no fewer
than five keywords are needed, under each of which a potentially complicated concept is hiding. Usually, we tell
student not to worry about them now and just to accept them—which is problematic, because from one of the
very first examples, this shows that there’s a lot of unknown already in the basic lines they have to write.
11

MyPy with type annotations since Python 3.5, TypeScript or Flow for JavaScript, type hints since PHP 5, Typed Racket,
Typed Closure, etc.
12 The width of one unit of indentation was chosen to be 2 columns for easier layout, but was always presented to students
as 4 columns.
13 There are other, less directly apparent concepts like scoping and memory management that can be discussed with
this example and that we opted to leave out for now with beginners.
14 For consistency with the syntax used for stack-allocated objets with custom constructors, C++ goes the other way and
allows any variable to be initialized with a parenthesis-based syntax resembling function application.
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We call this noise, defined as extraneous elements that have to be typed in (and, potentially, understood),
while being unrelated, or very indirectly related, to the basic concept we wish to illustrate with some code except.
This noise is strongly linked to the syntax of the language. We propose to call it syntactic noise when it is due to
simple syntactic rules of the language without a strong underlying, independent concept (e.g., the need for semicolons in Java), and to call it conceptual noise when additional concepts need to be explained and understood
to measure the implications of the syntax being used (e.g., the use of static in Java).
We see that the Python version, on the contrary, is terse and corresponds line by line to the three new concepts
with no syntactic or conceptual noise. (We avoid the issue of typing, rapidly mentioned in Section 3.)
Desideratum 1. The first steps in a language (e.g., console print, variable assignment) should be painless and minimize both the syntactic noise and the conceptual noise.

Table 2. Creating an associative data structure containing 3 key–value pairs.

This examples demonstrates the definition of a simple map (the preferred term in Python being “dictionary”)
containing three entries. If it is meant to solely illustrate the possibility of such a data structure, then the Python
code does just that, without conceptual noise. The Java code as shown here needs the new keyword, the Integer
object type (to beginners, subtly different from the basic type int), type inference with the diamond notation,
and repeated method calls on the constructed objects. Syntactically viewed, Python here has a more declarative
approach, whereas Java’s approach is imperative and requires a more complex mental model of what is going
on, which must then be explained. Conversely, Python has special syntax here: the braces, the colon and the
comma all have a specific meaning in this context, which must be learned. We argue that the cognitive effort of
it, however, is lesser than the one of learning the bits of the object-oriented concepts needed to grasp the essence
of the Java code.
Note that, since Java 9, one could write: Map.of(1, "one", 2, "two", 10, "ten") (with up to 10 key–value
pairs—yielding here an immutable map), wrapping lines as needed to achieve a style closer to the Python style.
The syntax, however, denotes nothing else than a regular function application—looking in the middle of the
argument list provides no immediate way for the reader to distinguish a key from a value without scanning further
left or right, and even less if the keys and values have the same type.
This example here begs the question: as we introduce a new concept that is materialized in a language, when
is new syntax desirable? On the one hand, reusing previously introduced syntax and concepts seems elegant:
new ideas can be expressed in terms of simpler, basic constructs, and keeping the core of a language small and
expressive enough to cover most needs sounds elegant. On the other hand, one can argue that a sufficiently
different concept warrants new syntax. Having a specialized syntax dedicated to a concept makes it immediately
recognizable in the code. Provided the use of that concept is sufficiently widespread, a dedicated syntax becomes
actually an easier way to embody and convey the new concept, rather than showing how existing syntax can be
“semantically overloaded” to support this new concept as well. Reusing existing syntax puts the emphasis on
how a certain mechanism is implemented in the language, whereas special syntax better denotes the intent of the
programmer15.
Desideratum 2. Broadly used concepts sufficiently different from other concepts should have dedicated syntax
(and not rely on existing syntactic constructs).

Basic data structures, we argue, fit these requirements. Data structures are often mentioned right next to algorithms as a constituents of programs, right up to the very name of classic textbooks [16]. To us, it seems reasonable to define such initial data with a syntax that looks declarative rather than imperative—just like defining the
structure of graphical user interface is more conveniently tacked declaratively (e.g., React, Vue.js, SwiftUI, etc.).
15

As a side note: this is one of the main arguments for having a dedicated syntax for implicit parameters in Scala 3,
whereas they were written as regular parameter lists in previous versions. The mechanism was found embodying sufficiently different concepts (like typeclasses) and was found to be clearer with dedicated syntax [10].
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A syntax denoting primarily a function call is maybe not best used to represent associative data. In that spirit,
having specialized syntax to denote, for instance, a linear data structure (an array, list, or set), and an associative
data structure (map) thus seems worthwhile. In this regard, Python has special syntax for list, set and (as shown
above) dictionary literals; Java has special syntax for array literals only. Today, Java arrays are regarded as a
low-level data structure, even being called “deprecated” in favor of generic dynamic lists [9]. The interest of
special syntax for them seems clearly smaller than it would be for more dynamic and flexible data structures.
We also note that many operations mutating simple linear and associative data structures can be done via
subscripting in Python. Subscripting exists in Java but only for arrays and only via int indices. In Python, lists
for instance support subscripting via the indication of a single index like in Java, but also of slices of indices 16.
Slice-based subscripting supports assignment as well, thus enabling higher-level multiple modifications in a
single statement. A syntactic advantage is that the assignment operator = used more widely in various circumstances where it denotes a mutation of the data structure on its left hand side. This is consistent with a simple
variable assignment known from some of the very first code examples.
Table3. Extracting repeated code sections in methods/functions.

This excerpt demonstrate the effort to factor out repeated code. Here, we are trying to populate a map linking
names to sets of the names of their friends, symmetrically (i.e., if "A" is in the set of friends of "B", then the
converse must be true as well). We are trying to isolate two procedures (here, methods in Java and functions in
Python): (a) a high-level procedure linking two new friends (lines J10–J15 and P2–P9) which, for its implementation, calls twice (b) a lower-level procedure adding an element to a set in a map (lines J16–J26 and P3–P7),
creating the set as required17.
One immediately evident difference is the block syntax: Java uses a bracebased syntax heavily based on C’s
whereas Python uses the colon character and significant indentation to determine block start and end. Much has
been written about it already [13,4] regarding ease of reading, writing, editing, including caveats with copypasting, so we’ll focus on other aspects. Another key difference is the ability, in Python, to define named functions much more flexibly. Java’s method as always top-level members of a class whereas Python functions can
be defined in any code block and have access to symbols of the enclosing lexical scopes (simplifying a bit).
Python’s add_friends and add_one_way can refer to friendships without it being passed along as an argument as
in Java. There would be other ways to avoid the extra parameter in Java: declaring it as a field. But this comes
16

For instance, mylist[1:4] yields a new Python list with elements 1 (incl.) to 4 (excl.). Custom classes can also support
subscripting with arbitrary subscript types.
17 Usage of a defaultdict was intentionally avoided here in Python as it requires passing a function as argument.
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with its own conceptual noise: if it’s a static field, one has to either explain its semantics or ask students to accept
that it works as such. If it’s a non-static field, the code in main needs to create a new instance. In both cases, the
question arises of where to initialize the field (inline or in a method) and of initialization order, which may not
follow the order of the lines in the file any more. Furthermore, in Java, both method definitions and field definitions may begin with as many as the same two keywords plus a type information (e.g., public static int), which
can be confusing to the untrained eye. In Python, from the first keyword on, def, it is unambiguously clear that
a function is being defined and no mix up with a variable (or attribute) is possible18. Also note that the possibility
to define nested functions avoids polluting the outer namespace with symbols that are not used later anyway.
Finding repeated patterns in data and similar patterns in code is an essential part of computational thinking.
Giving names to subprograms performing a given task is equally an essential means of abstraction, as it allows
the creation of higher-level constructs based on lower-level ones. We believe it should be made as easy as possible in a language used for beginners.
Desideratum 3. Functions should be syntactically easily definable and quickly recognizable so as to allow convenient code factorization.
Table4. Creating a simple compound data type with basic inheritance.

This example serves the discussion of two concepts: the definition of a custom compound data type, and the
basic introduction of class inheritance. They are treated separately in the text below. (Note that this Java code
is not idiomatic: fields are typically private in Java with a public getter or setter as appropriate. In Python, attributes are technically all public and, by convention, are prefixed with one or two underscores to signal their
non-publicness.)
The ability to define and use compound data types (i.e., a type constituted from several basic types of the
language and possibly other compound types) is one of the first concrete steps of data modeling in a programming
course. Students get taught that certain values that belong together in order to model a given entity should also
“live” and “travel” together in code. In Java and Python, the most obvious way to achieve that is by declaring
new classes19.
Both the Java and the Python ways to declare a new class are relatively verbose and contain seemingly redundant elements. Both languages have a new keyword for it, class. In languages supporting class-based object
orientation, classes are such a central concept that contesting the relevance of that keyword cannot be justified.
The way to treat fields, constructors and constructor parameters, however, is different. Java requires the explicit
declaration of all fields, whereas in Python, conventions dictate that the fields (referred to as attributes) be assigned in the __init__ “constructor method”. Owing to its dynamic nature, Python actually allows new attributes
to be defined at later points of the lifetime of a created instance with no prior declaration, whereas Java forbids
This says nothing of how, for instance, fields and methods should be accessed—Eiffel’s uniform access principe [8]
provides an nice abstraction over a class’s implementation details and can be achieved in Python with properties
(though not in Java).
19 In Python, one could also used namedtuples for cases where methods are not needed. The data structures built this
way, however, are immutable. Our take was not to skip discussions over mutable data structures, an essential side of
imperative programming language.
18
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it. Python is consistent here with its treatment of attributes and its treatment of, say, local variables: no declaration
is needed. But in the perspective of basic data modeling, the essence of the definition of a compound type is the
identification of what subparts it is made of. Java field definitions makes it clear, but Python makes it (at least
partly) implicit. On the other hand, Java’s syntax seems overly verbose for the very common use case where all
fields obtain their initial values from the constructor: the identifier width appears no fewer than 4 times, compared
to 3 in Python, owing to the nonexistent declarations.
It is notably difficult to explain to students the need for a simple constructor as shown in the example above.
Especially the use of the same identifier as parameter name and as field, as is idiomatic in both languages, must
be explained carefully. In Java, the use of the “this.” prefix also often is a source of confusion: it has to appear
on lines J7 and J8, but is optional on lines J11 and J12 to refer to the fields. In general, referring to the current
object is difficult to understand [12] and confuses beginners even more if it can be done in a non-systematic way.
Of course, we as instructors could make it a rule to always use it even when optional. But the fact that students
are bound to find code online that doesn’t and, most probably, to end up writing code of their own that works
without this prefix forces us to explain it anyway. Python here has another approach: the self parameter is
always mentioned explicitly in the parameter list of methods, and only when prefixed by “self.” can attributes
be referenced (also on lines P9 and P10). The always needed prefix improves on the syntactic consistency: no
matter the context, class members (attributes and methods) are always prefixed by some expression evaluating
to an instance, contrary to Java. It is thus always immediately apparent whether the code is accessing a local
variable or a field, or calling a function or a method. But the mismatch in the number of parenthesized elements
at definition site and at call site (where explicitly passing self mustn’t be done) is confusing and requires additional explanations. Worse is the allowed coexistence of a way to call methods as functions, bypassing virtual
dispatch, as shown on line P4, where self must be explicitly passed20.
Desideratum 4. Compound data types should be definable in a syntactically light way and should clearly allow the
identification of their fields.

Both languages suffer from the fact that even after the above definition, there is no out-of-the-box mechanism
for checking for the equivalence of two instances; i.e., if r1 and r2 are two Rectangles constructed with the same
arguments, they will not be considered equivalent neither in Java (via r1.equals(r2)) nor in Python (via r1 ==
r2—more on that syntax below). Additional methods have to be implemented for that—even if, in most cases,
their implementation is systematic and repetitive. The same goes for the generation of hash values for such
instances: the default implementation is based on reference equality and not instance equivalence and will probably not act as intuitively expected when inserted into hashing containers such as sets and maps 21.

20

Here, one could have written super().__init__(center) instead. But the fact remains: calling the constructor
method of the superclass happens by using __init__ name, in contradiction with the general guideline that “you
shouldn’t access it yourself if it has double underscores”.
21 At this stage, one cannot help but point to, e.g., Scala’s way of defining such a compound type, where the definition
of the constructor and the fields coincide
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Table 5. Excerpt 5. Manipulating data structures representing numerical data.

Lines J3 and P3 both compute in a 3D space, the vector v3 = 2 . Java’s impossibility to use arithmetic operators
on custom types makes it impossible not to use method calls to accomplish this. But Python makes it more legible
and writable by allowing operators (here in conjunction with a type defined in the numpy library). Allowing
operators has the added benefits of reproducing the precedence rules we know from algebra, whereas, to the
untrained eye,
distinguishing, e.g., v1.plus(v2).div(2) from v1.plus(v2.div(2)) is difficult and may even be counterintuitive.
Note that the class definition in Java only serves to demonstrate how “arithmetic methods” are achieved,
not to artificially lengthen the Java code. Conceptually, one must understand that, in order for chained method
calls (as on line J3) to work, one needs to return an instance of the class, too. This in turns begs more questions
that are avoided by Python’s syntactic possibilities.
Another more difficult point of Java is equivalence checking: == denotes an identity check rather than an
equivalence check, which must explicitly be done by means of the equals() method. It even gets trickier, because
students rapidly get used to using == for all basic types and even for instances of String—and, more often than
not, it actually works, since Java interns all strings literals compiled together. It only bites them later. Python’s
==, on the other hand, calls the method __eq__ on its left operand, thus allowing custom behavior via standard
syntax22. The same arguments can be made for the <, <=, >, and >= operators on instances of data types which are
ordered.
Desideratum 5. Common arithmetic, equality, and comparison operators should work on compound data when
relevant to ensure syntactic consistency with basic types.

Having stated these few desiderata, we regret not having evaluated them according to students’ performance
on tests or exams. This analysis emerged after the course was completed, at a point where all tests were already
completed and turned out not to allow a proper isolation and evaluation of the aspects above. They are, however,
based on our experience as teachers and are also stated in a way such that they are independent of this precise
Java–Python comparison, being in principle applicable to any potential first language for beginners.

5

Conclusion & Outlook

Forty years ago already, researches wrote that “programmers tend to favor their first language to the extent of
applying the style or structures of this language when programming in other languages” [14]. As teachers, we
had better give serious thinking about the choice of the first language: especially when teaching to beginners
clear embodiment of general concepts rather than of language-specific intricacies. The same author, however,
writes that “the effects of poor teaching are an order of magnitude more significant than the effects of a poor first
22

syntactically, and code for equality, hash value, and string representation is generated automatically (see
https://docs.scala-lang.org/tour/case-classes.html).
Even if we all know that == is all but standard for beginners and that the confusion with = is extremely common.
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language”— so, of course, we know that wisely choosing the first language is not the end of the story. Recently,
ten quick tips for teaching programming were proposed [1], each of which is worth considering.
Based on our observations above, we have decided to move away from Java in favor of Python because many
concepts were found to be more easily explainable without extraneous noise—while also noting that Python does
not completely answers our desiderata. Another observation is that Python seems to be a choice more and more
common at high school for students taking computing classes, such that the skillfulness at the start of the semester
in Python may differ greatly among students. Choosing a radically different language (e.g., a functional language
like Scheme or Haskell) was also mentioned as a way to start from scratch for everyone with high probability
[2].
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Abstract. Physical computing is an appealing topic for CS education from primary school onward. With
suitable tools, children and adolescents actively design and create their own interactive objects as tangible
products of learning using methods and ideas of embedded systems. In this paper, we present a concept that
uses a physical computing project as a framework to give students basic insight into connecting physical
objects using embedded systems in time-limited contexts. The design and iterative development of a Smart
City results in a product that contributes to the motivation of the students and can enthuse them for computer
science.
Keywords: Physical Computing · Embedded Systems · CS Teaching · ProjectBased Learning · Smart City
· Arduino · Snap!

1

Motivation and Background

Digital change is characterized, among other things, by the fact that many everyday objects perceive their environment with sensors and react to changes, exchange data via the Internet and communicate with each other, so
that the physical and virtual worlds are blended. Accordingly, embedded systems have been a very important
research and development area of CS for some time, resulting in many innovative products and applications. As
a result, we are frequently confronted with CS phenomena in various contexts of our everyday lives including
home automation, traffic and navigation or transportation and delivery. Consequently, everyone needs at least a
basic understanding of and confidence in dealing with the complexity of these modern technologies. Computer
science education therefore is faced with the challenge of adequately reflecting the relevant aspects in teaching
and developing appropriate competencies in this area. Physical computing has proved its worth as an attractive
approach to this topic: the design and realization of interactive, physical objects allows learners to develop concrete, tangible products of the real world, which arise from their imagination. This can be used in computer
science education to provide learners with interesting and motivating access to various aspects of embedded
systems design in constructionist and creative learning environments.
In this practical report, a concept is presented that gives heterogeneous groups of students from different
backgrounds a motivating insight into a selection of central concepts of computer science in highly time-limited
projects. In particular, the topic networked embedded systems is focused to teach learners how to network everyday objects with the help of embedded systems. In the process, various technical and organizational challenges
are met, such as enabling wireless communication between different interactive objects or carrying out the project
within limited time-frames. In the following, the relevance of the subject area for computer science education is
briefly outlined and the technical background is discussed. Subsequently, the methodical approach is presented
and reasoned based on existing requirements. Then content-related project goals, the pedagogy and structure of
the projects as well as materials and tools are explained. Finally, impressions and experiences from different
implementations are reflected and the respective challenges and solution approaches are discussed.

2

Embedded Systems in Computer Science Teaching

2.1

Representation in Curricula

Embedded systems increasingly gain importance in computer science teaching. The K–12 Computer Science
Standards [5], for instance, recommend to let learners control robots, have them design, develop and discuss
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embedded systems, and to debate the effects of ubiquitous and pervasive computer-controlled devices of their
everyday life. In the English national curriculum [6], already primary school students are supposed to design,
analyze and correct programs according to specific objectives, including control or simulation of physical systems. The accompanying teacher’s guide recommends the use of physical systems so that learners can work with
sensors, lights and motors rather than pure simulations.
Also in Germany, computer science education at school level has dealt with this topic for more than 30 years:
articles about integrating topics such as measurement, control and regulation, data processing and automation in
school teaching have regularly been published [3]. In a more recent special issue on embedded systems of the
German CS education journal LOG IN [7], various teaching examples, approaches and tools are presented that
take up this trend. Different aspects of the broad topic embedded systems are also reflected in the recommendations for educational standards of CS by the German Informatics Society (GI) [1,2] 23, which are used in many
federal states as a basis when revising curricula. Typical application areas that are listed include robotics, process
regulation and process control [2]24.
2.2

Central Content for CS Teaching

For the purpose of identifying content aspects in the subject area that are relevant for computer science teaching,
the first author of this paper worked out common characteristics of embedded systems in various fields and
application areas in a structured analysis of central technical literature. The identified commonalities are also
relevant in physical computing, thus, the resulting extensive list was analyzed with regard to central aspects, i.e.
such technologies, practices and principles, which are described as characteristic features of the relevant area in
all disciplines. This means that they are recurrent and meet Schwill’s horizontal criterion (see [16]) and are necessary requirements for developing competencies in the respective domains. These were then reduced to their
essential properties by summarizing and abstracting subordinate terms and concepts 25.
The resulting technologies, practices and principles can be divided into three dimensions: Central topics,
content areas and procedures of the subject area include structure and properties of embedded systems, which
contribute to characterize and identify different systems and typical problems associated with their development,
e.g. interfaces, peripheral devices and possibilities of data acquisition. Comprehensive objectives, requirements
and challenges help to discuss typical questions and approaches in the design of embedded systems, e.g. system
quality and real-time requirements. Proposed practices combine technical and educational considerations and
offer strategies to prepare project work with embedded systems in a suitable way and in accordance with common
procedures in the analyzed domains, e.g. tinkering and prototyping (see [12, p. 41ff.]).

3

Physical Computing in Project Lessons

In order to use a typical working method of computer science practice, a projectbased approach was chosen.
Projects, according to Kilpatrick, “emphasize the factor of action, preferably wholehearted vigorous activity”
and involve a “purposeful act carried on amid social surroundings” [11]. Project based learning has since become
a popular method of teaching, especially in CS education [8,14]. Schubert and Schwill [15] describe the course
of projects in computer science teaching as a structured sequence of steps closely related to the software life
cycle with regular fixed points linking pedagogy and computer science. However, such a rather strict procedure
is considered difficult to implement in class: On the one hand, project goals and procedures are often not compatible, since projects in school education are usually rather clear, so that there is neither the necessity of detailed
planning nor the sense of elaborate documentation [9]. At the same time the learners are often overwhelmed with
the complexity of larger projects, which frequently leads to unfinished or bad products [10]. As a remedy Kastl
and Romeike [10] suggest to enrich project-based learning with agile methods of software development. Accordingly, agile projects start with a collection of ideas and initial planning, from which user stories emerge that form
self-contained modules of the overall project. The actual project work is organized in cyclic iterations, within
which all phases of the project work are run through (planning, design, implementation, discussion, testing, reflection) and which result in prototypes or at the end in the finished product. One promising aspect of integrating

23

An English summary of the educational standards for lower secondary education can be found in [4].
A more detailed description of the occurrence of embedded systems and robotics in CS education research and school
teaching can be found in [12, p. 16ff.].
25 The method and outcomes are described more detailed in [12, p. 40f.]
24
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agile methods in project-based learning is the possibility to flexibly select suitable methods according to the
respective project needs.
This procedure seems appropriate for physical computing teaching for several reasons: Through the iterative
development of prototypes, the projects are given structure and the phases of planning and reflection, which are
often neglected in teaching such projects (see [13]), are given a higher priority: Instead of only drafting a rough
plan at the beginning of the project, which no longer receives attention over time, it is adapted to changing conditions. In addition, agile methods can be ideally integrated into physical computing activities: For project planning, the user view is usually taken first, which can be easily realized by creating user stories. During the creation
of concrete tasks for programming and during implementation, the developer’s perspective is then used to describe concrete program processes and identify suitable data sources and components.

4

Considerations for the Intended Project Implementations

In the planned project, the participants were to be involved in practical activities by networking objects and
enriching them with sensors and actuators. This way, the basics of sensor-actuator control and networking objects
with embedded systems should be addressed in a motivating manner. The following challenges had to be considered: A strong heterogeneity of student groups had to be assumed, since the project was to be implemented
in contexts in which groups of different classes, grades and schools were formed. Therefore, a framework had to
be found that appeals to all participants equally and allows them to take on adequate tasks depending on their
performance level. The heterogeneity of the groups also meant that no common prior knowledge of the content
or methods could be assumed. Required knowledge therefore had to be acquired within the frame of the projects.
Furthermore, all implementations were subject to different time restrictions, so that the concept had to be flexibly adaptable. In order to meet these challenges, different elements of agile methods were used, e.g. the use of
a project board with user stories, tasks and process representation, the iterative production of prototypes or pair
programming. In order to maintain the character of physical computing and take up its basic contents and practices, particular emphasis was placed on the following design principles26: Integration of tinkering activities into
dedicated learning phases (P1), creation of interactive objects (P2), development of working prototypes (P3),
provision of an interesting theme to trigger imagination and creativity (P4), integration of methods of creative
learning (P5), integration of technical aspects with art/crafting (P6), structuring work processes (P7), selecting
tools (P8) and materials (P9) suitable for the target group and the intended projects, collaborative work on a joint
exhibition (P10) and presentation of the final products (P11).
4.1

Project Theme

In order to provide an interesting theme (P4) for the project, the context “Smart City” was chosen, which offers
clear links to the students’ world of experience, triggers creative ideas and solutions through its openness (P4/P5)
and brings with it phenomena that are typical for working with embedded systems. The aim of the project is to
create an interactive model city in which embedded systems capture their environment in different areas (e.g.
brightness, traffic) and control objects (e.g. activate lighting, control traffic lights). For this purpose, the participants should either enrich prefabricated objects with sensors and actuators or design their own interactive objects
(P2) and network them with each other. Networking is associated with the challenge that different sub-projects
have to communicate with each other, so that the planned project goes beyond typical physical computing projects. Furthermore, there is the difficulty, but also the chance, that several groups of students work on the same
object and with the same microcontroller at the same time, but individual groups can also be involved in several
sub-projects. A clear assignment between object and student group therefore no longer exists. Both challenges
can be solved technically, as explained in section 4.3.
4.2

Project Structure

The project is divided into separate stages (P7) and can be flexibly adapted to different conditions. In the introduction and motivation (5 min) the participants are familiarized with the setting and get an overview of the
available tools and planned processes. In a learning phase (P1), a detailed introduction to physical computing,
the tools and components as well as the corresponding program elements is given in market place activities
(variant A, approx. 1–2 blocks of 90 min, see also section 4.4). In shorter sessions, a tutorial provides insight into
26

The derivation of these principles is described in [12, p. 135f.]
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the necessary basics instead (variant B, approx. 10 min). All teams have manuals available, which they can use
as reference books or to acquire knowledge as required. In a first planning phase (15 min) ideas are collected in
brainstorming (P5), the rough layout of the city is planned and sketched on a model board and tasks are identified
and prioritized. The “letters to the mayor” described below can be used to make suggestions. In the following
phases of project work and reflection (90 min to several project days) groups of two work on the tasks. At
regular intervals they present their working prototypes (P3) to the “mayor” of the city, reflect on their progress
and define the next work steps. The mayor has the opportunity to bring in wishes and priorities. This role could
be taken by a student or group of students as city council. In the projects described in this paper, however, it was
assigned to the teachers or supervisors so that they could influence the project from a pedagogical point of view
without the pupils perceiving this as a teacher’s instruction. After several iterations the students present their
“Smart City” in an exhibition, explain their inventions and discuss them with visitors (P10/P11, 15 min up to
several hours, e.g. open-door day).

4.3

Tools: Hardware Decision and Programming Environment

In order to meet the challenges outlined above, it was necessary to require as little prior knowledge as possible,
both in working with embedded systems and in programming. For the selection of tools this meant that they
should reduce entrance barriers as far as possible so that students can quickly get started intuitively. At the same
time they should also be flexibly usable so that the projects were imposed with as few restrictions as possible
and even complex ideas remained feasible (P8).
Hardware Concerning hardware, we used a combination of a microcontroller with a modular system: Instead
of wiring sensors and actuators with breadboards in a complex and error-prone manner, such systems use conventional connectors, so that no knowledge of the electronics is required that goes beyond the distinction between
components that are controlled digitally or analogously. In order to offer a large variety of sensors and actuators,
a combination of the widely used and versatile platforms Seeed Grove and Arduino Tinkerkit is used (fig. 1). To
increase compatibility, the chosen microcontroller boards were based on the widespread Arduino platform and
required WLAN capability for networking. For this purpose, two possible boards were tested and used: Arduino
Uno Wifi and the compatible Wemos D1. To control the microcontrollers wirelessly, a firmware had to be developed and the programming environment extended accordingly27. In order to make it as independent as possible from the programming environment used in the project, all communication among and with the systems is
handled with an interface which is based on the REST principle. This can be used with all tools that implement
the HTTP protocol. We decided against a persistent storage of the programs on the microcontrollers, since at
present, available solutions permit only either live configuration or persistent programming28 and it was considered more important that the impact of program changes was immediately visible to the learners. To support the
use of all sensors and actuators available for the projects, relevant options were made accessible via the RESTbased interface and implemented for both microcontroller platforms.
Programming Environment Because of the expected heterogeneity of our learner groups, we aimed at a programming environment that allowed both experienced and inexperienced learners with regard to programming
to work together and thus to enable both simple and technically demanding projects. We decided for the blockbased programming environment Snap!, which is flexibly expandable and by default supports HTTP access and
thus allows to use REST interfaces. For this purpose, we developed an extension for controlling the microcontrollers via WLAN. The blocks implemented for this purpose were designed in such a way that they build purely
on blocks existing natively in Snap! and thus can be used in any Snap! derivatives such as Snap4Arduino or IoTSnap (fig. 1). In the long run, this will make it possible to switch flexibly between WLAN and USB when controlling the microcontrollers and thus, it will allow to take advantage of both the persistent storage of programs
and the live configuration of microcontrollers.

27

To control microcontrollers via USB, often the standardized Firmata protocol is used, which is based on serial communication, but can not be used for WLAN communication. Thus a suitable firmware was developed, which can be downloaded from Github together with the programming environment and learning materials:
https://github.com/maprzybylla/LEGO-Smart-City.
28 A corresponding approach is in development, but was not yet mature enough for a productive use in schools (see
http://microblocks.fun) at the time of the implementation of our projects.
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Fig. 1. Arduino Uno Wifi with Tinkerkit and Grove components and IoT-Snap scripts.

4.4

Work Materials: LEGO Bricks, Craft Materials, Manuals, Market Stalls, Letters

For the construction of the Smart City, model building boards are laid out with writable foil on which the students
can plan and draw the layout of their city. LEGO bricks are used to construct the buildings, which is advantageous
because the teenagers can handle them easily, are creative and need only a few further aids. A disadvantage is
the limited mechanical compatibility of the LEGO bricks with the TinkerKit and Grove components. For the
integration of sensors and actuators into the projects, therefore, e.g. adhesive tape, hot glue, wire and cord are
used, which so far proved to be generally practicable (P6/P9). All project groups had access to comprehensive
manuals and cheat sheets as references describing the interaction of hardware and programming environment.
For some groups, additional market stalls were set up (fig. 2) for market place activities, in which they independently worked out the relevant contents on the basis of various tasks. The market stalls were designed in such
a way that they can be solved by students with little prior knowledge, but at the same time are not trivial. For
differentiation there are extra tasks, which deepen selected contents and skills. All market stalls have the same
structure and the corresponding worksheets contain a list of the required components, assembly instructions and
finally several tasks with increasing complexity. The learners receive route cards on which they document their
progress and on the basis of which the advancement is also visible for the teacher. In order to stimulate ideas, a
scenario is presented to the students in which the citizens of the city are called upon to participate with suggestions and project proposals in the further development of their city towards a “Smart City”. Some citizens have
already used this opportunity and sent letters with suggestions to the mayor, e.g. noise level measurement at the
goods station to keep the night’s rest, an alarm system to guard the city treasure or an automated greenhouse to
increase the vegetable harvest. These letters are presented to the learners and they are asked to brainstorm additional ideas.
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Fig.2. Market stall with Grove Starter Kit, manual and work sheets.

5

Experience

The project has so far been carried out with 14 groups (approx. 215 students aged 10 to 18). It was tested in
several different variants, each with distinct framework conditions, which are explained in the sections below
and evaluated with regard to the following questions:
1. How do the methods, tools and materials help to achieve the project goals?
2. Which problems arise depending on the different conditions and how canthey be solved?
5.1

Group Compositions and Framework Conditions

Half-day projects with heterogeneous groups At the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg the concept was used to
convey a positive image of computer science to school students and to enthuse them for this subject in four-hour
projects. The participants came from different schools and classes and were very heterogeneous in their age
structure. In addition to the short technical introduction to physical computing (variant B), the students also
received a detailed introduction to agile practices in projects. A project board was used to visualize user stories
and tasks in the process, stand-up meetings were called regularly and the status of the prototypes was presented
to the mayors.
Project week in a school with a heterogeneous group A further implementation took place at a grammar school
during a project week before the school festival. Also here the goal was to inspire students to take computer
science courses. At the same time the elective subject should be present at the school festival with the developed
“Smart City”. This project was designed to fill two school days with six lessons each, so that much more time
was available for the development of the model city. Here, too, the project participants formed a very heterogeneous group (students of grades five to eleven). In this implementation, variant A (market place activities) was
implemented and the project board as well as individual stand-up meetings were used.
Half-day projects with homogeneous groups As a third variant, the concept is regularly used at the University
of Potsdam in three- to five-hour projects. The challenge is that parallel activities take place in which the students
participate in smaller groups, so that not the whole project team is present continuously. For time reasons, variant
B of the learning phase (tutorial) is preferred in this scenario. The use of agile methods is largely dispensed with,
these are reflected above all in the structure of the implementation: User stories manifest in the aforementioned
letters to the mayor and stand-up meetings are present in the form of discussions with the mayor.
5.2

Results and Observations

In all implementations similar positive experiences were gained: By using agile methods either explicitly or in
the structure of the projects, a strong differentiation between the student teams working in pair programming
took place automatically. Thus, in general little frustration arose, since the groups independently chose adequate
tasks that were neither too difficult nor too simple. At the same time, most of the participants seemed very eager
to learn, as the challenges were usually self-invented so that intrinsic motivation arose to achieve the project
goals that had been set. This was most noticeable in the group who presented the results to the public at the school
festival, probably because this was the group with the longest time-span available and thus with the most advanced and detailed results. Groups who received more detailed introductions and had longer learning phases
beforehand, achieved more sophisticated results, however, it must be noted that they also had more time available
for the project phase. In the other groups, it was possible for the students to start working immediately, but they
mostly worked only on their sub-project and focused less on networking different objects. Impressions from the
projects are shown in fig. 3.
The choice of hardware and software seemed to contribute to the success of the projects. Due to the use of
power banks, the microcontrollers were not bound to one location, but could be placed anywhere in the “Smart
City”. However, some problems occurred in groups where only little time was available to master technical hurdles. In projects that used Arduino Uno Wifi, large latencies occurred during WLAN communication, thus it is
recommended to use the faster and more powerful Wemos D1 microcontrollers (or comparable devices) when
possible. The extensive amount of sensors and actuators gave rise to a large variety of ideas. The students were
able to implement their projects using the Snap! programming environment regardless of their age groups.
Difficulties sometimes occurred when students tried to install sensors and actuators in their LEGO brick
objects, so we provided them with hot glue guns in cases where no less permanent attachment was possible.
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Students had to be very careful not to damage electronic components by the heat. If used on smooth surfaces, the
adhesive could later be removed without leaving any residue.
There was a great diversity in the overall projects, ranging from rather small cities that were planned in detail
and lovingly designed to large and less detailoriented cities. However, the individual projects that were put together in the cities were surprisingly similar in nature, even in groups without the letters to the mayor: for example, there were sensor-controlled lighting elements, traffic lights and information displays in every city. Despite
the strong self-regulation during the projects, it was therefore automatically necessary for all learners to deal with
suitable data acquisition, the control of various actuators and conditional statements, among other things, so that
the project proved to be well suited for the targeted teaching of basics of sensor-actuator control and networking
objects in the subject area embedded systems. The project was also suitable to introduce the most inexperienced
students to basic programming concepts without overwhelming them.
Although agile methods such as stand-up meetings and time estimation were introduced and a project board
was made available in most groups, these were used only sparsely by the students. Stand-up meetings did not
always take place regularly, but only when really needed, for example when it was necessary to clarify how the
city should be organized because sub-projects ran the risk of blocking each other. As the size of the projects
increased, however, such methods seemed to become more relevant and thus they were usually observable in the
longer projects.

Fig. 3. Impressions from the projects (top left to bottom right): a spaceship landing platform, students programming a cargo
ship with loading crane, “done” section of a project board, smart city with television tower with rotating platform and automated railway crossing.

6

Conclusion and Perspective

All in all, the “Smart City” project has proved successful in all its implementations. The chosen context motivated
the students and aroused their interest in microcontrollers and their significance in reality, but also allowed a lot
of room for creativity in the project implementations. The hardware and software were easy to use for the students, the only problem being latencies caused by the control of the microcontrollers via WLAN, which had to
be taken into account in the projects and can be avoided with appropriate hardware decisions. The orientation
towards agile methods was useful to structure the project work, especially through the iterative and prototypeoriented development of the sub-projects.
In order to solve some minor existing problems, initial ideas are available, such as the design of 3D-printed
adapters, which make it easier for students to connect components with LEGO bricks. In general, the concept
proved to be well suited to give learners with different abilities a motivating insight into microcontroller programming, the interaction of sensors and actuators and the networking of embedded systems. Depending on the
concrete objectives, the idea can be adapted technically, methodically and in terms of content to the respective
learning group. For this, only little effort is needed, which makes the concept very flexible. In addition, the project
offers good starting points for subsequent lessons. For example, app development for smart home control with
mobile devices could be just as well integrated as discussions on the potentials and dangers of increasing digitalization.
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Abstract. Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential for far-reaching – in our opinion – irreversible changes.
They range from effects on the individual and society to new societal and social issues. The question arises
as to how students can learn the basic functioning of AI systems, what areas of life and society are affected
by these and – most important – how their own lives are affected by these changes. Therefore, we are developing and evaluating school materials for the German ”Science Year AI”. It can be used for students of all
school types from the seventh grade upwards and will be distributed to about 2000 schools in autumn with
the support of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The material deals with the following aspects
of AI: Discussing everyday experiences with AI, how does machine learning work, historical development
of AI concepts, difference between man and machine, future distribution of roles between man and machine,
in which AI world do we want to live and how much AI would we like to have in our lives. Through an
accompanying evaluation, high quality of the technical content and didactic preparation is achieved in order
to guarantee the long-term applicability in the teaching context in the different age groups and school types.
In this paper, we describe the current state of the material development, the challenges arising, and the results
of tests with different classes to date. We also present first ideas for evaluating the results..
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence · Machine Learning · Teaching Material · Societal Aspects · Ethics · Social Aspects · Science Year · Simulation Game.

1

Introduction

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have become part of our everyday lives
without many of us noticing it. Consequent changes are extensive and may be irreversible, including strong
societal effects. For instance, the advances in creating so-called deep fake videos using artificial neural networks
can impact the credibility of videos as evidence and in the news by using them, e.g. for discrediting politicians
or further misuse (cf. Chesney and Citron [6]). Hence, it is vital to be aware of such technological advances for
responsibly taking part in society. Nevertheless, according to a recent Bitkom study [4], most Germans now
know the term AI, but cannot properly explain it. However, neither computer science nor AI are anchored in
school teaching yet and many teachers – also from computer science – only have rudimentary knowledge about
AI, so these teachers are not prepared to discuss it competently with their students. Nonetheless, it seems essential
to us that students acquire a comprehensive understanding of how AI systems work – topics like AI and ML
should be part of gaining digital literacy for all students.
Albeit, computer science education is not always part of the curricula in Germany and is sometimes integrated
into subjects. Even if we see the integration of computer science education otherwise rather negatively – it offers
the opportunity to include teachers from ethics, social studies or politics in the introduction of AI, and thus the
opportunity to bring the topic to schools in a very broad and differentiated way.
For this reason, we decided to develop teaching materials for teachers also from non-computer science to
introduce a basic understanding of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to secondary school students.
Teachers for ethics, philosophy or social science have a different perspective on the issues arising from the
use of AI in our society, but non-computer science teachers lack a deeper understanding of computer science and
the technology of AI. For this reason, all teaching materials about AI and ML for teachers also from non-computer science has to be developed in a way that they also gain competences about AI and ML without needing to
understand how to program and implement ML systems.
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To meet the challenges of also addressing teachers from other subjects, and at the same time reaching many
teachers, we established cooperation with the nationwide campaign of the ”Science Year”, which is organised
and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research as well as by various foundations29.

2

AI for all Students - Youth Campaign of the Science Year

As mentioned before, our materials will be distributed as part of the ”Science Year”. For this reason, we shortly
present this annual campaign, our concept for the teaching material and our development process.
2.1

Conceptual Challenges

The Science Year deals with one topic each year – the current year is dedicated to the topic of artificial intelligence and includes very different initiatives, actions and materials around this topic. Former topics have been,
e.g. energy research, sustainability, marine research or research on digital societies. We are currently implementing one of the annual initiatives, which is aimed at all students in the age from 12 up to 18 years (secondary
schools) of all school types.
Therefore, the materials developed have to deal with considerable heterogeneity in terms of age and skills of
the target group. Hence, we have to balance the levels of language, content – depth but also by considering prior
knowledge – and learning tasks between preteens attending middle schools and almost adult students of grammar
schools who also have computer science lessons.
A second challenge consists of the heterogeneity of the teachers. We expect that at least half of the teachers
who use the resulting materials will not be teachers for computer science.
2.2

Development Approach

All these challenges caused the decision that we should analyse in particular our existing draft curriculum on
data science, which has been developed in our ”Project Data Science and Big Data at School (ProDaBi)30 [12].
Since we are already working on this curriculum for the use at different school levels and also take social aspects
into account, we decided to use it as a basis. After that, we further reviewed existing curricula and frameworks
[1] [15] [11] to match our issues with them.
However, we came to the conclusion that not all found topics could be used for the planned teaching material
and removed all lectures which include programming or need in-depth technical knowledge – instead, we focus
on social and ethical aspects.
Furthermore, we spoke informally with several non-computer science teachers to survey what they know
about artificial intelligence and machine learning. Most of the teachers read some articles in newspapers and
magazines or watched films about artificial intelligence, but all said that they were far from comprehensive technological knowledge.
For this reason, we explored a meaningful way to combine explaining technical knowledge to teachers with
designing teaching materials. As a result, we attempt to create materials which integrate content knowledge with
pedagogy. Therefore, teachers can also gain ”pedagogical content knowledge” (cf. Shulman [16]) in these topics.
In further response to all the challenges described above (see chapter 2.1), we decided to follow a ”designbased research” approach [8] and therefore developed the material in several cycles. Currently, we have completed the last evaluation cycles of the various worksheets and activities with several courses from different
schools (7th up to 11th grade, age from 12 to 18 years, middle and grammar schools) and are in the process of
layouting and producing the materials.
2.3

Implemented Teaching Materials

In contrast to other projects, this initiative requires close coordination with the organisers of the Science Year.
Consequently, we discussed together, which types of material should be developed. We proposed the content
areas which have been approved by the Science Year.

29
30

https://www.wissenschaftsjahr.de/2019/english; last access: 2019-09-04
Website: https://www.prodabi.de
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─ The core element is a simulation game to explain and to reflect how machine learning works. We developed
the simulation game based on ”hexapawn” by Martin Gardner [10], which has been enhanced several times,
among others as ”Sweet Learning Computer” by the project CS4FN [9]. An extended description of this game
has been presented on WiPSCE ’19 [14] as a poster.
─ Every Science Year a booklet for teachers is published. This booklet (about 85 pages) contains explanatory
texts and background information as well as pedagogical tips, which are always accompanied by worksheets
and activities for the students. Concerning the explanatory texts, we focused on the explanations of the underlying concepts of AI as well as fundamental ideas of the further topics, for supporting the non-computer
science teachers in particular. Additionally, the booklet contains suggestions to arrange lessons with the worksheets and outlooks on how to continue after each unit.
─ We also decided to publish a learning diary for students. This diary can be used by the students themselves,
but can also be part of the lessons. It consists of about 24 pages and should motivate the students to deal with
the material and further information on their own to deepen their understanding of AI. They can do several
quizzes, and we included links to additional videos, texts on how artificial neural networks work or a construction manual to build an original ”MENACE” 31.
Discussions regarding which content areas should be included, led to the joint decision to structure all materials in several modules, each dealing with a different set of issues. This approach simplifies, especially for
teachers with a limited time budget, selecting the content that is important to them or to distribute topics between
teachers of different subjects in interdisciplinary learning scenarios.

3

Developing the Materials and Modules

In the previous section, we tried to outline the different challenges and conditions that are contained in this
project. In this section, we describe the contents and structure of the teaching materials, which has been designed
to achieve the following general goals:
1. Explaining how Artificial Intelligence works
2. Opening of the social discourse on Artificial Intelligence
3. Reducing possible existing misconceptions

Fig.1. Example of one of the final pages of the teacher booklet. The layout has been developed by the supporting designers
of the Science Year.

As beforehand mentioned in chapter 1, in general, the leading questions for content development are: ”What
areas of my life and society are affected by AI?” and in particular ”To what extent does all this affect me?”.

31

The foundation for Gardner’s hexapawn: https://www.mscroggs.co.uk/blog/19
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To meet these goals and answer these questions, we structured the topics covered to answer these questions
step-by-step:
─ Module 1: Introduction - students’ everyday experiences with AI This module is intended to activate and
systematise existing experience with AI. Also, it should help to raise students awareness of their existing
attitudes.
─ Module 2: How does Machine Learning work? – The Simulation Game ”Man, Machine!” This module consists of the simulation game named ”Man, Machine!” and helps the students to understand how ML and AI
work. They simulate a learning machine and observe the learning process. The material also consists of worksheets in order to reflect the newly gained experiences. This game has been presented in detail before [14].
─ Module 3: What is the difference between man and machine? Here the differences between man and machine are systematised, and the concept of intelligence, in particular, is examined more closely.
─ Module 4: Historical Overview of the Development of Artificial Intelligence In this module, the various aspects from the other chapters will be linked by reflecting their historical context.
─ Module 5: The distribution of roles of man and machine - ethical and societal aspects In this module, the
distribution of roles between man and machine is examined more closely. This includes not only the role of
the developers but also the role of the users – because users also contribute to the further development of AI
systems through their data input or data traces.
─ Module 6: Workshop: In which AI world do we want to live? The students should develop scenarios and ideas
about what kind of AI world they want to live in and how they think the future handling of AI should be
shaped.
Each module is designed for four up to eight school lessons. Since we know that these materials could cover
an entire school year, we worked on several proposals on how to combine the modules. As shown in fig. 2,
modules 1 and 2 (simulation game) can be used as a mini-course unit. We provide an additional teacher’s booklet
for the game online – it contains several variation possibilities and extensions to use the game more flexible. If
a teacher has little time, these two modules are sufficient to get a first idea of how AI and ML work.

Fig. 2. Concept of module structure for all materials. The Core element is the simulation game in module 2, which can be
used stand-alone with module 1.
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The following modules are based on the game but are independent of each other, as we could test with classes
in detail.
In order to present the goals and contents of each module even more apparent, we will now present the modules
in more detail.
3.1

Module 1: Students’ Everyday Experiences with AI

Artificial intelligence - what does it have to do with my life? And what is it actually? Questions that more and
more people are asking themselves and want to answer for themselves.
To answer these questions, students first collect, reflect and systematise their prior experiences with artificial
intelligence and their current ideas concerning AI without having to deal immediately with the technology behind
it.
They then perform internet research and observe how the content displayed – in particular advertisements –
changes and adapts to their behaviour (see fig.3). In this way, they can make initial assumptions about how AI
could be included in these systems and what is essential for an AI: Everything an AI can learn is based on the
received amount of data, which must be structured appropriately. This knowledge is vital and can also be used
to formulate a first working definition of the terms AI and ML.

Fig. 3. Example page of module 1. These pages contain additional explanations for the teachers as well as supporting hints
for the reflection of the previous worksheet. The layout has been developed by the supporting designers of the Science
Year.

3.2

Module 2: How does Machine Learning work

How can a machine learn? What does it mean ”to train the model”? As introduced in chapter 2.3, we intended to
provide a low-threshold and vivid introduction into these topics, as it is well possible with a playful simulation.
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In cooperation with our partners, we developed the current cardboard game named ”Man, Machine!” to explain how ML works (see fig.4 and fig.5).

Fig. 4. Finished game design. The layout has been developed by the supporting designers of the Science Year.

Since this module can be used to explain many aspects of artificial intelligence and machine learning, much
additional information about the technical aspects of these techniques has been included. An important learning
objective is that the students do not over- or underestimate ML based on their experiences. On the one hand, the
computer (the trained model) is perfect in this example because it is so simple. On the other hand, actual learning
methods are more complex and trickier and can, therefore, be more complicated than the example suggests.
Therefore we focused on a scientifically correct presentation of the technological basics and concepts.
3.3

Module 3: Difference between Man and Machine - What is Intelligence?

This module aims to investigate the differences between man and machine in detail. In particular, the question is
whether artificial intelligence is really intelligent – and how to investigate this.
This module examines the concept of artificial intelligence in order to gain a better understanding of the subject area. The students should understand that AI systems are computer-driven applications and services in areas
which mostly cannot be automated with conventional machines and thus have been human domains so far.
The question arises, what the differences between man and machine could be. Possible candidates to discuss
are: People have a body, are socially integrated, cannot forget on command (machines do), people generalise
strongly from a few examples, machines instead need many examples (cf. [5]).
Currently, human creativity is often mentioned as a difference (e.g. [2]), but creativity can also be ascribed to
the computer. Therefore students need to explore different aspects of human intelligence to learn about the difference.

Fig. 5. Impressions of the additional game material. The layout has been developed by the supporting designers of the Science Year.
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For this purpose, we have developed several worksheets and activities. After a short introduction into the concept
of ”intelligence”, students can test freely available chatbots like Mitsuku 32 for their behaviour and thus allow
conclusions to be drawn about their ”intelligence”. A further perspective on the difference between man and
machine is offered by the Turing test [17], a long-accepted test for distinguishing between man and machine,
which is also introduced by the working material. Students can review and assess the answers given by Mitsuku
during the contest for the Loebner Prize 2018 to recognise the differences between man and machine even better.
3.4

Module 4: A Historical View: The Development Path of the AI

In this module, various thematic aspects are linked and classified through a historical view. We focus on the
changing role of computer science in the development of technical solutions.
Students can learn how the role and functioning of computer systems change over time.
Several stages of development will be discussed like the ”Dartmouth Conference”, the implementation of the
”Perceptron”, an early simplified replica of the human brain or the development of expert systems that can draw
conclusions from previously entered knowledge and rule bases. Further, the so-called AI winter, which was
caused by the limited computing power and memory capacity of the computer systems at that time [7], is a
meaningful topic of discussion.
As these topics could be very boring for students, we developed an activity in which students should make a
stop motion movie about the history of AI.
Students should work in groups, and each group creates one scene about one moment of AI history. To support
the teachers, we created a comprehensive scenario, we included references to several tutorials for students and
teachers and added worksheets to evaluate the resulting films.
An essential part of this module is the change of interaction and the roles of man and machine, furthermore
the change in problem-solving – from algorithms to data-powered learning strategies. The students should understand that the solution for a problem is no longer given entirely by man (in the form of algorithms), but instead,
examples are selected and compiled, using this, the machine learns to solve the problem.
3.5

Module 5: The distribution of roles of man and machine – ethical and societal aspects

In this module, the ”distribution of roles” between man and machine will be examined more closely. This includes not only the role of the developers but also the role of the users – because they also contribute to the
further development of AI systems through their data input or data traces.
We talked to students and teachers before the development of the module, because this topic is very complex
and includes many different aspects. Thus, we looked for examples which could be interesting for most of the
students. In the end, we chose the topic of ”autonomous driving” for this module as the leading example. Furthermore, since many ethical aspects are addressed in this module, it contains fewer worksheets, but several role
plays.
After an introduction into the six levels of autonomous driving students can decide at which level their own
cars should operate without further discussion of risks and advantages – the results are recorded and can be used
for later comparison. We added role plays to introduce the students, for instance, to the so-called dilemma of the
”trolley problem”, which can also be discussed comprehensively by younger students through their own experience. Depending on the age and previous knowledge, we then suggest discussing various other topics, such as
face recognition in public or several rating systems. This module can be completed by a further discussion about
the question, how much responsibility they are now willing to delegate to a machine, such as a vehicle AI.
3.6

Module 6: Workshop: In which ”AI world” do we want to live?

The concluding module can be connected to various modules and topics. We suggest doing this module in a
project week or similar.
In this module, the students conduct a so-called ”future workshop” [13] about their own ideas on how AI
should be integrated into their future lives. Leading questions in this module are ”Which AI world do we want
to shape?”, ”What should interpersonal life in this AI world look like?” and last but not least, ”What does this
mean for us now?”
We created a comprehensive scenario with several variations for the teachers. A typical future workshop consists of three phases, first the ”phase of criticism”, followed by the ”imaginative phase”, in the end, a ”realisation
32
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phase”. The teacher booklet contains worksheets, ideas and tips for each phase, like how to prepare a debate, to
build scenes or ideas on how to take different perspectives into account. With these ideas, the students can step
by step visualise how they imagine their future with AI should look like – and how they themselves can actively
participate in shaping their future.

4

Evaluation and Testing of Existing Materials

So far, we evaluated and revised all materials several times with different teachers, courses and age groups. We
are always amazed by the level at which even younger students can discuss ethical and social topics if they only
get the right stimulus. In this respect, role-plays and all activating forms, in particular, have been successful. In
particular, the own replay of the trolley problem, when a student gets the opportunity to either have a group of
classmates run over by a train formed by another classmate – or his best friend. Interestingly, almost all the
students chose to use the switch and to sacrifice their best friend. The argumentation for this solution is mostly
found in utilitarianism. Arguments in Kant’s sense are usually only found in the course of the discussion, especially when further questions are asked in the sense of the ”moral machine” [3].
We are currently developing an online questionnaire which will be sent to all teachers who ordered the teaching materials. We plan to evaluate how teachers use the material, how attitudes and self-concept for AI from
teachers and students have been changed by using the teaching material, and how to improve the material further.

5

Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we present our project in progress, which provides teaching materials to introduce artificial intelligence to students of different ages and school types.
Although the material has not yet been distributed, the experimental evaluation in the design-based research
approach so far made us very optimistic that the materials can successfully be used ”out of the box” by teachers
from different topics. We are also confident that we will be able to use and further develop the teaching material
within our ”ProDaBi” project.
The project for the ”Science Year” is still very challenging, but we are confident that our materials can help
to improve the competence of AI of many students and teachers. All these materials have been designed to use
for lesson preparation as well as in class and will be sent to around 2000 interested schools all over the country
in autumn 2019 for free.
We are very excited to receive feedback from the teachers!
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Abstract. We present our research in the field of education of university students with visual impairment.
The visually impaired students are interested in the Computer science study. Students with visual impairment
require special attention not only in technical-material support, but also in learning strategies. We want to
share our experience gained from the qualitative research aimed at case study of the Computer Science students with visual impairment. We focus on describing problems related to their study. We have identified
three major areas, which we assumed essential for outlining possible solutions that would be helpful for
teachers in the education process: 1. Programming environment accessibility for students with visual impairment. 2. Effectiveness of used teaching methods and forms for students with visual impairment. 3. Impact of
visual impairment to students’ understanding of programming concepts.
We also briefly introduce activities of The Support Centre for students with special needs, where we offer
services for the students with disabilities to improve their integration in courses of the studies. The cooperation with teachers is also very important. We present the most commonly used assistive technologies for
students with visual impairment. Our aim is to develop students’ abilities to the benefit of their own as well
as of the society.
Keywords: Accessibility, Visual impairment, Computer science study, Integration, Assistive technology.

1

Introduction

Increasing interest in Computer science study relates with development of technologies. Especially, for people
with disabilities, assistive technologies represent an access to information and an opportunity to become more
independent. Our research study aims to understand the special needs of visually impaired students in the study
of computer science in tertiary education. We consider that the visual impairment affects the way the students
obtain the information and create conceptions. An accessible form of the study material is essential for them.
The key subjects of Computer science are mathematics and programming and the significant requirement is
to understand programming concepts. Most information has graphic representation and relevant description of
context is needed. Understanding the specific needs of visually impaired students relevant to process of inclusive
education is essential for the teachers that strive for more effective learning methods.

2

Background

The staffs of Support Centre for Students with Special Needs at Comenius University provide service and counselling for students with disabilities. Our effort is to prevent and to eliminate information and physical barriers
which may occur in any situation. We regularly organize meetings and workshops for teachers and students. We
discuss various methods and forms of education applicable for students with visual impairment. Our activities
are divided into several areas described below.
2.1

Educational and technical activities

We organize the practical training courses for students and applicants to improve their skills to use assistive
technologies. Students can borrow devices and use them in lectures during academic year. The following special
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devices are available especially for visually impaired students: screen reader33, braille display34, braille embosser35, screen magnifying software, desktop and portable video magnifier, scanner, optical character recognition software.

Fig. 1. Student uses video magnifier.

2.2

Counselling

We provide the information about special educational needs of students to academic staff to set appropriate educational conditions. The students with visual impairment use assistive technologies and require the preparation
of accessible documents. To understand the possibilities and the limitations of assistive technology is essential
for the teachers to set up appropriate educational conditions.
We give advice on prerequisites and necessary academic skills to prospective students to be acquainted in
standards of chosen subject and to estimate extent of support. We organize preparation courses for applicants for
university study. The participants receive important information about curricula and have opportunity to meet
students with disabilities who study similar study subject.
2.3

Assistance

We offer individual mobility training (orientation in campus, becoming familiar with university information system). The staffs of The Support Centre regularly meet with students to give them advices on learning support
strategies, study discipline, time management.
We assist teacher to prepare exams in accessible form for students with various disabilities. We coordinate
the transforming of literature into a suitable form – electronic, Braille, large print, converting images to tactile
graphics.

Screen reader – a software using text-to-speech engine to translate text information on the screen into the speech
Braille display – a peripheral device connected to a computer for displaying text in braille characters
35 Braille embosser – a peripheral device to emboss braille writing system onto a paper
33
34
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Fig. 2. Student reads documents with tactile graphics printed on braille embosser.

2.4

Cooperation with departments of the University

Following our experience students with visual impairment must be well prepared for studying at university. We
aware of the importance of quality education at elementary and secondary schools, therefore we participate in
projects aimed at supporting teaching informatics.
We cooperate with the Department of Informatics Education in several projects. In recent years we participated in project Computing Education for Blind and were concerned in developing of teaching materials in informatics for lower secondary school blind students [1]. Within this project we focused on the following areas
of informatics: Text processing, Sound processing, Programming and problem solving, Working with mathematics formulas, ICT36 for communication and information retrieval.
We have a very close cooperation with academic staff that is responsible for content of university webpage
and academic information system. We help to identify problems of accessibility and regularly inform them.

3

Purpose of the research

One of the main themes of inclusive education is to improve the quality of the educational opportunities afforded
students with disabilities [2]. The aim of our research study is to understand the special needs of the students
with visual impairment and to observe how the visual impairment impacts their study of the computer science in
tertiary education. Understanding how to satisfy special needs of students with visual impairment is the way
towards inclusive education.
We assume high level of ICT literacy of applicant for studying computer science. The students must use
various software programs and they also need to understand informatics concepts. Naturally, students could gain
some basic programming skills in secondary education. However, misconceptions may occur. [3] Our research
question is: How does visual impairment determine capability to solve tasks in computing?
Diversity of teaching materials unfortunately does not mean that every source of information is accessible for
everybody. Accessibility of teaching materials means that the students obtain suitable form of the materials,
which they can read without help of another person. The materials with mathematical notation indicate one aspect
of the peculiar difficulty of the transforming into suitable form. The other aspect is searching for the suitable way
of performing mathematical calculations. The accessibility of graphical information is also a serious issue.
Many sources are focused on visual perception, for example blackboard writing or printed books and therefore
these sources are inaccessible for students with visual impairment. [4]
Many authors in their research study propose using assistive technology and give ideas how to make mathematics accessible applying LATEX [5, 6]. Our experience was similar, but in earlier period we have found useful
AMS – ASCII Mathematical Script designed at the University of Karlsruhe and at Technische Universität Dresden [7]. Our students learned AMS notation quickly and they easily perform mathematical calculations. The
disadvantage is rare usage. We suppose that AMS notation is used only at our university. We also have experience
36

ICT – Information and Communication Technology
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with the LAMBDA system [8], which was translated to Slovak language [9] and is used in elementary and high
schools.
Blind students read 2-dimensional notation linearly. This way of reading is totally different as the sighted
students read. The sighted students can find relations in formulas easier. For the students with visual impairment
it could be hard to search relations because the length of the linear notation of the formula may take more than
two rows.
We realized that the great attention is paid to exploring the accessibility of individual tools in programming
environments for assistive technologies. [10, 11] The underlying idea is that visual impairment should not be a
disadvantage when using any development environment. A survey among blind programmers has shown interesting ways to cope with the inaccessibility of utility tools. The inaccessibility of specific debugging tools forces
the programmer with visual impairment to look for alternative solutions that may not be effective and may take
a considerably longer time to implement them (for example using alert boxes). This process is not easy for a
student who is just learning to program. The situation is also complicated by the awareness that his intact classmates use the tools of the development environment safely and progress while he stagnates or loses time by
solving problems he might not have.
We consider useful for us the research resulting the design and implementation of accessible debugging tools
for existing development environments. A very interesting project is the development of a plugin for Eclipse
environment called StructJumper. [12] Students with visual impairment can quickly navigate and understand the
structure of a code. Another interesting project is the implementation of a plugin for the Visual Studio called
CodeTalk. Microsoft's development team has identified accessibility issues and suggested solutions. The plugin
is part of the environment from 2015/2017. [13] For us, the results of these studies are important for removing
barriers. Some might argue that all this is purely technical. But we think that wrongly chosen development environment will also have a significant impact on learning outcomes. The struggling with disproportionate conditions is a waste of student’s time and energy and he or she misses the essential – to study.

4

Research

4.1

Research methods

We decided to employ qualitative research strategy to gain an insight into the specific needs of visually impaired
students in the study of informatics subjects in tertiary education. The case study research is the framework for
the methods of this study. [14] We decided to use interviews, direct observations, and participant observations
to collect relevant data. [15] The interview questions will focus on accessibility of teaching materials and software. The direct observations of lessons will be aimed at understanding the actual usage of the assistive technology. After the observations the participants fill structured questionnaires to increase reliability of observation.
We will also collect data from structured interviews with the teachers, who conduct obligatory courses. The
questions will focus on methodology, usage of offered support, difference of behavior of visually impaired students.
Participant observation provides certain unusual opportunities for collecting case study data. The distinctive
opportunity is the ability to perceive reality from the inside viewpoint. The Support Centre acts as mediator
between the student and the teacher. We cooperate to find methodical approach and technical provision. Every
found solution represents important source of research data.
4.2

Participants

We have asked actual students and their teachers, who conduct obligatory courses for participating on the research. This academic year one blind student and two students with low vision study computer science at our
university. The inequality of visual impairments signifies different impact on their study.
The blind student “A” can read Braille, tactile graphics and uses computer with screen reader. The student
does not have visualization, because the impairment occurred from early childhood. We consider this may affect
the understanding of tasks with spatial relations.
Two students with low vision are slightly different. The first student “B” can read Braille and uses computer
together with magnifier and screen reader. The student has good visualization but is not able to use handwriting.
We assume, that for both students, “A” and “B”, the modification of tasks, which require drawing, is needed.
The second student with low vision “C” is not able to read Braille and uses computer with magnifier. The student
has good visualization and can use handwriting.
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4.3

Findings

The objects of observation were teaching methods, used assistive technology and students’ activities. The observation took place during two semesters by direct participation in exercises (programming and mathematics). We
have identified three different teaching approaches during programming courses and one teaching approach during math lesson describing below.
Interactive cooperation. The teacher chose an interesting interactive teaching method – discussing with the
students about the solution proposals. The selected student wrote the solution design in the web application
environment, the other students read the code on their own computers and could comment. The interactive web
app turned out to be inaccessible to the screen reader. The blind student was disoriented in the interactive application precisely because the screen reader could not interact interactively with the line in which the change was
in progress – someone was writing. The code could only be read from start to finish. Although the student could
listen to what the classmates talk about and deal with the assignment itself, he could not fully participate in the
joint solution. In addition, the blind student needed consultations about the tasks he did not understand during
the exercise.
The partially sighted student used a screen magnifier and had no major orientation problems and involvement
in a common task solution. Only in jobs where code editing took place at multiple locations did it experience a
slight time lag.
Individual work. The teacher chose the method of individual work. Students independently dealt with assignments. They passed the solutions through a web application that ran automatic code functionality testing. The
teacher consulted students' questions individually. A web-based solution testing application was accessible for a
screen reader. Students with visual impairment (both blind and partially sighted) dealt with tasks at their own
pace (comparable to classmates).
Small groups. Students dealt with tasks in smaller groups (after 2 or 3), where the robot was programming.
Robot handling – pressing the start button (too small to grip by blind person) was ensured by either the assistant
(participant observation whereby the researcher was actively involved) or the sighted classmate. In developing
the program, students with visual impairment could participate fully. Students used a computer with assistive
technology (screen reader or magnifier).
Pre-set examples. For the students with visual impairment there were pre-set examples that were explained
by the teacher during math lessons. The blind student used AMS notation. For students with low vision, the tasks
were prepared in MathType editor. They solved tasks in MathType editor. In addition, all the students needed
extra consultations about the tasks which they did not understand during the lesson.

5

Conclusion

We have described the activities of the Student Support Center in relation to students with visual impairment.
We provided a brief overview of specific needs, focusing on how students work with assistive technologies. We
presented the intention of our research project and outlined the closest plans. We assume that this research study
provides the compact view on the special needs of visually impaired students in the study of computer science in
tertiary education. We hope that the explaining of the impact of visual impairment on the computer science
education will help to set up suitable educational condition.
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Abstract. As a new product of the computing age, computational thinking is considered to be a thinking
method and strategy by using computational tools and methods to solve problems. It has the potential to play
a vital role in the overall and lifelong development of everyone. In recent years, computational thinking education has gradually approached the horizons of educational researchers. However, the development of research and practice are still in the early stage. The questions such as unclear research objectives, not extensive
research levels and not deep research issues are gradually revealed. What and how to teach become a huge
problem for frontline teachers.
In order to find out strategic measures to solve practical problems, we selected USA, England, Lithuania,
France and China as the research object. Each country has its own plan to develop CT at the K-12 stage. With
the focus on CT education, the purpose of this paper is to compare and discuss the representative development
path through the lens of international perspectives and cultural contexts to provide a general framework of
CT education across the globe. We divide the whole framework into three parts: production, learning, and
research. And we describe the framework as a tree, and the branches represent the dimensions, consisting of
five parts: policy making, non-profit organization, industry promotion, teacher training, course implementation. Each dimension is related to each other and echoes each other to form a large whole system. The root
of the tree represents the needs of students, indicates that all the dimensions are to serve for students. The aim
is to develop computational thinking, logical thinking, digital competences of the students who need to prepare for the digital world.
Keywords: Computational thinking, Computational thinking education, Computer science, Digital economy, General framework.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, the word of "intelligence" has become a part of our life. The wonderful relationship between "artificial intelligence" and "humanity" has always been a hot topic of discussion, and there exist "replacement theory"
and "control theory". In order not to be eliminated by the intelligent society, ideas and methods will become the
basic survival skills residents of the intelligent era need. In recent years, we have witnessed an active discussion
surrounding the important role of computational thinking (CT). Therefore, the owner of computational thinking
should be the general public, and computational thinking education should be given high priority.
The main goal of CT education is to prepare the younger generations for the opportunities and challenges of
the future economy where computing permeates virtually every aspect of society. Regardless of their ultimate
field of study or occupation [1]. For example, in the process of learning computer science, students need to do
more than just the application of new technologies, but complete the process of deconstruction and reconstruction
based on understanding. The development of the future society also calls for the talent who owns new ability
such as creativity, curiosity and critical thinking.
As a result, many countries favor the development of CT education: the three pillars of politics, economy and
education support each other. Not only does it own national policy support, the promotion of the economic industry, but also it has theoretical and practical explorations in the field of education. The way in which CT
education is promoted varies. Some national education departments issue relevant policies, carry out curriculum
reforms or integrate CT as an independent discipline in the K-12 stage. Besides, strong economic industries such
as Google, Microsoft have also joined the wave of promotion, using their own advantages to create a platform.
For example, Google has a dedicated website for CT education(www.google.com/edu/computation- al-thinking)
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which publishes videos related to CT, providing teachers with different teaching methods and relevant resources
for educators and managers.

2

Understanding Computational Thinking

2.1

Definition of CT

Computational thinking, a term mentioned by Papert in 1980 [2], generate attraction from researchers, practitioners and policy makers in the education field since 2006, through a seminal article by Wing [3], defined as a
series of thinking activities that cover the breadth of computer science, such as problem solving, system design,
and human behavior understanding, using the basic concepts of computer science. At the same time, other scholars also have their own interpretation of CT. The Computer Science Teachers Association and the International
Society for Technology in Education [4] have developed an operational definition that provides a framework and
vocabulary for computational thinking:
Computational Thinking (CT) is a problem-solving process that includes (but is not limited to) the following
characteristics:






Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other tools to help solve them;
Logically organizing and analyzing data;
Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations;
Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps);
Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of achieving the most efficient and
effective combination of steps and resources;
 Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a wide variety of problems.
In August 2016, the CSTA released the K–12 Computer Science Standards. This stresses the problem-solving
aspects, as well as abstraction, automation, and analysis as distinctive elements of CT: “We believe that computational thinking is a problemsolving methodology that expands the realm of computer science into all disciplines,
providing a distinct means of analyzing and developing solutions to problems that can be solved computationally.
With its focus on abstraction, automation, and analysis, CT is a core element of the broader discipline of computer
science” [5].
2.2

CT’s relationship with programming

Computer Science is considered as the established academic term for the scientific discipline underlying the
current digitalization and information technology [6]. And programming learning is the focus of computer science teaching. There are examples of countries around the world where programming or CS has been or will be
introduced into early childhood education. For example, the European School net (October 2015) published a
report surveying the current initiatives and plans in 20 European countries:16 countries integrate coding in the
curriculum at national, regional or local level: Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France,
Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Lithuania, Malta, Spain, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia and the UK [7]. The analysis of
many sources reveals that a variety of terms concerning CT are used including coding, programming, informatics,
algorithmic thinking and so on. It can be seen that computational thinking and programming are closely related.
But does programming education equal to CT education? What’s the deep relationship between programming
and CT?
Based on the understanding of the running process of computer programs, programming is the method to
achieve the control of the computer. It belongs to the tool level. However, CT covers not only the technical layer,
but also the thinking of using tools and methods to solve problems. In general, it is agreed that CT and programming are not overlapping sets: “thinking as a computer scientist means more than being able to program a computer” [8]. Although programming plays an important role in the development of CT, it’s only part of it. In
addition, CT includes other core ideas such as problem decomposition and abstraction, which are more based on
the reality of life. The ultimate goal of CT education is to solve real problems. It is difficult to achieve this high
requirement only through programming skills training.
Despite these distinctions, programming can make CT concepts more concrete and become a tool for learning.
During the process of learning, the art of programming changes the children perspectives from application users
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to application creators so that they can express themselves freely. Last but not least, it also provides an opportunity to incorporate CT into other subjects, which is helpful to develop digital literacy and information literacy
from an interdisciplinary perspective.

3

Objectives and Related Work

Scoping reviews of the CT education around the world and the country report have been conducted in the past
but they only focus on the single aspect such as the policy, assessment, teacher development or the experience
of teaching. However, these factors are not combined to form a large framework system. Among them, the European SchoolNet report description is more comprehensive, involving CT definition, integration with curriculum, programming skills assessment, teacher training and many other aspects [9]. As for the area of practice,
Fredrik et al. reviewed how ten different countries have approached introducing computing into their K–12 education.The most common model was to make it compulsory in primary school and elective in secondary school
[10]. Shuchi et al. summarized pertinent research on CT in K–12 involving the environment, tools and assessment
[11]. Furthermore, in order to help teachers involve in teacher education and decision makers understand how
and when CT can be included in their local institutions, Linda et al. discussed the current state of CT in K-9
education in multiple countries in Europe as well as the United States [12]. And Nicol R. interviewed five educational technology leaders with CS expertise from California, Florida, New Jersey, Missouri, and Maryland to
collect the state’s support for CS program teachers [13]. As for policy, Yu-Chang et al. analyzed Reports, white
papers, and policy documents across the global, summarizing four development trends: collaboration and partnerships across sectors and national boundaries, rationales taking a broad perspective and referring to common
themes, a redefinition of digital competence, and an emphasis on broadening access and interest [14]. Stefania
et al. discussed the most significant CT developments for compulsory education in Europe and provided a comprehensive synthesis of evidence, including implications for policy and practice [15].
The International Computational Thinking Bebras Challenge is dedicated to developing the thinking skills of
3-18 year olds, founded in Lithuania in 2004. It has been held for sixteen years. Analyzing data of 2018 Challenge(Fig.1), we found that the number of the French participants is the most, equaling to dozens of times of
other countries’. And the USA, England, China also encourage students to participate in the challenge. In order
to explore the idea of curriculum reform such as “British computing course”, “American computer science for
all campaign”, we selected USA, England, Australia, Lithuania, France and China as the research object. Our
goal is to contribute to the discussion around early education by 1) exploring the status of CT in K-12 education
from different countries 2) exploring why the studied countries develop the CT perfectly 3) constructing the
general development framework for CT education 4) preparing ideas and guidelines for collaboration and partnerships to introduce and enhance CT in the global education.

Fig. 1. The statistics of the participants in Bebras Challenge 2018 from countries.
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4

Status of CT In Education

Despite this widespread interest, successful CT integration in K-12 education still faces unresolved issues. It has
presented some challenges for educators, as computing has traditionally been primarily a university level discipline, there are no widely accepted general standards for what computing at K–12 level entails [16]. Through the
analysis of domestic research literature, it is found that CT education research is still in its infancy. 80% of the
research involves CS courses in higher education, and K-12 researches focus on the information technology
curriculum, lacking interdisciplinary integration education. After interviewing with primary and secondary
school teachers in Beijing, China, it is found that most of the teachers don’t have a background in CS and they
are not familiar with the basic concepts of CS. The frontline teachers are very appreciative of the importance of
developing students' CT in the basic education stage, but there isn’t a clear curriculum system. It is difficult to
combine CT with the courses currently taught. What and how to teach becomes the biggest problem facing
teachers. Not to mention the assessment.
Based on the domestic CT education issues, this study summarizes the development experiences of other
countries (USA, England, Lithuania, France) and explores the possibility of mutual learning, cooperation and
interaction between countries to promote common development. To study ways and models for how CS or CT
can be introduced, we select the following criteria to focus on:








Policy making
Role in primary and secondary level curriculum (compulsory/elective/other)
Integrated or a subject of its own
Computing tools and assessment
Teacher training (in-service and pre-service)
Organizational support
Economic industry promotion

Country reports
4.1

A. USA

In USA, the control of education primarily depends on the state and local government, which represents that the
status of CS may vary significantly across the states. But there is a national program named “computer science
for all” in 2016, initiated by President Obama’s bold new initiative to empower a generation of American students
with the computer science skills they need to thrive in a digital economy [17]. During the process, every state
promotes CS education in the K-12 stage actively. In order to keep high quality, they provide the teachers with
training for their own CT skills. Moreover, businesses and philanthropies like Apple, Facebook, Microsoft and
Code.org have also played a major role in building a movement to expand CS nationally. For example, Microsoft
announces its campaign to have all states adopt “Make CS Count” policies and invest in CS education as a
complement to existing $75 million initiative.
There is also a great effort the main organizations including ACM, CSTA, Code.org, CIC, and NMSI make
to develop a Framework for K–12 Computer Science Education (https://k12cs.org/). The framework consists of
five percepts and seven practices. States, districts, and organizations can use the framework to inform the development of standards and curriculum, build capacity for teaching computer science and implement computer science pathways. It concentrates on the following issues: What should be taught and what the children can do after
graduation? How to carry out CS education in early childhood? How to plan a course to ensure the effective
connection of compulsory and secondary education? How to assess the development of CT?
However, there are few places in the USA where CS is required for students. At best, high school students
have the option of taking electives in technology or, in some places, taking the Advanced Placement Computer
Science course which is currently a Java programming class. The CS AP course allows students to take a standardized test, which if they pass, provides them with college credit [18]. This new focus on computational thinking
has been further supported by an educational programming renaissance that has brought about the development
of new computer science teaching tools (for example Alice, AgentSheet, Blockly, Kodu and Scratch).
Teachers in the US are required to receive their primary teacher certification in some discipline other than
computer science and then meet additional requirements to receive a supplemental computer science endorsement [19]. The gap between the availability of teacher certifications or endorsements and the requirement to
teach CS subjects is of great concern. Luckily, The generous funding from the National Science Foundation,
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from industry leaders such as Google and Oracle, and from CSTA makes Efforts to develop teacher training
programs [20].
4.2

B. England

With the changes in the digital age, the “tools” curriculum information communication technology that cultivates
students' software application capabilities has been questioned by British academics and industry. In October
2012, to ensure Britain competes and thrives in the global race, the government sets out plans to boost the teaching of computer science, supported by industry experts such as Microsoft, Facebook, BT and IBM [21]. In January 2013, because of the importance of computer science for both education and the economy, the government
announced that it was included in the EBacc exam [22]. In February 2013, the Ministry of Education announced
that the new curriculum, computing, was officially implemented, replacing the original ICT curriculum and taking computational thinking as the core goal of the course [23]. Therefore, the UK chose to set up an independent
curriculum to develop student computing thinking, rather than using programming as an intermediary for development.
The content of the Computing course mainly involves three aspects: computer science, information technology
and digital literacy. The course objectives are divided into four phases, covering both primary and secondary
education. The main aims are to ensure that all students [24]:
 can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction,
logic, algorithms and data representation
 can analyze problems in computational terms, and have repeated the practical experience of writing computer
programs to solve such problems
 can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to
solve problems
 are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology
To ensure every child in every school has the right to world-class computing education, a community called
CAS (Computing at school) established, supported financially by BCS, Microsoft, Google, Ensoft and the UK
Committee of Heads and Professors of Computer Science. Unlike an organizer, CAS is more like a public platform where teachers and experts can share their understanding of computing courses, interact what difficulties
they encounter during student performance, improve the structure of the curriculum, and improve the quality of
teaching. At the same time, CAS provides instructional programs and instructional syllabus for each stage, from
the most basic teaching essential resources to the high-level activity curriculum programs, including Barefoot
Computing and Quick Start Computing and Teach Primary Computing for primary educators.
The teachers who are currently employed in a school and delivering computing lessons can take part in the
teacher training of CAS. And the participants who satisfy the required credit can get a certification of BCS to
recognize their computing knowledge and ability. In addition, CAS executes a project which trials some new
initiatives aimed at improving girls’ participation in computing.
4.3

C. Lithuania

In Lithuania, CS is referred to as informatics. The first few after-school classes in programming were established
in several Lithuanian secondary schools in 1970– 1975. There also appeared the first ideas to establish a school
to teach secondary school students programming [25]. So teaching informatics started in the early 1980s with
programming. As a part of the Education Reform in 1997, the Informatics core curriculum went through a major
revision and it was expanded from teaching two years to four years (in total 136 hours) with more focus on
application and the processing of information [26]. After the new reform of secondary schools in 2005，the
subject "informatics" is rename "Information Technology".And the main attention of schools was paid to satisfy
students’ need and foster computer literacy.
Methodology on teaching CS at secondary school level was strong and well designed by Lithuanian's researchers. The IT subject is taught by IT teachers who have various types of training. Some of them have a CS or
mathematics degree combined with education, while others are teachers of other subjects with little training in
IT [27]. The students of grades 5-10 are required to take part in the course 1 hour per week. IT includes five
knowledge areas: information; digital technologies; algorithms and programming; virtual communication; security, ethics and legal principles. At the upper secondary level (grade 11-12), IT is an elective subject offered in
basic and advanced modes. The advanced course includes electronic publishing, database design and management, and programming [28].
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Apart from the course, there are also exams and contests concerning informatics. The curriculum of Informatics exam closely corresponds to the content of the programming module. Three main fields are emphasized:
algorithms, data types and structures, and constructs of a programming language [29]. To introduce CS concepts,
some interesting tasks related to real life with the knowledge of CS are set up for different age students. The
international challenge on Informatics and Computational Thinking Bebras focus on concepts-based tasks. All
students in secondary education under the age of 20 are invited to compete in Lithuanian Olympiads in Informatics [30]. These tasks can include a wide range of concepts within CS including algorithms and programs,
both sequential and concurrent; data structures like heaps, stacks and queues; modelling of states, control flow
and data flow; human-computer interaction; etc.
4.4

D. France

The history of informatics education in France has some similarities with other European countries. In the 1980’s,
informatics was referred as a new elective course in senior high schools [31]. But there exists statement that the
goal of the course was not to teach programming languages, but to promote the algorithmic way of thinking as
being useful for all other subjects [32]. Since then, there has been a constant debate about whether it should be a
separate discipline or an aid to other disciplines. In 1999, informatics education disappeared from French high
school [33].
Many years later, some scholars realized the importance of computer science to the future development of
students, the Ministry of Education is also gradually concerned. As for elementary school, the curriculum covering programming, unplugged activities et.al is established by groups of experts-the Superior Curricula Council,
appointed by the MoE. During the process, the teacher may advisory the researcher for specific points, usually
more technical or unclear content [34]. As for secondary school, in 2012, algorithmic was introduced in mathematics curricula at grade 11 and an elective Computer Science course (called ISN) has been introduced at grade
12. The ISN course adopted project-based learning and teaching methods and it was structured into four themes:
information comprehension, algorithmic, languages and programming, computer architecture [35].Students’
learning in ISN must be assessed during an oral presentation of the outcomes of one of the projects they worked
for during the year. In September 2015, the Superior Curricula Council proposed new curricula for kindergarten,
elementary and middle school [36].
The educators for ISN could be teachers from scientific subject matter (mathematics, physics and chemistry)
and technological subject matters (applied and industrial sciences) [37].All teachers were motivated and had
inclinations towards digital literacy, but none had previous knowledge of programming. So most ES teachers are
trained mainly by Superior Schools of Teaching and Education-SSTE (Ecoles sup´erieures du professor at et de
l’´education) which deliver them a master [38]. Beside this, begun in France in 2016, Class’Code is a consortium
of universities, companies and the government, offering educators who work with children ages 8–14 free online
CT courses and resources as well as face-to-face meetings with facilitators throughout France [39].
4.5

E. China

In China, computer science is usually offered at a university, and it’s called information technology in primary
and secondary school. However, it is not an assessment subject for important exams (such as college entrance
examinations). In the context of exam-oriented education, CS and computing education has long been decontextualized and considered irrelevant by many students. However, since 2007, China has progressively transformed
and restructured computing education through CS0 (College Computers course) reform by integrating CT into
the curriculum. The CS0 reform took four different approaches/contexts/content areas, including “CS0 course
for the deaf”, a MOOC on C Programming, a MOOC on College Computers and a CS0 course designed for
health majors [40].
As computational Thinking and related concepts (e.g. coding, programming, algorithmic thinking) have received increasing attention in the educational field, introducing them into compulsory K-12 classes becomes
necessary. Although Chinese CT education started late, it has also been moving forward. In 2017, the Ministry
of Education issued the "Standards for Information Technology Courses in Ordinary High Schools" in which CT
was regarded as one of the core literacy of information technology disciplines. The original information literacy
goal was further developed into digital literacy, creative ability, and computational thinking. The course is set to
compulsory, elective, and optional compulsory subjects, including artificial intelligence, 3D design, open source
hardware, database, information system and other subjects [41]. Moreover, the new college entrance examination
reform program piloted in Zhejiang Province include the information technology course in the seven-choice three
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subjects. It is the first time that information technology is recognized as the assessment subject in the key examinations [42]. The emergence of computational thinking has injected new vitality into the information technology
curriculum.
In the practice of CT training, in addition to a small number of unplugged computer science gamification
activities, programming is widely recognized as an effective way Graphical programming tools Scratch and App
Inventor become the first choice.

5

Summary and Conclusions

Different countries have different institutional settings according to their own development, but education is
global and extensive, regardless of country. To adapt to the future economic development, the education departments of various countries pay more attention to the thinking training of students in K-12. The visible hand of
"policy" and the invisible hand of "industry" form a huge educational circle to promote the development of CT
education jointly. With the focus on CT education, we select USA, England, Lithuania, France and China as the
research object. Each country has its own plan to develop CT in K-12:
Table 1. Overviews of different countries.
Country

USA

Subject

Computer
Science (own
subject )

Primary/secondary

compulsory/
compulsory

Focus

Tools

computational thinking,
critical thinking

programming
language, graphical programming

Assessment/exam

standardized test

organizational support

Apple,Micr
osoft,Facebo
ok,code.org,
ACM,CSTA
,CIC,NMSI

Characteristic

k-12 framework,
five percepts,
seven practices

England

Lithuania

Computing
(own subject)

Information
technology
(own subject)

compulsory

compulsory/
elective

computational thinking,
computer science

computational thinking,
CS knowl edge

Programing language, graphical
programming

programming
language

EBacc exam

exams and contests

Microsoft,
Google,Intel
Facebook,
BT,IBM,BC
S,CAS

/

CAS : a public
platform

Bebras
Challenge

France
Computer Science
course(own
subject),
mathematics(integrate d)

elective

China

Information
technology
(own subject)

compulsory/
compulsory
elective

information
comprehension, algorithmic, computer
architecture

programming
knowledge,
digital literacy

programming
unplugged
activities

programming
graphical programming

national exam

exams and contests

SSTE,SCC,
Clss’Code

Coteaching between teachers
and researchers

CCF

/
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As shown above, we can conclude that economic industry and non-profit organizations play an important role
in the process of curriculum reform in some countries (the USA, England). On the one hand, non-profit organizations call together experts, researchers and teachers who are committed to the development of CS. On the other
hand, financial support of the industry funds for the teacher training, curriculum development and other aspects
of the project. In addition, the UK focuses on establishing an open communication platform, listening to the
voices of each participant and solving problems together. There’re also countries with institutional support, as
well as France, but the most impressive point is the joint teaching of educators and researchers. It shows that the
close integration of educational theory and practice, which can be known as a model of education. Lithuania, the
founding member of the Bebras Challenge, is very different and has always attracted students' interest in CS with
the Bebras Challenge and the Informatics Olympics.

6

Suggestion and Future Prospects

However, CT is referred to as a way of thinking. Its most evident characteristic is abstraction. So we think it is
not appropriate to say "cultivation" but to say "development". The purpose of this paper is to compare and discuss
the representative development path through the lens of international perspectives and cultural contexts to provide a general framework of CT education across the globe.
After summarizing, we divide the whole framework into three parts: production, learning, and research. And
we describe the framework as a tree, the branches represent the frame dimensions, consisting of five parts: policy
making, non-profit organization, industry promotion, teacher training, course implementation. Each dimension
is related to each other and echoes each other to form a large whole. The root of the tree represents the needs of
students, indicates that all the dimensions are to serve for students. The aim is to develop computational thinking,
logical thinking, digital competences of the students who need to prepare for the digital world. The Ministry of
Education usually releases guidance document which the schools and organizations must follow. The document
usually brings together a variety of stakeholders, including students, parents, teachers, administrators, universities, industry leaders, nonprofits and government agencies. It also charges for the certificate qualification of the
teachers and the requirement teachers should satisfy. The most important part is course implementation in that
students can exercise their thinking and learn something new here. And it can give feedback to policy makers,
practitioners and researchers. The teacher training is to form a big circle of teachers so that they can share their
ideas and experiences and to provide course guidance and material for teachers. The organization about CS and
industry like Apple, Microsoft usually build a relationship of cooperation. They build platform and provide financial support for the teacher training. In a word, the implementation of perfect education needs efforts from
multiple departments.

Fig. 2. The general development framework.
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Computational thinking is becoming ever increasingly important to our society. However, CT or CS in primary
and secondary education has not been well developed.
Some measures should be taken to change the current situation. One of the most effective ways is to open up the
door of each country so that they can learn from each other. Though every country has different conditions, they
can summarize the successful experience and apply it combined with the actual situation. There is also a research
comparing and discussing the computational thinking educational policy initiatives emphasizes the trend of collaborative relationships and partnerships that cut across sectors and national boundaries [43].
As we all know, cooperation between countries may bring great progress in the economy. It is reasonable to
believe that cooperation can also promote the development of education. Here are a few suggestions:
 With the development of transportation, the members of the Ministry of education can visit the CT related
course in other countries by themselves. The course implementation can give feedback to the policy making.
They can interact with the teachers and students to get first-hand information. As experts of education, their
suggestion to the improvement of the course plan is also valuable for the teachers.
 With the developed Internet, the teachers from each country can take part in a public community where they
can share the experience of their native curriculum and resolve the questions for each other. Otherwise, it is
necessary to build a Competitive relationship. For example, the teachers can make groups of ten formulating
a course plan during a semester and comparing the teaching achievement in the end.
 The industry promotion plays a great role in development. The industries like Google may provide financial
support or teaching material for the teacher training. They can record the process of the training as videos so
that many people can get access to the resource through MOOC. The role of the industries can also be an
intermediary to combine the countries together.
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Abstract. Slovakia has a rich history of various algorithmic competitions. Middle school algorithmic competition PRASK is a new addition to them as it was only founded in 2015. Upon creation, there were several
problems that needed to be addressed. Mainly, how to introduce middle schoolers to algorithm design
throughout a series of tasks without relying on previous algorithmic knowledge or ability to write code in one
of the programming languages. This led to the introduction of theoretical tasks that complemented standard
programming ones. These theoretical tasks have been using a sequence of graduating problems that direct
pupils towards the design of the final algorithm.
So far, more than 80 original tasks were created, 31 of them are theoretical. In this paper, we will present
a closer look at these theoretical tasks. They will be categorized based on computational thinking skills required from pupils and also according to the levels of the cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy. In the end,
emerging patterns will be presented and described.
Keywords: algorithmic competition · middle schools · task categorization · PRASK.

1

Introduction

Informatics competitions are an interesting tool for teaching students. They can present various concepts of computer science to pupils and while doing so, popularize it among them. Depending on the character of the competition, a task can be a small programming exercise or a theoretical problem focusing on some computer science
concept, often delving deep into the given issue.
Slovakia in particular has a rich history of various algorithmic competitions that began in the early 1980s.
They vary in formats, types of tasks and age categories of contestants. Bebras challenge focuses on the motivation
of pupils, trying to introduce them to a variety of informatics topics using tasks that are solvable in 3 minutes [1].
National Olympiad in Informatics or Correspondence seminar in programing (KSP) [2] concentrate more on indepth analysis using complex tasks that require advanced knowledge and can be solved during longer periods of
time.
In 2015, an alternative to KSP for middle schoolers was founded – the PRASK competition [3]. It is intended
for pupils in middle school (approx. 13-15 years old) that are interested in computer science, but even total
beginners should be able to compete in it. One of the main goals is to teach pupils various informatics concepts,
which is reflected in its tasks.
This competition is organized by volunteers, university and high school students without proper teacher training. Therefore, it would be interesting to look at the tasks of the PRASK competition, their structure and topics
and evaluate whether they are suitable for middle schoolers and whether they helped to develop their computational thinking.

2

Research

PRASK is an algorithmic competition for middle schoolers (age approx. 13 to 15) that is organized in Slovakia.
Four times a year, a set of five tasks is presented and contestants have at least one month to come up with solutions. These solutions are then graded by organizers and sent back with feedback.
There are three types of tasks in PRASK – theoretical, practical and programming. In our research, we decided
to focus on theoretical tasks. In them, contestants are often confronted with some well-known algorithm or data
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structure. However, no prior knowledge is required from pupils, all rules and relations are described in the task
statement. The goal of participants is to combine them and present some formal procedure.
In this preliminary research, we have tried to categorize the theoretical tasks of the PRASK competition according to their statements. We were interested whether there are some patterns that can be spotted and what is
the structure of a typical task. This can be helpful in subsequent research when we try to analyze the pupils’
solutions.
First, we have gathered statements from theoretical tasks published between January 2015 (start of the competition) and March 2019. It included 29 different tasks that were analyzed. After we first read through the statements it was apparent that statements were too long and extensive for proper categorization. However, each task
is divided into several subtasks (number of subtasks differs from task to task, the median of them is 5), so separate
subtasks were categorized. The total number of analyzed subtasks was 135.
For analysis of subtasks, two categorizations were used. The first comes from similar informatics competition
– Bebras. It is two-dimensional categorization proposed by Dagiene et al. [5] in 2017. This categorization is
based on the work of Selby and Woollard about computational thinking [4] and classifies tasks by both used
informatics concepts and computational thinking skills. There are five main skills defined in it: abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic thinking, evaluation and generalization.
The second categorization was based on the cognitive domain defined by Bloom’s taxonomy [6], which is a
widely used tool for assessing learning objectives of tasks or activities. It defines six levels of cognitive domain:
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

3

Preliminary Findings

So far, one researcher read through all theoretical tasks from PRASK competition multiple times and categorized
them based on the above-mentioned categorizations, refining and correcting this categorization during each round
of reading. Even though the results are partially subjective, some emerging patterns can be spotted.
In two-dimensional categorization, we have focused on computational thinking skills. Occurrences of these
skills were counted across all subtasks and also for subtasks according to their order in the statement. Even though
not all tasks have an equal number of subtasks, we wanted to find out, if the beginning of the problem is different
from the end. Only subtasks f), g) and h) were excluded as they had 7, 3 and 2 occurrences respectively. Results
are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of occurrences of computational thinking skills across subtasks.
Subtask
a
b
c
d
e
total

Number of
29
28
28
21
17
135

Abstraction
75.86%
67.86%
57.14%
47.62%
35.29%
59.26%

Algorithmic
thinking
72.41%
78.57%
75%
80.95%
82.35%
77.78%

Decomposition
10.34%
14.29%
25%
28.57%
29.41%
20%

Evaluation
55.17%
53.57%
46.43%
42.86%
35.29%
45.93%

Generalization
31.03%
60.71%
64.29%
76.19%
94.12%
64.44%

In the Table 1 several trends can be spotted. The most represented skill is algorithmic thinking, the least represented is decomposition. This can be explained by the structure of the tasks. The existence of the subtasks divide
the problems into smaller parts, therefore the decomposition is often worked out in advance by task setters and
contestants can focus on algorithmization.
We can also notice the decrease of the use of abstraction and increase of the use of a generalization throughout
the problem. The structure of the subtasks is such, that the first subtasks introduce the problem and setting, letting
contestants remove unnecessary details and spot key relations, and later subtasks are about putting all obtained
information together.
The categorization according to Bloom’s taxonomy was done in a similar fashion. However, we decided to
exclude the Knowledge level of the cognitive domain as it was not that informative for our research.
According to Table 2, analysis level had the greatest number of occurrences. It is the most important step while
discovering new relations and uses, which is often at the core of the tasks. The least prevalent was the evaluation
level, which is the most difficult level of the cognitive domain. It was contained in subtasks, in which pupils were
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asked to prove some argument or needed to think about complexity and optimality of their solutions. We can also
notice that subtasks a) and b) are mostly on comprehension and application level and synthesis level is present
mostly in higher subtasks.
Table 2. Number of occurrences of levels in cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy.
Subtask
a
b
c
d
e
total

Number of
29
28
28
21
17
135

Comprehension
96.55%
42.86%
10.71%
0%
0%
32.59%

Application
89.66%
89.29%
60.71%
57.14%
58.82%
74.07%

Analysis
31.03%
96.43%
100%
100%
100%
83.7%

Synthesis
0%
21.43%
57.14%
76.19%
100%
47.41%

Evaluation
6.9%
7.14%
14.29%
19.05%
23.53%
14.81%

These findings paint a nice picture of a structure of the PRASK task. In the following research, we are going to
let other researchers categorize these tasks, as we can then use data triangulation to strengthen our claims. Also,
we are planning to look at which levels of Bloom’s taxonomy appear in subtasks together and how often. This
could lead to the description of an archetypal PRASK task, which could be a useful tool for the problem setters
and other researchers.
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Abstract. There exist several pedagogical devices to introduce computer science (CS) concepts to young
pupils. No matter the resource used and the targeted age group, the learning can be done in an autonomous
way with books or videos, at school with a teacher, during an event/fair with animators, etc. The challenge is
always to keep the learner interested and involved with the activities. This paper presents how an escape
game has been used to foster attendees of a fair to learn CS concepts. They were told a story in which they
are locked in a strange bunker. To escape, they have to solve riddles needing basic understanding of CS
concepts, such as binary numbers, text ciphering, or bubble sort algorithm, for example. Stands managed by
animators allow the visitors to learn the CS concepts through interactive animations. Informal feedbacks from
participants and stand animators were good.
Keywords: Escape Game · Computer Science Concepts · Fun learning

1

Introduction

Computer science (CS) concepts are not only taught to higher education students, but also to younger pupils
[2,8]. Not all CS concepts can be taught to younger pupils, at least not in the same way than with higher education
students. Specific pedagogical devices have been developed, focusing on computational thinking, digital literacy,
etc. but they are not always easy to find, unless using a specialised digital library [4]. The Computer Science and
IT in Education ASBL is a nonprofit organisation whose goal is to promote computer science at large. It regularly
organises the Computer Science Day (CSDay), a fair where children and adults with no prior CS knowledge get
the opportunity to be introduced to several CS concepts. The visitors of the fair can visit stands to learn CS
concepts thanks to a team of animators, teaching them these concepts.
1.1

Related work

Particular pedagogical devices and resources must be selected to teach CS concepts to people without any CS
background. For example, CS Unplugged activities [1] or the Computer Science Field Guide can be used to grow
algorithmic thinking and encourage programming [5]. The place of learning is also important: it can be a classroom or other dedicated places, such as computer science fairs [7]. Such a place is perfect to allow its visitors to
try different things at their own pace, following their own preferences. One challenge is to make sure that everyone gets the opportunity to take part to all the activities.
Using serious games to teach and learn CS concepts can be very effective, in particular for programming
[9,3]. Learners enjoy playing game and are pushed to make progress and actively learn new things, if the design
of the game is good. Also, the level of the game should be adapted to its audience, to not discourage its players.
Finally, escape rooms and escape games provide challenging and motivating games. If well-designed, they can
be used for educational purpose in the form of an escape classroom [6,10].
1.2

Motivation

This paper is about the escape game put in place during the CSDay 2019 fair to foster visitors to learn and be
involved with the activities, in a fun and motivating way. Indeed, an observation made during the previous editions of the fair is that it was not easy to encourage its visitors to go through the different stands and animations.
Just telling them to follow a route to learn several things was not motivating enough. Following the gamification
process and taking advantage of the attractiveness of escape games resulted in a new way to organise a fair and
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to naturally attract visitors to the stands, to teach them CS concepts, without computers, in a fun and challenging
way and allowing them directly practice.

2

Escape Game Design

The visitors of the fair receive a sheet of paper with a story at the entrance, telling them they got stuck in a
strange cave from which they want to escape! No timer, no pressure, they can collect and solve the riddles during
all the day, knowing that the only constraint is to escape before the end of the fair.
The game takes place in several rooms, between which visitors were free to move. To help them solve the
riddles, they had a log book they are receiving incrementally and clues they are collecting. To understand and
interpret the clues, visitors should use some CS concepts. They can learn them hopping by a stand to ask an
animator explain them. The riddle to solve is a pretext to learn a new concept, visitors are led where we want
them to go.
2.1

Riddle

What kind of riddles do the visitors have to solve? For example, at some point in the game, visitors were
directed towards an old computer in a hallway, whose keyboard was altered, some keys being highlighted. After
a visit to the stand about data ciphering, where visitors can learn about the Cæsar cipher, they manage to find a
meaningful word from the highlighted letters of the altered keyboard. How are the visitors helped? Words written
in bold in the log book are used to attract their attention to guide them towards the riddle they have to work on
or the stand they should visit to make progress. Another riddle is a drawing of a strange circle cut in six parts,
with digits from 1 to 6 placed on these parts. Visitors have to find a number from this drawing, and must visit
the algorithm stand to understand how to solve the riddle.

Fig. 1. A turntable is used during the fair to teach visitors the notion of algorithm and understand how a computer can sort
numbers with the bubble sort algorithm.

2.2

Activity

What kind of activities are proposed? They are similar to CS Unplugged pen and paper activities to involve
learners and to interactives from the Computer Science Field Guide to allow learners to experiment with the
problem to solve. For example, visitors can understand the bubble sort algorithm thanks to a strange turntable
with digits, shown on Figure 1. They have to follow instructions on a flowchart to manipulate it, and observe that
the digits get sorted in ascending order. They can then make the link with the riddle with the drawing of a strange
circle and understand that the number to guess is the number of loop iterations.
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3

Conclusion

The escape game of the CSDay attracted more visitors to the event and to the activities organised during the fair.
Visitors were happy and, in particular, the goal (a) to make them go through all the stands to learn CS concepts,
(b) to be interested and involved in their learning by practicing and experimenting directly, (c) and to have a
good time with a fun activity was clearly achieved. No formal survey about the game has been conducted yet,
but informal feedbacks from the attendees show that the three objectives have been met. Some children refused
to leave the fair until they solved all the riddles. Some participants to other events that took place during the fair
told us that the escape game was an excellent idea to spend time between the other events.
Some drawbacks have also been observed. The level of difficulty of the escape game was not adapted to all
the accepted age groups. A more guided path in the game should have been proposed for younger children. Also,
the pedagogical device requires a lot of human resources the day of the fair. The team of the 2019 edition had 10
full-time people for the whole day, which was not enough.
To conclude, this first edition of the fair with an escape game, which managed to attract more than 34 persons
and make them busy for a whole day learning CS concepts, was a big success. The combination of activities
without computers, mixing the philosophies of the CS Unplugged and the Computer Science Field Guide activities with an escape game, fostered the learning of CS concepts thanks to the gamification process. Future improvements should include a multi-path story to better accommodate the different age groups and the design of
new riddles and activities for uncovered CS concepts.
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Abstract. The beginning of the 21th century was marked by the introduction of computer and communication
technologies in all spheres of human activity. Global changes have occurred in the way information is transmitted and presented. Digital technology has penetrated into music and music education. The achievements
of sound recording, the technology of creating musical compositions combined with the new mass media
possibilities have defined the previously non-existent areas of development and distribution of music, and
require such knowledge that musicians who have received a classic music education do not have. The article
describes the basic, which is devoted to development of actual theoretical and practical basis of raising
knowledge of students at the music department with usage of music computer technologies.
Learning to play electronic musical instruments acquires a special relevance in the system of general music
education at the school of the Digital Age, such an opportunity can also be provided in the system of additional education of students. Today in the class of electronic musical instruments it is necessary to meet the
requirements of modern society in connection with the growing social demand for a higher level of professionalism, it is necessary to conduct a quality educational process and develop new, including digital technologies in the field of art. The discipline “Music Informatics”, which is constantly evolving, since the mid70s (IRCAM, France), is designed to solve a number of educational problems in this direction.
Keywords: Music Computer, Musical Informatics, Music Computer Technologies

1

Introduction

The development of a new approach to higher, vocational musical education has resulted from the need to solve
the most acute problems in mass music pedagogy, including the current state of general music education. So, for
example, at the annual International research and practical conference Contemporary Musical Education, held
together by the Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia and Saint Petersburg State Conservatory named
after N. A. Rimsky-Korsakov from 2002 to 2019, musicologists, teachers of musical disciplines, researchers,
teachers-practices noted that despite outstanding creative achievements, the possibilities of music education in
mass pedagogy are not fully exploited and the teaching methods in the system of general music education do not
change significantly.
One of the ways to solve this problem would be to find new educational technologies. They need to be improved by creating musical programs that would allow flexible and diversified use of the variety of rich pedagogical tools in teaching music and the huge possibilities of a music computer, contemporary music computer
technologies (MCT).
Musical Iinformatics, in conjunction with other disciplines, helps integrate the modern musician in his or her
professional activities. The purpose of the course of Musical Informatics is creating pre-conditions for expanding
the professional capabilities of the musician with the use of modern digital technologies and facilitate the fuller
use of the creative potential of the performer, composer or teacher of music.
The purpose of the subject is mastering music computer technologies, the software and hardware used in the
professional activities of the musician and acquiring, by him or her, experience for working with digitized and
synthesized sound and musical material in various formats as well as many other similar things.

2

The Discipline of Musical Informatics Includes the Following Sections:

The Introduction
The Subject of Musical Informatics
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Music, Mathematics, Informatics: The Bounds of Their Interaction
Analysis as concerns harmony in works of music art and mathematical methods of their description.
Tentamen novae theoriae musicae ex certissimis harmoniae principiis delucide expositae (on the theory of music
by L. Eller).
The descriptive-symbolic conception of music («Grammatica Speculativa» by Ch. S. Peirce and others).
On the characterization of various aspects of music creativity or “Musical Mathematics”.
Musiques formelles by I. Xenakis.
Music programming.
Audio-visual synthesis.
Architectonics of Acoustic and Digital Musical Sound
Sound vibrations.
Musical sounds (fundamental tone, harmonics, notes).
The spectrum of sound.
The intensity and volume of sound.
Stereophonic parameters.
The modulation of high frequency vibrations.
The theory and practice of preserving sound.
Digital recording, the processing of sound and playback.
Musical Synthesizers
Extracts from the history of musical synthesizers.
Electronic musical instruments.
The musical instrument as synthesizer of musical sound.
Technologies of Sound Synthesis
The basic types of sound synthesis.
Sound filters: low-pass, hi-pass, band-pass, notch.
Equalizer.
Sound cards.
Audio mixing console.
Music Computer
Music computer: excerpts from history.
Computer modeling of music creative elements.
MIDI.
Music computer hardware.
Music computer software.
Music computer setting.
Music computer as the new multifunctional multi-timber musical instrument.
Music computer as the tool of teaching in the context of the basic methodological principles of the primary,
secondary and higher additional professional and inclusive musical education.
Music computer as an instrument of the performer.

Digital Audio Workstation
The creation of a project, settings, the basics of working with an audio fragment.
The dynamic sound processing.
The frequency sound processing.
The spatial sound processing.
Reverberation.
Modulation effects.
Mixing and mastering of the musical project.
Digital Musical Synthesizer as a Modern Software-Hardware Complex for Teaching Musical Informatics
The modern digital musical synthesizer as part of the subject of music informatics.
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Digital musical synthesizer: instrument controls.
Digital musical synthesizer as a means of performing music.
Professional Music Software
Audio editors.
Note editors.
Program music designers.
Automated musical arrangers.
Sequencers.
Teaching musical software.
On-line Music Teacher Assistance Services
А review of sheet music on-line software.
On-line audio editors.
Programs for microphone sound recording on-line.
Music studios.
Appendices
Appendix 1. A table of General MIDI instruments (GM)
Appendix 2. Mathematical methods of research in musicology course by M.S. Zalivadny
Appendix 3. Armenian universal analytical chart АК-4 by V. Goshkovsky
Appendix 4. Examples of the use of matrix recording in analyses of music structures
Appendix 5. The examples of developing the original software by students participating in the Musical Informatics course: MetronomKa by A. Bungova and T. Bungov
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Abstract. Programming education will be introduced in all primary schools in Japan from April 2020. In
Guidelines for Standard Education in Japan called “Courses of Study” published by The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan (MEXT) in 2017, there appeared the word “programming” for the first time in Japanese primary education history. The legal basis of the school learning is the
description of the “Courses of Study” and all schools in Japan have to follow it. Programming is positioned
as a part of the ability to use information (including to use ICT) in the “Courses of Study”. However, there
are very few descriptions and no specific curriculum is indicated. In this paper, a pilot curriculum which is
just started from September 2019 at one primary school in Japan is proposed. Then some leaning materials
what to be presented at ISSEP 2019 are introduced.
Keywords: programming, primary school, Japan.

1

Introduction

1.1

New Guidelines for Standard Education in Japan

All kindergarten, primary schools, lower secondary schools and upper secondary schools in Japan are required
to follow the guidelines for standard education named "Courses of Study" by MEXT [1] in order to secure the
level of education nationwide. The courses of study are revised approximately every ten years. The latest
version of them were published in 2018 for upper secondary schools and in 2017 for other kind of schools.
Education under the new courses of study begin from April 2018 for kindergarten, from April 2020 for primary
schools, from April 2021 for lower secondary schools and from April 2022 for upper secondary schools. Keywords in the latest revision of the courses of study for primary schools are "active learning", "programming",
"subject for foreign language", and so on. It is the first time that word “programming” was appeared in Japanese
primary education history. In this section the parts involved in programming will be introduced.
In Chapter 1 (General Provisions) of the new guideline, it is indicated that the ability to use information is the
qualities and abilities that form the basis of learning.
Then, it is stated that the following learning activities should be carried out systematically in order to foster
the ability to use information as follows:
1. Learning activities for mastering basic operation of the digital instruments such as typing characters that is
required as a basis for learning.
2. Learning activities with programming experiences to acquire the logical thinking to make computer doing the
processing intended by children.
3. Although there are no independent subject for programming itself, there are three descriptions of programming in the new guideline as followings;
4. To draw regular polygons in Arithmetic for Year 5, programming should be used for repeating the same
procedure and drawing various regular polygons in the same way of drawing with changing some parts.
5. The nature and function of electricity in Science for Year 6, programming can be used to learn that there are
tools whose motion changes according to the given conditions.
6. In the process of exploratory learning, programming can be used in the Period for Integrated Studies from
Year 3 to Year 6.
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1.2

Guide for Programming Education at Primary School

Programming is positioned as a part of the ability to use information in the “Courses of Study”, but there are
very few descriptions and no specific curriculum is indicated. Then, “Guide to programming education at primary school (1st Ed.)” was published by MEXT in March 2018 and 2nd editions in November 2018 [2]. In this
guide, learning activities related to programming at the elementary school level were classified into six categories
(see in Table 1.)
Table 1. Table captions should be placed above the tables.

Category
A
B
C
D
E
F

2

Learning activities to be carried out
in the unit indicated in the course of study
in the unit in each subject in the course of study except Category A
separately from each subject but in the class under the curriculum
as club activities, etc for specific children under the curriculum
outside the curriculum but the venue is a school
outside the school

Curriculum for Primary School

2.1

Designing a Curriculum for Primary School in Japan from 2020

Designing a curriculum, three main viewpoints as follows were reflected.
From the Viewpoint of Curriculum Management. All schools must do the activities in Category A of
Table 1 for Year 5 and 6 because they are stated in Courses of Study. However, it is impossible to carry out the
programming activities just learning the corresponding unit. Therefore, children need to have acquired basic
programming skills before then as Category C.
From the Viewpoint of Connection with Secondary School Education. To implement real programming
education at secondary schools, it is important for all primary school students should experience to make easy
programs in the class.
From the Viewpoint of Developmental Stage. In consideration of the developmental stage of the child,
learning the skills for coding itself should be set in Year 3 or 4 children. However, even lower grade children
can acquire the skills on programming thinking with activities of unplugged and applications as Category C.
2.2

Pilot Curriculum at Primary School

Pilot Curriculum for one primary school is shown below. This school is a municipal and has 15 normal
classes with about 400 students. This pilot curriculum is just started from September 2019.
7. To draw motion objects with Viscuit[3] for Year 2.
8. To practice for thinking things in order with learning programming thinking purposed application for children
with special needs assistant.
9. To learn programming skills for Year 4, 5, 6.
10. To draw regular polygons in arithmetic class for Year 5.
11. To use electromagnetic switch module with micro:bit in science class for Year 6.
12. To use a drone for integrated studies for Year 5.
13. To use micro:bit as a sensor in the period for integrated studies for Year 6.
14. Club activities in the curriculum and out of the curriculum for Year 4, 5, 6.

3

What to be Presented at ISSEP 2019

Following items are going to be presented at ISSEP 2019.
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3.1

Applications for Acquiring Programming Thinking

These applications (see Fig.1) were developed for acquiring programming thinking for even lower grade children. These applications are used for 2) and 8) in Section 2.2.

Fig. 1. Sample screens of applications for acquiring programming thinking. In left figure is for training for ordering and
right one for conditional branch.

3.2

Electromagnetic Switch Module with micro:bit

This learning program is developed for understanding to control sensor switch for 5) in Section 2.2.
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Abstract. When Austria introduced the new mandatory subject “basic digital education” in September 2018
for all pupils in grade 6 (twelveyear-old), computational thinking finally found its way into the school system.
Schools can decide if they offer specific subjects or if they implement the curriculum in an integrative way
in several subjects. However, schools still fight the problem who is teaching and how, because most schools
just cannot install a stand-alone subject. This results in the fact that non IT teachers have to teach the contents
of this curriculum, too. Hence, creative ideas for the implementation of the new curriculum are required
because the schools need support for a cross-curricular introduction to computational thinking.
Keywords: computational thinking · digital education · teacher education · cross-curricular · STEM.

1

Introduction

Before 2002, digital education policies in the European Union aimed to improve infrastructures in schools [2].
The EU ICT Cluster study from 2010 shows that the ratio between digital devices and the number of learners
decreased significantly. Additionally, the reliability and the speed of internet connections increased throughout
the European Union [3]. There is also strong evidence that these improvements in infrastructure provision have
not systematically been translated into the integration and routine use of digital technologies [2].
In 2011, all European countries had digital education policies in place, either as standalone policies or as part
of a national ICT strategy. The strategic weight of these policies remained on nurturing students’ digital competences, justified by future economic benefits [4].

2

Basic Digital Education In Austria

When the Austrian government introduced the new subject “basic digital education” in 2018, it was the first
major progress since the implementation of IT lessons in 1988. In those 30 years, life of an ordinary pupil
changed a lot – obviously Austrian schools did not. The fact is that in Austria there is no subject “computer
science” that is taught consistently throughout the school career, besides the one of IT-education in year five. Of
course there exist numerous autonomous solutions in various schools but nothing standardized.
The new subject covers digital competences, media competences as well as civic education. According to the
curriculum, those three topics should not be taught separately but must be connected to each other. The BGBLA
(“Bundesgesetzblatt der Republik Osterreich” – federal law gazette) states that the¨ main aim is to improve the
pupils dealing with media and technology to a more well-briefed and responsible one.
Schools can decide on their own if ”basic digital education” is implemented as a stand-alone subject or integrated in Maths, English or else. Most schools just do not have the possibility to install a separate subject because
of a lack of teaching staff or available teaching hours. While teachers play an important role in both scenarios,
the type of support and/or training provided to them is diverse. As a consequence, the new curriculum has to be
combined with the topics of the original subject, even if teachers have no training in digital education.

3

Integrated Digital Education Using Diagrams

With the idea of introducing computational thinking into daily school lessons, the problem of less-experienced
teachers in the field of computer science could be reduced. Computational thinking covers solving problems,
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designing systems, and understanding human behavior by drawing on the concepts of computer science [5]. It
also uses abstraction and decomposition when handling complex tasks or designing complex systems [5]. Modeling and visualization like creating diagrams is a common approach in the field of computer science, particularly
when organizing and structuring complicated content. Modeling can be used as teaching and learning strategy,
similar to concept mapping, in order to structure knowledge, visualize situations, plan processes and train key
competences.
First a short text about a city tour bus is presented. Pupils should now extract the important information of
the text passage and represent it using a diagram. To help with the process, pupils could work with different
colors and shapes to highlight essential words. In this case, a blue rectangle represents a noun, a green rhombus
a verb and a yellow ellipse different attributes.
The resulting entity relationship diagram (ER diagram) is shown in figure 1 using the highlighted terms from
the text. It illustrates the relationships between individual objects. Such a concept can be introduced easily in any
language lesson while learning the theory of text production.
As a consequence, one can summarize that a major benefit of the ER diagram is, that even complex structures
and coherence can be simplified and made understandable for everyone. It should be mentioned, however, that it
is not our main aim that the pupils design strictly correct ER diagrams but to impart the curriculum of the language
lesson with computational thinking concepts operating in the background. Many more of those examples are
currently developed, to help teachers covering these unfamiliar topics.

Fig. 1. Modeling as a tool for text work: ER diagram

4

Pilot Study “Integrated Digital Education”

4.1

Methodology

In order to gain better understanding if the implementation of the new subject “basic digital education” caused
any problems, we designed a pilot study. The main research question is if the teachers need additional help and/or
materials. The survey was conducted in various Austrian schools and was sent to teachers who took part in
workshops or teacher training at our institute. As the number of test persons is quite low (n = 27), the results are
not statistically relevant and have to be interpreted with caution.

5

Results

The majority of the sample group supported the idea of teaching “basic digital education” in an integrated way
in their own subject. However, experience has shown that it is not that easy to design satisfactory lessons with
integrated “basic digital education” concepts in each and every subject. For those who are already used to the
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integration of technology, like in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry or the like, it is not that hard to meet the
challenge. The part that worries teachers most when new structures are introduced, is if they still have enough
time to fulfill their own curriculum. This could be solved if at least a part of “basic digital education” is taught
in an integrative manner.
5.1

Discussion

An interesting fact is that 91% of the teachers claimed that they had no problems with the implementation of the
new curriculum. The open comments section of the survey and practise reflects precisely the contrary. Teachers
wrote that they do not have enough knowledge nor training or instructions to teach “basic digital education”
competently. Others claim that especially those with lots of years in service have no interest in teaching something new or simply do not have the courage to leap the hurdle.

6

Outlook

While our survey cannot provide definite conclusions, the results do show a trend that there is need of additional
teaching material and teacher training. We already developed various teaching materials that need testing and
started with school intern teacher training to provide help. In order to better identify and, consequently, offer
successful support for our region, we will now refine the survey and send it to each Upper Austrian school with
help of the Austrian education authorities, and additionally make proposals for feasible and effective lessons of
basic digital education across all subjects.
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